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How a Law School Professor is Helping
SCOTUS Rethink Gerrymandering

University of Chicago Law School Assistant Professor Nicholas Stephanopoulos.

Courtesy of The New York Times
By Euirim Choi
A University of Chicago professor’s research and litigation helped convince the
Supreme Court to announce on Monday that it will take up a potentially landmark
electoral redistricting case that could dramatically transform American politics.
Law School assistant professor Nicholas Stephanopoulos developed a redistricting
model that has led justices to reconsider whether it is impossible to measure partisan
gerrymandering. Stephanopoulos has been working with the plaintiff in Gill v. Whitford
to argue that the Court does have the ability to measure and declare partisan
gerrymandering constitutionally limited.

While the Supreme Court has ruled that racial gerrymandering is prohibited under the
1965 Voting Rights Act, the widespread and bipartisan practice of drawing electoral
districts to weaken the power of unfriendly voters, known as partisan gerrymandering,
has resisted legal challenges.
In the 2004 case Vieth v. Jubelirer, the Court, in a plurality decision by its conservative
wing, held that challenges to partisan gerrymandering were a political question beyond
the competency of the courts as it was impossible to create a standard or legal test that
could be used to assess the extent of politically motivated redistricting.
While concurring with the ruling in Vieth, Reagan-appointee Justice Anthony Kennedy
refused to rule out the possibility that a legal standard for partisan gerrymandering
could be created in the future. Kennedy’s apparent openness to considering limiting
partisan redistricting if a discernible standard for adjudicating politically motivated
gerrymandering was proposed sparked renewed interest in creating such a standard in
academia.
Stephanopoulos and Public Policy Institute of California research fellow Eric McGhee
suggested a solution in a widely circulated 2014 paper. Their metric—which played an
important role in the litigation now appearing before the Supreme Court—known as
the efficiency gap, is a measure of how equitably a party’s share of the vote translates into
legislative seats, known as partisan symmetry.
The efficiency gap metric is calculated by taking the difference in the number of wasted
votes of each party and dividing by the the total number of votes cast. The authors
considered “wasted” votes to be either those that were cast for a losing candidate or for
a winning candidate in excess of what was required for victory. If this was true of more
than 7 percent of voters, they argued that it would constitute as excessive partisan
gerrymandering.
For example, suppose a district is composed of 10 voters, where seven voted for a
candidate from party A and three voted for party B’s equivalent. Party B, as the losing
party, has three “wasted” votes. Since only five votes (50 percent) were required to
draw the race, any votes in excess of this threshold is considered as “wasted.” Thus,
party A has two “wasted” votes. Ultimately, the “wasted” votes of party A and B in all
districts in a state are used to then calculate the efficiency gap metric.
The efficiency gap metric quickly transitioned from theory to practice when
Stephanopoulos became a litigator in Gill. He was part of a team that argued on behalf
of the plaintiff in the U.S. District Court of the Western District of Wisconsin that a 2011

Wisconsin state assembly district map drawn by Republican legislators was
unconstitutional under the 14th Amendment’s equal protection clause and the First
Amendment’s freedom of association because, as shown by the efficiency gap metric, it
discriminated against Democratic voters.
The special three-judge federal panel of the District Court ultimately sided in a 2–1
decision with the plaintiff, accepting Stephanopoulos and McGhee’s efficiency gap
metric as a possible standard for measuring partisan gerrymandering. The state
consequently appealed the decision to the Supreme Court.
With the decision to hear this appeal announced Monday, many observers are hopeful
that the Court will be receptive to concretely limiting partisan gerrymandering using
measures of partisan symmetry. Perhaps motivated by the fact that justices Stephen
Breyer and Ruth Bader Ginsburg said that they were enthusiastic about measures of
partisan symmetry as a whole in Vieth and that Sonia Sotomayor and Elena Kagan, the
other justices of the Court’s liberal wing, are expected to share this enthusiasm,
Stephanopoulos told The Maroon that his side will not exclusively rely on the efficiency
gap metric.
“Even though we think the efficiency gap is the best of [partisan symmetry] metrics,
we're advocating a set of them to the Court. There's no need to choose between them
here since they all point in the same direction (namely, that the Wisconsin plan is an
extreme outlier).”
But the conservative wing of the Court is unlikely to label partisan gerrymandering as
unconstitutional and may even reject constitutional limits on the practice. Justices
Kennedy and Samuel Alito as well as Chief Justice John Roberts stated in their partial
dissent in Cooper v. Harris—where the Court ruled in a 5–3 decision earlier this year that
the North Carolina legislature engaged in racial gerrymandering when redrawing
congressional districts—that states have the right to engage in political gerrymandering.
Justices Clarence Thomas and Neil Gorsuch are expected to agree with their fellow
conservatives. While Thomas joined the liberal wing of the Court in concurring with the
ruling, he did so because Cooper v. Harris mainly addressed racial and not partisan
gerrymandering, the latter which he believed was impossible to limit in Vieth v. Jubelirer.
Gorsuch, who did not take part in deciding the case as he was not yet a justice when it
was argued, could also be sympathetic to the idea that limiting partisan redistricting
would violate states’ rights.

Partisan gerrymandering opponents are hopeful, however, that they can sway skeptical
justices. “I wouldn't necessarily read too much into Harris since it was a racial
gerrymandering case that only addressed partisan gerrymandering in passing,”
Stephanopoulos told The Maroon. “And even the dissent in Harris didn't say outright
that partisan gerrymandering is always constitutional.”
Kennedy appears to be the conservative justice that is most likely to side with the
Court’s liberal wing. Kennedy stated in Vieth that partisan symmetry may not be a
sufficient test to adjudicate politically motivated redistricting, but he seemed, according
to Stephanopoulos and McGhee, open to being convinced.
Kennedy may therefore only require that Stephanopoulos’s efficiency gap standard, or
some other measure of partisan symmetry, be compelling to side with the Court’s
liberal wing in Gill, especially as the plaintiff’s attorneys already chose to argue that
partisan redistricting violates the First Amendment’s freedom of association, which
Kennedy believes is the strongest approach to examining the constitutionality of
political gerrymandering.
While Stephanopoulos said he does not expect to argue the case, which will be done by
appellate specialist Paul Smith, he does anticipate being heavily involved in drafting his
side’s brief. If his efforts help convince the Court that partisan gerrymandering is
constitutionally limited, he would play a role in reshaping the American political
landscape for the foreseeable future, with Democrats likely to benefit electorally from
an end to a mostly, at least recently, Republican practice.
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Article 9

Fair Representation in Local Government
Ruth Greenwood*
ABSTRACT
This Article focuses on my work in Illinois to use the Voting Rights Act1 (VRA) to
improve minority representation at the local level, but the themes and findings are
applicable across the country because many states have growing minority populations in the
suburbs just outside of large city centers.2 These minority populations tend to be much less
segregated than the minority communities in the cities,3 and so it is more difficult to use
Section 2 of the VRA4 (“Section 2”) to ensure both descriptive and substantive
representation. I recommend the use of fair representation systems like ranked choice and
cumulative voting (with multi-member districts) to improve minority representation in these
decreasingly segregated areas. I introduce three case studies from Illinois to highlight the
numerous burdens facing those that seek to reform their local government redistricting
systems. I finish with some thoughts on how litigation and legislative advocacy may be used
to promote fair representation systems in local government.

INTRODUCTION
“It is an essential part of democracy that minorities should be . . . represented.
No real democracy, nothing but a false show of democracy, is possible without it.”5
John Stuart, Mill 1862
Representation in a democracy is “a substitute for the meeting of citizens in
person.”6 Federal, state, and local governments could not function if all of the millions
of citizens with a stake in the decisions of government were involved in every decision.
Americans long ago decided that they did not want a single leader to determine issues

*

1
2
3
4
5
6

Ruth Greenwood is the Deputy Director of Redistricting for the Campaign Legal Center and an Adjunct
Professor at Loyola University Chicago School of Law. This Article adapts and expands the research I
did for a report while at the Chicago Lawyers’ Committee for Civil Rights Under Law, The Color of
Representation, CHICAGO LAWYERS’ COMMITTEE FOR CIVIL RIGHTS UNDER LAW, INC. (Apr. 2015)
http://www.votingrightsillinois.org/color-of-representation. I would like to thank Annabelle Harless,
Devin Race, J. Cunyon Gordon, George Cheung, Jorge Sanchez, Nicholas Stephanopoulos, Maria Aracelia
Rosas Urbano, Mark and Kathy Kuehner, and Willie Scott for their inspiration and assistance in this
important work.
52 U.S.C.A. §§ 10301–14 (West 2016).
William H. Frey, Melting Pot Cities and Suburbs: Racial and Ethnic Change in Metro America in the
2000s, METROPOLITAN POL’Y PROGRAMS AT BROOKINGS, 9–11 (May 2011), https://www.brookings.edu/wpcontent/uploads/2016/06/0504_census_ethnicity_frey.pdf.
See Nicholas O. Stephanopoulos, Civil Rights in a Desegregating America, 83 U. CHI. L. REV. 1329,
1343–48 (2016).
52 U.S.C.A. § 10301.
John Stuart Mill, Representative Government, in THREE ESSAYS BY JOHN STUART MILL 143, 252 (Oxford
1960).
HANNA FENICHEL PITKIN, THE CONCEPT OF REPRESENTATION 191 (Univ. of Cal. Press 1967) (quoting
Alexander Hamilton, James Madison & John Jay, THE FEDERALIST NO.52, in THE FEDERALIST 269,
270 (Max Beloff ed. 1948)).
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of the commonwealth. Thus, governmental systems were chosen whereby some people
represent others to determine the rules by which we live.
To be represented has four relevant meanings in the context of voting rights.7
One can be said to be represented if:8
1. she can register, vote, and have that vote count;
2. she can join with her community to elect candidates of their choice;
3. people with the same demographic or social characteristics are part of a
governmental decision making body (I will refer to this as descriptive
representation); and
4. there is a congruence between the actions and behavior of a representative
and one’s policy preferences (I will refer to this as substantive
representation).
The first form of representation is not a focus of this Article but has been a focus of
recent successful litigation efforts across the country.9 It is the latter three types of
representation that this Article discusses.
Recognizing that representation is required in a democracy is only the first
step. A community must then decide how it will choose its representatives. What
mechanism is chosen will depend on a community’s conception of democracy and of
representation. Is democracy served by a purely majoritarian representative body
whereby representatives do only what those they represent want and the decision
made in each case is by majority rule (majoritarianism)?10 Is it served by a
representative body where the most talented members of society are trusted to
deliberate and act in favor of the national interest, even if it involves unpopular
choices (trusteeship)?11 Is it served by a representative body that is a vibrant
marketplace of ideas, where every demographic and interest group is represented,
and decision makers form different coalitions come to different compromises
depending on the issue (pluralism)?12 Perhaps a little of each of these drove the
decisions of the Founders to establish the decision-making structures of federal
government.
The federal government structure is laid out in our almost-unamendable
Constitution,13 but the structure of a local government is, in many states, relatively
7
8
9

10
11
12
13

For a full discussion of definitions of representation, see PITKIN, supra note 6, at 1–11.
Adapted from PITKIN, supra note 6, at 38–59.
Successful litigation on this form of representation has occurred in Wisconsin, One Wisconsin Inst., Inc.
v. Thomsen, No. 15-cv-324-jpd, 2016 WL 4059222 (W.D. Wis. July 29, 2016), Texas, Veasey v. Abbott,
830 F.3d 216 (5th Cir. 2016), North Carolina, North Carolina State Conference of the NAACP v.
McCroy, No. 1:13CV861, 2016 WL 1650774 (M.D.N.C. April 25, 2016), and Kansas, Fish v. Kobach, No.
16-2105-JAR-JPO, 2016 WL 2866195, May 17, 2016 (D.C. Kan)..
See PITKIN, supra note 6, at 30.
Id. at 181.
Id. at 191.
Eric Posner, The U.S. Constitution Is Impossible to Amend, SLATE (May 5, 2014, 4:22 PM),
http://www.slate.com/articles/news_and_politics/view_from_chicago/2014/05/amending_the_constitution
_is_much_too_hard_blame_the_founders.html.
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easily amended. For example, in Illinois, home rule jurisdictions14 can change their
system of government (that is, their county, town, or school board) by majority vote
at a general election after collecting a relatively small number of signatures to place
the question on the ballot.15
At the local level then, we are all potential founders.
In a world of relatively infinite choice, what system of democracy suits local
government? And, therefore, what system of representation is preferable? Some
guidance can be drawn from Hanna Pitkin’s seminal 1967 book, The Concept of
Representation. Pitkin found that political decisions are “questions about action,
about what should be done; consequently they involve both facts and value
commitments.”16 While decisions based on facts may be delegated to experts,
decisions based on value commitments—like the decisions of what rules a community
wants to live by—require diverse representation.
Not every type of diversity will be relevant for representation. For example, it
is hard to think of a reason why blue-eyed people need specific representation that
they could not get from brown-or green-eyed people. Additionally, in some
communities, different religions or ages need not be represented, but in others,
religion or age may be a key cleavage in a community, and so establishing a system
that ensures diverse representation with respect to religion or age will be necessary.
In every community in America one thing is for certain: race and ethnicity will be an
issue that requires diverse representation.17
This Article proceeds as follows: It starts by defining minority representation
and outlining the normative and practical case for promoting minority
representation, highlights the importance of focusing on local government
representation, discusses the legal routes currently available to improve minority
representation, goes through two case studies of work I have done at the local level
to try to improve minority representation (in Joliet and Blue Island), and concludes
with thoughts for the strategies that can be used going forward to advocate and
litigate for local government structures that will better protect and promote minority
representation.
I.

MINORITY REPRESENTATION

If the goal of democracy is majority rule, why is pluralism or an explicit
protection of racial justice needed? This question strikes at the basic paradox of
14
15
16
17

See ILL. CONST. art. VII, § 6.
See 10 ILL. COMP. STAT. 5/28-7 (2016) (the number of signatures required is equal to 8% of total vote of
that jurisdiction in most recent gubernatorial election).
PITKIN, supra note 6, at 212.
See Ian F. Haney Lopez, Post-Race Racialism: Racial Stratification and Mass Incarceration in the Age
of Obama, 98 CALIF. L. REV. 1023 (2010); Mario L. Barnes, Reflections on a Dream World: Race, PostRace and the Question of Making It Over, 11 BERKELEY J. AFR.-AM. L. & POL’Y 6 (2009); Eduardo
Bonilla-Silva, RACISM WITHOUT RACISTS: COLORBLIND RACISM AND THE PERSISTENCE OF RACIAL
INEQUALITY IN THE UNITED STATES (2d ed. 2006); see also JOHN D. GRIFFIN & BRIAN NEWMAN, MINORITY
REPORT 196 (2008) (citing Kinder and Sanders 1996, and Sniderman and Carmines 1997 as examples of
how race continues to divide American society and politics).
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democracy—can a society be equally committed to majority rule and minority
protection?18 Because it conflicts with government by the majority, the commitment
to minority protection must be grounded in some other value. A commitment to
minority representation can be grounded in pluralism and/or a commitment to racial
justice. Failing to focus on minority representation is not a choice in favor of race
neutrality, but instead a de facto vote against racial justice.
For minority representation to exist, all four types of representation outlined
above should be present. That is, minority communities must be able to register and
vote, to elect candidates of their choice, and to be both descriptively and substantively
represented in federal, state, and local government. These types of representation
stand in contrast to various kinds of disenfranchisement and political
disempowerment minorities have experienced in America’s history.
A. The Voting Rights Act
It wasn’t until the Voting Rights Act (VRA) in 1965 that part of the promise of
the Fifteenth Amendment was codified by Congress.19 Though passed in direct
response to the violence in Selma, Alabama, on Bloody Sunday, March 7, 1965, the
aims of the VRA were broader than simply allowing Black people to register to vote
without fear of losing their lives. Dr. Martin Luther King Jr.’s views on the topic were
summarized by Lani Guinier in 1991: “King advocated full political participation by
an enlightened electorate to elect blacks to key political positions, to liberalize the
political climate in the United States and to influence the allocation of resources.” 20
Guinier also notes that Roy Wilkins, Executive Director of the NAACP and Chairman
Lawyers’ Committee for Civil Rights (LCCR), advocated for the VRA before the House
Committee on the Judiciary, on the grounds that eliminating voting restrictions
would mean that elected officials “will become responsive to the will of all the
people.”21
Provisions protecting language minority communities (Latinos, Asian
Americans, American Indians, and Native Alaskans and Hawaiians) were not

18
19

20
21

See Alexis de Tocqueville, Tyranny of the Majority, in DEMOCRACY IN AMERICA 306 (Schocken Books
1961); see also JAQUES DERRIDA, ROGUES: TWO ESSAYS ON REASON 31–36 (Pascale-Anne Brault &
Michael Naas trans., Stanford Univ. Press 2005).
There are other statutes that indirectly protect minority voting rights by protecting voting rights of
particular communities that include people of color, e.g., the National Voter Registration Act (NVRA),
42 U.S.C. §§ 1973gg–10 (1993); the Uniformed and Overseas Citizens Act (UOCAVA), 42 U.S.C. §
1973ff-7 (1998); the Help America Vote Act (HAVA), 42 U.S.C. §§ 15301–545 (2002); and the Military
and Overseas Voter Empowerment Act (MOVE Act), 42 U.S.C. § 1973ff-7 (2009).
Lani Guinier, The Triumph of Tokenism: The Voting Rights Act and The Theory of Black Electoral
Success, 89 MICH. L. REV. 1077, 1084 n.26 (1991) (citing MARTIN LUTHER KING, JR., WHY WE CAN'T WAIT
166 (1963)).
Id. at 1077 n.26 (citing Voting Rights: Hearings Before Subcomm. No. 5 of the House Comm. on the
Judiciary, 89th Cong. 377–80 (1965) (statement of Roy Wilkins).
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included in the VRA until 1975.22 These were added to help non-English-speaking
voters to “cast an effective ballot . . . .”23
The definition of minority political participation used during the 1975 debates
included registering, voting, running for office, and holding office as civic
participation goals.24 The 1975 Act’s added protections were written to apply to
“language minority groups,” defined as “persons who are American Indian, Asian
American, Alaskan Natives or of Spanish heritage.”25
B. Promoting Minority Representation
i.

Registering, Voting, and Having that Vote Count Today

The removal of practices that directly prevented minority voters from
registering and voting (for example, literacy tests, and some of the practices
prevented through Section 5 preclearance, such as not opening voter registration
opportunities when Black citizens appeared at the relevant office to register)
supported the most basic type of minority representation: allowing people of color to
register, vote, and have that vote count.
There are still laws that disproportionately disenfranchise voters of color, such
as felon disenfranchisement laws, photo ID laws, citizenship requirements, and
restrictions on early voting that are either currently on the books or are being
advanced in legislatures or through ballot initiatives.26 Advocates for minority
representation are using Section 2 of the VRA somewhat effectively27 where previous
litigation under the Fourteenth Amendment has not been successful.28
ii.

Electing Candidates of the Minority Community’s Choice

The VRA, though originally interpreted by the Supreme Court to protect
against only intentional discrimination with respect to the right to vote, was clarified
by Congress in 1982 such that today it prohibits systems of election that prevent
minority communities from electing candidates of their choice.29 The classic example
of such a system is a town council that elects all of its representatives at large,
meaning that every voter chooses someone for each of, say, seven positions. The result
22

23
24
25
26
27
28
29

The expansion was both through the coverage formula in Section 4 of the Voting Rights Act, 42 U.S.C.
§§ 1973–1973aa-6 (1965), and the addition of Section 203 that required election materials to be printed
in multiple languages in areas where there was a significant community with a common language that
also spoke English less than well.
Voting Rights Act: Ten Years After, U.S. COMM. ON CIVIL RIGHTS 1, 117 (1975).
Id. at 39–58.
Section 4 of the Voting Rights Act, U.S. DEPT. OF JUSTICE, https://www.justice.gov/crt/section-4-votingrights-act (last updated August 8, 2015).
For a full list of restrictive voting laws introduced and passed in 2015, see Voting Laws Roundup 2015,
BRENNAN CTR. FOR JUST. (June 3, 2015), https://www.brennancenter.org/analysis/voting-laws-roundup2015#Restrictive.
See supra text accompanying note 9.
See generally Crawford v. Marion Cnty. Election Bd., 553 U.S. 181 (2008).
52 U.S.C.A. § 10301(b).
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of at-large systems is that the majority white population, if there is racial polarization
in voting, will elect all seven members, and the minority community will never be
able to elect a candidate to the local office. In places where it is possible to divide the
jurisdiction into single-member districts (SMDs) such that one or more will have a
majority of minority citizens, Section 2 of the VRA has been interpreted to require
that SMDs (or another remedy) be implemented.30
iii.

Descriptive Representation

The VRA says nothing explicitly about descriptive representation, but the
Senate, in passing the amendments to Section 2 in 1982, added in a list of factors that
a court must consider as part of the “totality of the circumstances” test. 31 Factor
seven, in particular, is concerned with descriptive representation: “the extent to
which members of the minority group have been elected to public office in the
jurisdiction.”
In many cases, the VRA’s protection of communities electing candidates of
their choice has resulted in a protection of descriptive representation because people
of color have largely been the choice of the minority community and white people have
largely been the choice of the white community. For example, at the congressional
level in elections from 1966–96 (the thirty years after the VRA was passed) only 35
of the 6,667 elections in white majority districts provided Black winners (that is
0.005%).32 There are more white winners in majority Black or Latino districts than
this low rate, but not a sufficient amount to threaten the ability of representatives of
color to be elected at the local, state, and national level.
iv.

Substantive Representation

Substantive representation can have both an individual representative
component and a whole legislature/policy outcomes component. With respect to
individual representatives, the VRA protection of communities of color’s ability to
elect candidates of their choice should protect substantive representation (if the
community votes in its self-interest and is able to hold the legislator to account). In
addition, the Senate factors in the Section 2 amendments to the VRA outline the
issues that a court should consider as part of the “totality of the circumstances” test
required by the section. One of the Senate factors requires a court to look at whether
the relevant minority group bears the effects of discrimination in areas such as
education, employment, and health.
Additionally, political scientists have found strong evidence that substantive
representation follows directly from descriptive representation. For example, Kerry
L. Haynie finds, in analyzing agenda-setting behavior, that “a legislator’s race tends

30
31
32

See Thornburg v. Gingles, 478 U.S. 30 (1986); see also Bartlett v. Strickland, 556 U.S. 1 (2009).
See S. Rep. No. 97-417, 97TH CONG., 2D SESS., at 28–29 (1982).
DAVID T. CANON, RACE, REDISTRICTING, AND REPRESENTATION 12 (1999).
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to have a stronger effect on substantive representation than does a legislator’s party
membership.” 33
With respect to whole legislature/policy outcomes, the story is somewhat
different due to the nature of winner-take-all district elections. Whether substantive
policy outcomes are promoted by the VRA depends on the size and distribution of the
minority communities and the level of racially polarized voting.
The need to divide minority representation into a substantive and descriptive
component reveals how differently the political world is experienced by whites and
people of color (and hence why it is important to approach the political world with an
appreciation of racial difference). Since ninety percent of elected officials are white
(and sixty-five percent are white men),34 a white person will almost never need to
worry about whether the candidate who will substantively represent him will also
descriptively represent him.
C. The Benefits of Minority Representation
Q: Now why would you come from Crittenden County to participate in a fundraiser for a county
race that was basically a local race to Philips County?
A: Well, the reason I would come, first of all, there are no blacks elected to a county position in
eastern Arkansas and no blacks serving in the House of Representatives in eastern Arkansas
and no blacks elected to anything other than school boards in districts that are predominantly
black. And I feel like blacks should be elected to public office because they should have a chance
to serve.
And I want to help get blacks elected so little black children can see them serving and I want
to dispell (sic) the myth that some white kids might have that blacks can’t serve or shouldn’t
be serving at the courthouse. And when my little girl goes to the courthouse or when other
little girls go to the courthouse, I want them to be able to see black people working up there.
And if we can get some blacks elected at the local level, eventually we can—blacks will have
the expertise and we can groom them to the point where they can run for the state legislature
and other positions . . . .

Ben McGee, 198835
i.

Black Americans

Though the Black community is not homogenous, and Black community groups
will differ in their support for various policies and laws, it is possible to find a large
33

34
35

KERRY L. HAYNIE, AFRICAN AMERICAN LEGISLATORS IN THE AMERICAN STATES 25, 30 (2001). Haynie
justifies assessing agenda-setting behavior as a method of assessing substantive representation by
relying on R. Douglas Arnold’s finding that “analyzing legislator’s bill introductions is often superior to
a reliance on roll-call votes for attempting to establish a linkage between constituency interests or
preferences and the legislative behavior of representatives.” Id. at 25.
Do America’s Elected Officials Reflect Our Population?, WHO LEADS US,
http://wholeads.us/electedofficials/ (last visited Oct. 10, 2016).
LANI GUINIER, TYRANNY OF THE MAJORITY 54 (1994) (citing Whitfield v. Democratic Party, 686 F.Supp.
1365 (E.D. Ark. 1988), aff’d by an equally divided court, 890 F.2d 1423 (8th Cir. 1989) (en banc) (trial
transcript at 654–55)).
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body of common ground between black citizens on questions of public policy, ideology,
and candidate choice, and therefore to define “Black interests,” for the purpose of
studying whether these interests are furthered by an increased presence of black
legislators, by greater seniority of black legislators, or other practices aimed at
promoting minority representation. Kerry L. Haynie finds that Black citizens “have
been the most cohesive and consistent political subgroup in U.S. politics.”36
This coherence has made it easier for researchers to draw conclusions as to
whether white or Black representatives are better able to represent the views of the
Black community. Canon researched thousands of Congressional representatives
over a thirty-year period and found that
white representatives from districts that are 30–40 percent Black can largely ignore
their Black constituents, and many do. Black representatives from districts that are
30–40 percent white cannot ignore their white constituents because they are operating
in an institution that is about 86 percent white and a nation that is 82.5 percent white.37

He concludes that there is “very little support” for the claim that “whites are just as
able to represent black interests as blacks.”38
Additionally, Haynie, in analyzing state legislatures, found that Black
members did not need to be in positions of power (for example, on legislative
committees) to exert an influence over substantive outcomes, instead “the mere
presence of African Americans in state legislatures . . . was sufficient to yield
significant institutional and governmental responsiveness to black interests.”39
Haynie also examined the introduction of bills by state legislatures and found that
“the race of the representative has a powerful and statistically significant effect on
the introduction of traditional civil rights legislation.”40
A corollary of the Canon and Haynie findings is that “districts with a majority
black population had no significant impact on whether legislators representing such
districts introduced black interest legislation.”41 That means that majority-Black
districts without a Black elected official are not likely to see Black-interest legislation
introduced on their behalf, even though the minority community voted that
representative into office. Thus, the candidate of choice of a minority community will
best represent them substantively if—and only if—that candidate also descriptively
represents them. There are of course exceptions to this statistical finding: there have
been and are a small number of majority Black communities that elect white
candidates to represent them, and those candidates provide substantive
representation for their communities. Those exceptions do not undercut the link
between descriptive and substantive representation, but rather should give us hope

36
37
38
39
40
41

HAYNIE, supra note 33, at 19.
CANON, supra note 32, at 13.
Id. at 12.
HAYNIE, supra note 33, at 90.
Id. at 30.
Id.
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that in a future time it will be possible for all white candidates to represent all of
their constituents, not just the white ones.
ii.

Latinos

The Latino community is not as politically cohesive as the Black community,
largely because of group differences by country of origin, e.g., Mexico, Puerto Rico,
and Cuba.42 This makes it difficult to assess whether on the whole, the Latino
community is able to get “what it wants” because there is no “it.”
However, it is possible to assess whether Latinos are more likely to get the
outcomes they desire than white Americans. It has been shown that, in Congress,
Latinos, like Black Americans, are less likely to have policies implemented that they
care about when their representatives are white, with the exception of districts that
are over fifty percent Latino and represented by white members.43 In the latter case,
Latinos are as likely to have their policies represented by their congressional
members as the whites in that district.44 Thus, having a Latino representative
generally leads to substantive representation for Latinos.
For Latinos (as well as Blacks), the substantive representation that results
from descriptive representation also goes beyond just being more generally liberal.
An analysis of voting patterns in several Congresses shows that “rather than simply
greater intensity on a liberal-conservative spectrum, which generally emphasizes
economic/class cleavages, minority representatives see a second, racial dimension of
policies as highly salient.”45 This finding also tends to discredit those who say that
substantive representation for minorities can be achieved by simply increasing the
number of liberal representatives in office. White representatives—even liberal
ones—do not have the “sense of racially ‘linked fate’” or “personal experience with
discrimination” to draw upon, which shows up in how they vote.46
iii.

Asian Americans

Though the Asian American community does not share a common history,
language, or country of origin, political scientists conclude that an “Asian American
identity does exist and frequently works as a collective group.”47 Unlike Black
42
43
44
45
46

47

See JOHN D. GRIFFIN & BRIAN NEWMAN, MINORITY REPORT 51 (2008).
See id. at 197.
See id.
Robert R. Preuhs & Rodney E. Hero, A Different Kind of Representation: Black and Latino Descriptive
Representation and the Role of Ideological Cuing, 64 POL. RES. Q. 157, 157–71 (2011).
See id. at 158, 160. Preuhs and Hero used a measure of how liberal a representative was (the DW
NOMINATE score) along with scores on race issues from the NAACP (for Blacks) and NHLA (National
Hispanic Leadership Council) to analyze voting patterns. They found that for white liberals, the DW
NOMINATE score was highly explanatory of voting patterns whereas for Black and Latino
representatives, the scores from NAACP and NHLA indicating how sensitive a candidate is to minority
issues were far more predictive of representatives votes on certain issues. Id.
Neilan Chaturvedi, Responding to Silence: Asian American Representation through Bill Sponsorship
and Co-Sponsorship (2011 Annual Meeting Paper), AM. POL. SCI. ASS’N 5–6 (last revised Aug. 5, 2011),
http://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=1902228.
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Americans and Latinos, Asian Americans, though exhibiting a reasonable level of
political cohesion, largely do not exhibit party loyalty.48
An example of Asian political cohesion is the fight to keep an Asian
neighborhood together during a redistricting process in New York in the 1990s.
Latinos challenged the Twelfth Congressional District in New York, and a group of
Asian Americans intervened to argue that the redrawn district should not split up
their community.49 The community was defined by common neighborhoods, language,
level of education, employment in similar industries, use of public transport, and
immigration status.50 The Court found this argument compelling, and the first
constitutionally permissible Asian-influence district was formed. The district
remains a multi-racial opportunity district (with 40% Latino and 20% Asian
American population).51
When there are common interests amongst Asian American groups,52 it is
possible to study whether Asian American legislators effectively represent those
interests, and it has been found that they do, indeed, further such interests. 53
iv.

Minority Representatives as Role Models

Guinier explains role model theory as Black representatives “who convey the
message ‘We Have Overcome’ and inspire those not yet overcoming. Thus, in general,
Black role models are powerful symbolic reference points for those worried about the
continued legacy of past discrimination.”54
The most prominent example of a candidate of color inspiring others is, of
course, President Obama. The ability of a Black man to be elected to the highest office
in the land conveys the message to Black children everywhere that they too can do
great things even though they may experience racism along the way. Similarly,
Senator Daniel Inouye served as a role model to a generation of Japanese
Americans,55 as did Mayor Villaraigosa, Senator Rubio, and Congressman Castro for
Latinos.

48
49
50
51

52
53
54
55

See Glenn D. Magpantay, Asian American Voting Rights and Representation: A Perspective from the
Northeast, 28 FORDHAM URB. L. J. 739, 764 n.163 (2001) (“Political cohesion around candidates can be
discerned, but party loyalty is largely absent.”).
Id. at 766–67.
See id. at 766–67.
New York’s 12th Congressional District in the 1990s is now the 7th District, and is still represented by
Nydia Velásquez. The District is 43% Latino and 19% Asian according to the 2013 American
Community Survey estimates. See U.S. CENSUS BUREAU, 2013 American Community Survey (2013),
http://factfinder.census.gov/faces/nav/jsf/pages/index.xhtml.
See Magpantay, supra note 48, at 768 (explaining that communities of interest can be identified within
the Asian American community).
See Chaturvedi, supra note 47, at 20 (“Asian American legislators represent Asian Americans well.”).
GUINIER, supra note 35, at 57.
See Paul Watanabe, Remembrance: Daniel Inouye Was My Role Model, COGNOSCENTI (Dec. 20, 2012),
http://cognoscenti.wbur.org/2012/12/20/daniel-inouye-paul-watanabe.
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Improved Civic Participation by People of Color

In 1965, Black voter registration rates were as low as 6.7% in some states.56
This was the intended outcome of the white power structure in place. Following the
adoption of the VRA, voter registration rates increased. Voter turnout also largely
followed a similar trajectory. Guinier theorized in 1994 that this is because there is a
key role that “group identity plays in mobilizing political participation and
influencing legislative policy.”57 She noted also that: “blacks can be encouraged to
participate in the political process, the possibility of electing a ‘first’ Black tends to
increase election day turnout. Indeed, the courts and commentators have recognized
that the inability to elect Black candidates depresses black political participation.”58
Studies of each of the minority groups under consideration bear out this
hypothesis. For Blacks, this effect was dramatically illustrated in the 2008 election
where black turnout eclipsed that of white turnout for the first time,59 likely because
Black voters wanted to elect the first black President. Additionally, political scientists
have found a link between the election of black mayors and greater Black political
participation.60
For Latinos, a study of Southern California over five years shows that Latino
voter turnout increases when Latino voters have a chance to elect their candidate of
choice out of a majority-minority district.61 That boost to turnout increases with each
additional overlapping district where electing a Latino is possible: the highest
turnout came from Latino voters who lived in overlapping majority-minority districts
for State Assembly, State Senate, and U.S. House of Representatives.62
For Asian Americans, Taofang Huang finds that Asian Americans are more
likely to vote when an Asian American is a candidate, particularly when the
candidate’s ties to a specific Asian country are a prominent part of his or her
presentation during a campaign.63
It seems likely that, beyond mayoral races, increased minority representation
at the local level will drive minority civic participation. For example, each additional
Latino majority-minority district increases turnout by the Latino community. Thus,
descriptive representation should increase substantive representation on both ends;
the elected official is more likely to take the interests of the minority community
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63

Introduction to Federal Voting Rights Laws, U.S. DEP’T OF JUST.,
https://epic.org/privacy/voting/register/intro_c.html (last visited Nov. 16, 2016).
GUINIER, supra note 35, at 57.
Id. at 58.
See Thom File, The Diversifying Electorate—Voting Rates by Race and Hispanic Origin in 2012 (and
Other Recent Elections), U.S. CENSUS BUREAU (May 2013),
http://census.gov/content/dam/Census/library/publications/2013/demo/p20-568.pdf.
See ZOLTAN L. HAJNAL, CHANGING WHITE ATTITUDES TOWARD BLACK POLITICAL LEADERSHIP 1 (2007).
Matt A. Barreto, Gary M. Segura & Nathan D. Woods, The Mobilizing Effect of Majority—Minority
Districts on Latino Turnout, 98 AM. POL. SCI. REV. 65, 74 (2004).
Id.
See Taofang Huang, Electing One of Our Own: Descriptive Representation of Asian Americans (2010
Annual Meeting Paper), W. POL. SCI. ASS’N 2, 21,
http://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=1580953 (last revised Mar. 31, 2010).
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seriously and the community will become more engaged, mobilized, and better able
to hold that representative accountable.
vi.

Confidence in Government

Jane Mansbridge explains the connection between increased descriptive
representation, legitimacy, and confidence in government:
Seeing proportional numbers of members of their group exercising the responsibility
of ruling with full status in the legislature can enhance de facto legitimacy by making
citizens, and particularly members of historically underrepresented groups, feel as if
they themselves were present in the deliberations.64

Haynie and Guinier accept this argument, but they clarify that they believe
descriptive representatives will only contribute a basic level of trust in political
institutions if the minority members actually speak for the communities from which
they come.65
The benefit of an increased confidence in government will not necessarily only
be felt by members of the relevant minority community but may also increase the
confidence of elected officials that they have made decisions based on the views of the
entire community, rather than just the white majority. There is also a possibility that
this confidence could flow over to white voters themselves if they believe that all
community members are having their voices heard on local decision-making bodies.
vii.

Changing Attitudes
Community Members

to

Minority

Legislators

and

Minority

There is some evidence that Black political leadership can help to break down
the “myth that some white kids might have that Blacks [and other minority
candidates] can’t serve or shouldn’t be serving.”66 For example, Zoltan Hajnal shows
that “the transition from white to Black leadership frequently leads to notable shifts
in white attitudes and behavior.”67 Hajnal argues that this shift in behavior occurs
where information about the Black political leadership is credible and widely
disseminated such that the white community perceive their black leader to have real

64
65
66
67

HAYNIE, supra note 33, at 114 (citing Jane Mansbridge, Should Blacks Represent Blacks and Women
Represent Women? A Contingent Yes, 61 J. POL. 628, 650 (1999)).
HAYNIE, supra note 33, at 114.
Id. at 63.
HAJNAL, supra note 60, at 7. Unfortunately, Hajanal finds exceptions to his rule, and Chicago is one of
the notable exceptions: “Although Black representation in most cases leads to decreased racial tension
and greater acceptance of Black incumbents, there are a select number of cities where racial tension
remains high, voting continues to be highly racially polarized, and few new white voters begin to
support Black leaders despite years under Black leadership . . . . Chicago represents perhaps the most
famous case of ongoing white resistance.” Id. at 123 (though Hajnal can explain the unique
circumstances that set Chicago out from other cities).
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control over outcomes and policies, and white community members are therefore
more likely to reduce their negative attitudes to black leadership.
At the congressional level, some studies on white voting behavior following
Black leadership support Hajnal’s findings,68 but some find the opposite result, with
whites being eight to ten percent less likely to support Black incumbents than white
incumbents.69 Despite this finding, the number of Black congressional
representatives that represent majority white districts has increased from zero in
1960 to six in 2000, representing sixteen percent of all Black representatives.70
Though change in the level of racially polarized voting is slow, it seems change has
indeed followed from increased examples of Black leadership (in both majority white
and majority Black communities).
The number of Latino and Asian American representatives has only started to
grow in the past three decades, but the data so far suggest that white voters respond
to Latino and Asian American leadership positively. Hajnal finds “there does appear
to be a pattern of changing white behavior in response to experience with Latino
elected officials. The evidence is clearer for whites who experience Latino leadership
than it is for whites who live under Asian American incumbents but in both cases
there are signs that white Americans are learning.”71
The effect of minority political leadership on white racial attitudes is therefore
one of caution and hope. Though minority representation “cannot solve all or even
most of America’s racial ills . . . if it can begin to reduce racial divisions in the political
arena, then it is a goal well worth pursuing.”72
viii.

Minority Representation and the Representation of Women

Focusing on minority representation gives us a chance to explore “the
interaction and coalition formation that may occur between women and
minority groups with corresponding interests” and to find ways to advance
representation for both of these underrepresented groups of people.73
A finding that reveals corresponding interests is that the improvement in
minority representation over the past few years has largely been driven by
women of color. This is particularly true for black elected officials. For example,
in 2001, the increase in Black elected officials in office was entirely due to the
increase in Black women in office. Since 1998, the number of Black men has
actually decreased, and overall (from 1970–2005) black female elected officials
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71
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Id. at 145.
Id.
Id. at 146.
ZOLTAN HAJNAL, AMERICA’S UNVEVEN DEMOCRACY 153 (2010).
Id. at 161.
Michael D. Minta, Gender, Race, Ethnicity, and Political Representation in the United States, 8 POL.&
GENDER 541, 544 (2012).
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increased twenty-fold while black male elected officials increased only fourfold.74
The fights for gender and racial/ethnic equality should be seen as
connected because achieving minority representation is not just about
narrowly satisfying the interests of some racial groups. Rather, it is grounded
in a view of democracy that says that all of those who are historically or
currently disempowered still deserve respect and recognition. This connection
has been important in the advances of racial and gender justice: the civil rights
movement of the 1960s was dominated by discussions of race, but coalition
building allowed protections for gender to be included in the Civil Rights Act
of 1964.75
II.

MINORITY REPRESENTATION IN LOCAL GOVERNMENT

Now that we have set the boundaries for our discussion of what constitutes
minority representation and why we may desire to increase it, let us turn our
attention to local government representation in particular. The starkest recent
example of the importance of local government in the fight for racial equality comes
from Ferguson, Missouri.
Many will remember Ferguson only for the shooting and killing of an unarmed,
Black teenager, Michael Brown, by a white police officer in 2014.76 A large part of the
blame for this terrible event was rightly attributed to the racially discriminatory
culture within the Ferguson Police Department. 77 But there are deeper issues.
Ferguson, along with St. Louis, is highly segregated not only in housing patterns, but
also in the distribution of local power.78 Although Ferguson’s population is majority
Black, it is run by a white mayor and a white police chief, with a police department
known for brutality against Black79 youth and racist conduct by police officers.
While Ferguson is over sixty-seven percent Black, its city council included only
one Black member out of six seats.80 In addition, seventy-seven percent of students
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Carol Hardy-Fanta et al., Race, Gender, and Descriptive Representation: An Exploratory View of
Multicultural Elected Leadership in the United States 6 (Sep. 1, 2005) (unpublished manuscript) (on
file with the American Political Science Association).
See Minta, supra note 73, at 544–45.
See, e.g., Editorial, The Death of Michael Brown: Racial History Behind the Ferguson Protests, N.Y.
TIMES (Aug. 12, 2014), http://www.nytimes.com/2014/08/13/opinion/racial-history-behind-the-fergusonprotests.html (last visited Aug. 2016).
See U.S. DEP’T. OF JUST. CIVIL RTS. DIV., Investigation of the Ferguson Police Department, (Mar. 4, 2015),
http://www.justice.gov/sites/default/files/opa/pressreleases/attachments/2015/03/04/ferguson_police_department_report.pdf.
See The Death of Michael Brown, supra note 76.
This report uses “Black” rather than African American to ensure that people without slave ancestry but
who still hail from Africa are included in the analysis. The Census Bureau uses both terms in its work.
This report capitalizes “Black” because the terms Latino and Asian are also usually capitalized.
Karen Shanton, The Problem of African American Underrepresentation on Local Councils, DEMOS.ORG,
http://www.demos.org/publication/problem-african-american-underrepresentation-city-councils (last
visited Mar. 12, 2015).
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in the Ferguson-Florissant School District are Black,81 yet only one school board
member out of seven total was Black.82 City councils, school boards, and other local
government systems can influence city agencies and the allocation of resources in
many important ways. For example, if Ferguson’s city council looked like Ferguson
itself, it could choose to ensure that the police force is racially diverse, better trained
to understand racial justice issues, and held accountable for racially disparate
treatment and racially discriminatory conduct.
The situation on the ground in Ferguson serves to highlight a truth about local
governments across our country: they control many aspects of our daily lives, not just
criminal law but also many other policy areas that are crucial for the civil rights
agenda. Local government decisions can affect whether a community is integrated,83
whether public employees include people of color, 84 whether police target people
based on race,85 whether schools disproportionately suspend and expel Black
students,86 whether food deserts exist,87 whether minority-owned businesses can
thrive,88 whether people of color’s right to vote is disproportionately burdened, 89
81

82
83
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86
87
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David Hunn, ACLU Alleges Ferguson-Florissant School District Elections Favor White Candidates, ST.
LOUIS POST-DISPATCH (Dec. 18, 2014), http://www.stltoday.com/news/local/education/aclu-allegesferguson-florissant-school-district-elections-favor-white-candidates/article_f5e8a48f-c586-5593-9aed440a353efd86.html.
Jessica Bock, Suspension of Ferguson-Florissant Superintendent Questioned, ST. LOUIS POST-DISPATCH
(Nov. 9, 2013), http://www.stltoday.com/news/local/education/suspension-of-ferguson-florissantsuperintendent-questioned/article_d26b81af-7010-55b1-8233-50b33a08bb09.html.
Policies that can influence the level of neighborhood integration including redlining (see, e.g., Alexis C.
Madrigal, The Racist Housing Policy That Made Your Neighborhood, THE ATLANTIC (May 22, 2014),
http://www.theatlantic.com/business/archive/2014/05/the-racist-housing-policy-that-made-yourneighborhood/371439/), and by contrast, an explicit mission in a community to “achieve meaningful and
lasting diversity throughout Oak Park and the region,” see About us, THE OAK PARK REGIONAL HOUSING
CTR., http://www.oprhc.org/news-media-releases-updates/ (last visited Mar. 12, 2015).
City policies about standards for hiring can affect diversity in public employees. See, e.g., Lewis v. City
of Chicago, 643 F.3d 201 (7th Cir. 2011).
See, for example, New York’s “Stop and Frisk” laws that were found to have disparately impacted the
Black community in New York. See generally Floyd v. City of New York, 959 F. Supp. 2d 540, 562
(S.D.N.Y. 2013).
See, e.g., School Discipline and Disparate Impact, U.S. COMM’N ON CIVIL RIGHTS (2014),
http://www.usccr.gov/pubs/School_Disciplineand_Disparate_Impact.pdf (last visited Mar. 12, 2015)
(reporting on Fresno’s disparate expulsion referrals for people of color).
Governor Pat Quinn appropriated $10 million to go to cities, towns, and villages across Illinois to
address the problem of food deserts. City council members had to apply to receive that money, and
some used the media in that lobbying effort. Landon Cassaman, Rockford ‘“Food Desert” Seeks State
Funding, WIFR.COM (Aug. 3, 2012, 9:32 PM), http://www.wifr.com/home/headlines/Rockford-FoodDesert-Seeks-State-Funding-164970226.html.
For example, Chicago has a Minority and Women-Owned Business (e.g., (M/WBE)) Certification
Program that provides contracting opportunities to M/WBE certified companies. Businesses &
Professionals, CITY OF CHICAGO, http://www.cityofchicago.org/city/en/ofinterest/bus/mwdbe.html (last
visited March 12, 2015).
For example, the Department of Justice was asked to investigate the placement of voting machines in
Franklin County. The DOJ found that more registered voters were allocated to a single machine in
predominantly Black precincts, and less registered voters per machine in predominantly white
precincts (the amount of actual voters for each machine did not show a discriminatory impact). Dan
Tokaji, DOJ: No Discrimination in Ohio Election, MORTIZ COLLEGE OF LAW: ELECTION LAW @ MORTIZ
BLOG (July 5, 2005), http://moritzlaw.osu.edu/blogs/tokaji/2005/07/doj-no-discrimination-in-ohioelection.html. In addition, decisions on the allocation of voting machines and election judges can affect
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whether first-time offenders are prosecuted for felonies under the criminal justice
system,90 and where for-profit detention centers will be located,91 to name a few
examples.
Local governments are often overlooked and understudied compared with
federal or state governments when it comes to civil rights protections. Local
governments contribute to whether we make our society a place where people can
thrive economically, politically, and socially, regardless of their race or ethnicity, or
whether people of color will face an uphill battle just to live, work, and be educated.
Local governments are at the forefront of civil rights issues, and so it is at that level
that we should be trying to ensure that minority communities are fairly represented.
Unlike Congress and state legislatures, which can contain many hundreds of
legislators, local school boards and city councils are usually comprised of five to fifteen
members. Adding even a single minority voice to the deliberations of a small body can
help the rest of the members better understand issues from the perspective of the
minority community, and that member can raise issues or introduce motions for a
vote, without needing to have the support in a legislative committee. Thus, the
introduction of one or more people of color to a local council has the potential to make
a larger difference at the local level than at the state or congressional level.

A. Descriptive Representation at the Local Level May Increase Descriptive
Representation at the National Level
Even if one’s ultimate goal is to improve state or federal minority
representation, local minority representation is still fundamentally important to that
end. Local government representation by minority candidates can “build the bench”
of candidates for higher office. Minority representatives at the federal level are more
likely than their White peers to ascend through the political ranks by first serving as
local elected officials.
An analysis of the background of the House members in the 114th Congress
found that while twenty-two percent of White representatives started their political
careers as elected representatives in local government, representatives of color were
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the length of lines in predominantly Black and white communities. In the 2012 election, Black and
Latino voters waited in lines 2 and 1.5 times as long as white voters. Charles Stewart III & Stephen
Ansolabehere, Waiting in Line to Vote, SUPPORT THE VOTER 11 (July 28, 2013),
https://www.supportthevoter.gov/files/2013/08/Waiting-in-Line-to-Vote-White-Paper-StewartAnsolabehere.pdf (last visited Dec. 2, 2016).
The Cook County State’s Attorney is an elected position in local government. In March 2011, the Cook
County State’s Attorney implemented a Deferred Prosecution Program to attempt to divert first time
offenders from the justice system. Deferred Prosecution Program, TREATMENT ALTERNATIVES FOR SAFE
COMMUNITIES, http://www2.tasc.org/program/deferred-prosecution-program (last visited Mar. 13, 2015).
The Corrections Corporation of America sought to build a for-profit immigration prison in Joliet in
2013. In order for that to go ahead, the Joliet City Council had to approve a special use permit. Ashlee
Rezin, Pressure Against Joliet’s Proposed For-Profit Immigrant Detention Center Escalates, PROGRESS
ILL. (May 16, 2013, 7:11 PM), http://www.progressillinois.com/quick-hits/content/2013/05/16/pressureagainst-joliets-proposed-profit-immigrant-detention-center-es.
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much more likely to have started in local government: 29% percent of Asian American
representatives, 38% of Black representatives (over 1.5 times as many as white
representatives), and 44% of Latino representatives (double the number of white
representatives) started their political careers as local government representatives.92
This disparity holds specifically for people of color: there is little difference by
gender (twenty-five percent of male and female representatives started in local
elected office) and party (twenty-one percent of white Republicans and twenty-four
percent of white Democrats started in local elected office).
Therefore, improving local minority representation could create a cadre of
trained representatives of color that are ready to go on to state and national office to
represent the interests of their communities. In addition, the reluctance of white
voters to vote for Black candidates breaks down (even if only to some extent) after
experiencing Black leadership.93 Thus, the opportunities for local Black candidates
to get elected to higher office, even if the higher offices are not majority-minority
communities, improves.
B. Descriptive Representation Improves Substantive Representation at the
Local Level
Descriptive representation for people of color at the local level has the potential
to significantly improve the lives of communities of color.
At the county level, a minority commissioner can influence whether services
and administrative positions will be distributed equitably. For example, in Chilton
County, Alabama, during the late 1980s, the county decided which roads got paved
and re-paved (as many county boards do). Their system was ad-hoc and resulted in
the all-white board of commissioners prioritizing white neighborhoods. Once Bobby
Agee, the county’s first Black commissioner, was elected in 1988, he was able to
implement a systematic and objective way to determine which roads got paved. 94 As
a result, Black communities had their roads paved (and the overall process was more
responsive to community needs). The county board also has the power to suggest and
appoint administrative personnel. After Bobby Agee was elected, Black
representatives were appointed by the county board to administrative board
positions.95
At the municipal level, descriptive representation for Black Americans has led
to an improvement in police and social welfare policies for the Black community.
Having a Black mayor is consistently associated with an increase in the number of
Black officers on the police force.96 A Black mayor also makes it more likely that there
92
93
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95
96

All research for this small study was conducted by the author.
See HAJNAL, supra note 60, at 160–63. (“[B]lack mayoral leadership [can] . . . change white voting
behavior, [and] also [] alter white racial attitudes.”).
LANI GUINIER, LIFT EVERY VOICE: TURNING A CIVIL RIGHTS SETBACK INTO A NEW VISION OF SOCIAL
JUSTICE, 259–60 (1998).
Id.
See Daniel J. Hopkins & Katherine T. McCabe, After It’s Too Late: Estimating the Policy Impacts of Black
Mayoralties in U.S. Cities, 40 AM. POL. RES. 665, 665–700 (2012); see also Jihong Zhao, Ni He & Nicholas
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are police department policies that aim to improve the relationship between police
and the over-policed Black communities, such as citizen accountability boards.97
Black descriptive representation also leads to better responsiveness of social service
agencies to the needs of the Black community, particularly when the program
managers and the representatives engage in community networking and learning.98
And, at the school board level, school boards that include Latino
representatives are more likely to hire Latino school administrators, such as
principals and superintendents, who, in turn, hire more Latino teachers.
Qualitative99 and quantitative100 studies, including randomized experiments,101 find
that the academic achievement of Latinos, as well as non-Latinos, increases when a
school has Latino teachers. In addition, a majority of Latinos would prefer for their
children to have more Latino teachers.102
III.

IMPROVING LOCAL MINORITY REPRESENTATION

If we accept that improving minority representation at the local level is a valid
goal, then how are we to achieve this improvement? Perhaps everything appears to
be able to be changed by litigation or legislative change if one is a lawyer (much like
a hammer sees everything as a nail), but I believe that there are great strides to be
made through these two methods. The third, complementary, and in many ways a
sine qua non of legal change, method is to engage in community organizing. That is
beyond the scope of my expertise though, so I will leave it to others to comment on
the best ways to integrate community organizing into a fully-fledged litigation and
legislative advocacy campaign.
A. Litigating over minority vote dilution
The difficulty with using litigation to develop solutions to a complex problem
like minority representation is that an impact case will set a precedent based on a
unique factual scenario and with a single or limited set of remedies. In the case of
minority representation, Thornburg v. Gingles was a watershed for minority
representation because it set the floor—a base level of representation of people of
color in the halls of power—below which the country would not return.103
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Lovrich, Predicting the Employment of Minority Officers in U.S. Cities: OLS Fixed- Effect Panel Model
Results for African American and Latino Officers for 1993, 1996, and 2000, 33 J. CRIM. JUST. 377, 377–
79 (2005), http://nuweb.neu.edu/nhe/race and police emp.pdf.
See Grace Hall Saltzstein, Black Mayors and Police Policies, 51 J. POL. 525, 525–44 (1989).
See Belinda Creel Davis, Michelle Livermore & Younghee Lim, The Extended Reach of Minority
Political Power: The Interaction of Descriptive Representation, Managerial Networking, and Race, 73 J.
POL. 494, 497 (2011).
David L. Leal, Valerie Martinez-Ebers & Kenneth J. Meier, The Politics of Latino Education: The
Biases of At-Large Elections, 66 J. POL. 1224, 1229–30 (2004).
Id. at 1230–31.
Id. at 1230.
Id. at 1224.
478 U.S. 30 (1986).
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Unfortunately, Gingles has also come to represent a ceiling. That ceiling prevents the
adoption of an election system that would allow for fairer representation for people of
color.
The concept of vote dilution was recognized as a constitutional harm in the
“one person, one vote” (OPOV) Supreme Court cases of the 1960s.104 The Court found
that an individual’s vote could be diluted if she was in an election district that had a
huge disparity in population to another district for election to the same legislature.
For example, in Baker v. Carr, districts for the state legislature in the urban centers
of Tennessee had ten times the number of people as districts in rural areas.105 This
meant that a voter in an urban district had one-tenth the voting power of a voter in a
rural area. The court labeled the requirement of rough population equality106 a OPOV
requirement:
[A]ll who participate in the election are to have an equal vote—whatever their race,
whatever their sex, whatever their occupation, whatever their income, and wherever
their home may be . . . . The concept of ‘we the people’ under the Constitution visualizes
no preferred class of voters but equality among those who meet the basic
qualifications.107

The OPOV requirement recognizes that an individual’s vote can be diluted by the size
of election districts. Minority vote dilution operates in a similar, but more complex
way than individual vote dilution, and it describes a group rather than an individual
harm.108 As Pamela S. Karlan explains, “[u]nlike the white suburban plaintiffs in
Reynolds whose voting strength was diluted because of where they lived, the political
power of Black citizens is diluted because of who they are.”109
Thus, in 1971, in Whitcomb v. Chavis, a group of Black voters in Indiana
argued that vote dilution could also occur based on race, rather than geography. 110
The plaintiffs argued that by electing multiple legislators in the Marion County area
using at-large elections, the Black community was left with “almost no political force
104
105
106
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108
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See generally Baker v. Carr, 369 U.S. 186 (1962); Gray v. Sanders, 372 U.S. 368 (1963); Wesberry v.
Sanders, 376 U.S. 1 (1964); Reynolds v. Sims, 377 U.S. 533 (1964).
Baker v. Carr, 369 U.S. 186, 253–267 (1962) (Douglas, J., concurring).
The OPOV started as a rough population equality measure, but later was changed to require a
population deviation of no more than one person for each congressional district (and at the state
legislative and local level, the population requirement only allowed that the largest and smallest
districts deviated by no more than 10%). See Karcher v. Daggett, 462 U.S. 725, 730–41 (1983)
(regarding congressional districts); Larios v. Cox, 305 F. Supp. 2d. 1335, 1337 (2004), aff’d, 124 S. Ct.
2806 (2004) (citing Brown v. Thomson, 462 U.S. 835, 842–43 (1983) (regarding state legislative
districts)).
Gray, 372 U.S. at 379–80.
The concept of minority vote dilution was first hinted at in Fortson v. Dorsey, 379 U.S. 433 (1965), but
not relied upon by the appellees, and so it was only briefly addressed by Justice Brennan writing for
the Court. Id. at 439 (“It might well be that, designedly or otherwise, a multimember constituency
apportionment scheme, under the circumstances of a particular case, would operate to minimize or
cancel out the voting strength of racial or political elements of the voting population.”).
Pamela S. Karlan, Maps and Misreadings: The Role of Geographic Compactness in Racial Vote Dilution
Litigation, 24 Harv. C.R.-C.L. L. REV. 173, 174 (1989).
403 U.S. 124 (1971).
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or control over legislators because the effect of their vote [was] cancelled out by other
contrary interest groups.”111 The problem with winner-take-all, at-large elections
(those where fifty-one percent of the community can elect one hundred percent of the
representatives) is that “a slim majority of voters has the power to deny
representation to all others.”112 The Court declined to find that there was in fact a
constitutional violation caused by the use of at-large districts in Indiana, but it left
open the question of whether, in the right factual scenario, the rights of minority
voters might be diluted.
Shortly thereafter, plaintiffs from Texas, in White v. Regester, convinced the
Supreme Court that there was invidious discrimination in the drawing of the Texas
legislative redistricting plan in violation of the Equal Protection Clause of the
Fourteenth Amendment. 113 The plaintiffs showed that “the political processes
leading to nomination and election were not equally open to participation by the
group in question—that its members had less opportunity than did other residents in
the district to participate in the political processes and to elect legislators of their
choice.”114 The court analyzed a number of practices that prevent political
participation by Black voters in Dallas County and Latino voters in Bexar County.
These included party slating, poll taxes, cultural barriers, and the use of multimember districts (MMDs) with at-large, winner-take-all plurality voting.
Another set of plaintiffs tried to build on the theory of minority vote dilution
as caused by at-large voting in MMDs from Regester to argue that such dilution was
occurring in the city of Mobile, Alabama. In Mobile v. Bolden, the plaintiffs alleged
that the Fourteenth and Fifteenth Amendments, and Section 2 of the VRA, were
violated by the City Commission’s election system that elected the three-person
Commission at-large, thereby denying the Black population (that constituted 35.4%
of the total population) the ability to elect a single candidate. 115 The Court held that
there was no difference between the Fifteenth Amendment and Section 2 of the VRA,
and found that both the Fourteenth and Fifteenth Amendments were not violated
because a showing of purposeful discrimination was required for each, and such a
purpose was not shown.116
The holding in Bolden appeared to make it all but impossible for plaintiffs to
overturn redistricting plans or election systems that diluted the minority vote. As
Chandler Davidson describes, in the context of an attempted minority vote dilution
case in the town of Taylor, Texas (where, despite high Latino turnouts in elections
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Id. at 129.
Fair Representation and the Voting Rights Act: Remedies for Racial Minority Vote Dilution Claims,
FAIRVOTE, http://www.fairvote.org/assets/Racial-Minority-Representation-Booklet.pdf (last visited Mar.
14, 2015).
412 U.S. 755, 765–66 (1973).
Id. at 766.
446 U.S. 55, 58–59 (1980).
Mobile, 446 U.S. at 66–68 (citing Whitcomb v. Chavis, 403 U.S. 124, 149 (1971); Washington v. Davis,
426 U.S. 229 (1976)).
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and Latino candidates running regularly for office between 1967 and 1974, no
candidate that was the choice of the minority community was elected):
The decision presented serious problems to the plaintiffs in Taylor, whose at-large
system had been established in 1914. The files of the local newspaper only went back
to the 1930s, and official city documents relating to the charter revision shed no light
on the motives for the change. After much soul searching, the plaintiffs withdrew the
suit, at the cost of three years of trial preparation, dashing the minorities lingering
hopes that the U.S. Constitution might provide them relief.117

The difficulties Bolden created were foremost on the minds of legislators when
they amended Section 2 of the VRA in 1982. Congress added paragraph (b) to Section
2 that explained that Section 2(a) could be violated if a “totality of circumstances” test
was met, rather than the more stringent purposeful discrimination test of the
Fourteenth and Fifteenth Amendments. The totality of the circumstances test means
that plaintiffs can present evidence that an election system in effect dilutes the
minority vote, along with examples of other types of racial discrimination that occur
in the jurisdiction, rather than having to show that the particular election system
was adopted with a racially discriminatory purpose.
The amended Section 2 was used effectively in litigation immediately after
1982, with the seminal case of Thornburg v. Gingles in 1986 establishing a three-part
test that plaintiffs could meet in order to prove a Section 2 violation even if they could
not prove that an election system was instituted for the purpose of discriminating
with respect to voting on the basis of race. The Gingles test requires the racial, ethnic,
or language minority group to prove that it is:
(1) sufficiently large and geographically compact to constitute a majority in a
single-member district;
(2) politically cohesive; and
(3) in the absence of special circumstances, that bloc voting by the white
majority usually defeats the minority’s preferred candidate.118
The Court will also look at factors identified by the Senate in the 1982
amendment of Section 2. These factors clarify the “totality of circumstances”
requirement in Section 2.119 Modern legal strategies to overcome minority vote
dilution must still operate within the Gingles framework. However, this does not
mean that the remedy imposed in Gingles (majority-minority SMDs with winnertake-all plurality voting) must be applied wherever a Section 2 violation occurs. In
addition, Section 2 litigation is not the only strategy that can be used to remove
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Chandler Davison, Minority Vote Dilution: An Overview, in MINORITY VOTE DILUTION 1, 2 (Chandler
Davidson ed., 1984).
Thornburg, 478 U.S. at 49–51.
The list of Senate factors and a brief discussion of how they are used in litigation is available here:
Section 2 of the Voting Rights Act, U.S. DEP’T OF JUST.,
http://www.justice.gov/crt/about/vot/sec_2/about_sec2.php (last updated Aug. 8, 2015).
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minority vote dilution. The remainder of this section compares the Gingles remedy to
other election systems used in the United States to prevent minority vote dilution.
B. Remedying Minority Vote Dilution: The Problem of Majority-Minority
SMDs
The benefits of the Gingles remedy are most clear where the fact scenario is
similar to that in Gingles. That is, where an “at-large scheme consistently,
systematically dilutes the voting strength of a geographically isolated racial or ethnic
minority.”120 There are multiple reasons why this particular scenario is becoming less
common, and therefore why systems other than majority-minority SMDs are more
likely to protect the voting rights of racial and ethnic minorities. These reasons are
discussed below.
i.

Decreasing Residential Segregation

America is becoming less residentially segregated.121
The movement of people of color into relatively white suburban areas causes
those suburbs to become more diverse (in that they include people of multiple races
and ethnicities) but not necessarily residentially integrated.
Many of the areas that have new populations of color still have almost entirely
white representation at the school board or local government level. In many cases
this is because at-large districts are used to elect the local board. For example, the
Hanover Park, Illinois, town council is all white, yet forty-four percent of the
population is Black, Latino, or Asian American.
The consequence of reduced segregation is that majority-minority SMDs
cannot be drawn to protect the voting rights of people of color. The Gingles remedy
only protects geographically compact minority communities. As long as people of color
do not make up a majority of new neighborhoods and racially polarized voting
persists,122 there will be no minority representation on local representative bodies.
ii.

Irregular Town Boundaries

Unlike county boundaries, which are mostly square in Illinois, and school
board boundaries, which are also fairly smooth, town boundaries are often uneven,
winding in and out of communities, along some roads and not others, and very often
including unincorporated areas within the town boundary. In order to keep SMDs as
contiguous as possible (it may not be possible if the town itself is non-contiguous),
120
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Jim Blacksher & Larry Menefee, At-Large Elections and One Person, One Vote: The Search for the
Meaning of Racial Vote Dilution, in MINORITY VOTE DILUTION 203, 233 (Chandler Davidson ed., 1984).
Stephanopoulos, supra note 3, at 1343–48.
Racially polarized voting occurs when one racial or ethnic minority group prefers one candidate or set of
candidates and a different racial or ethnic minority group prefers different candidates. For example in
Alabama in 2012, white voters voted for President Obama at a rate of about eight percent, while Black
voters voted for the President at a rate of around ninety-eight percent. This represents a huge polarity
in voting preferences by race.
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district boundaries can only be drawn in certain ways, which can prevent the drawing
of majority-minority districts.
iii.

Lack of Minority Voting Cohesion

There are a number of cities or school boards that have a combined minority
population over fifty percent and yet, in at-large elections, all of the elected officials
are white. It may be that minority voter turnout is lower than that of white voters.
However, it could also be that the minority communities do not vote together to elect
candidates of choice, so if the plurality of voters are white and vote cohesively, they
will be able to elect all of the candidates for the local board.
iv.

Low Turnout or Lack of Candidates

There are some city councils and school boards that are majority-minority or
even plurality Black or Latino, and yet they continue to elect an all-white council or
board. An explanation for this is lower voter turnout by the minority community. The
Joint Center for Political and Economic Studies notes that minority turnout in local
elections is worse than white turnout (this does not always hold for federal general
elections).123 As long as this situation continues, even with cumulative or ranked
choice voting, it will be hard to improve minority representation.
v.

The Problem of Prison-Based Gerrymandering

Prison-based gerrymandering occurs because prisoners are counted at their
prison addresses by the U.S. Census Bureau, but they cannot actually vote. Thus, if
a district is drawn to include a nearby prison, it will consist of far fewer actual eligible
voters than a neighboring district (though they have the same total population). The
most egregious example in the country is in the city of Anamosa, Iowa, where each
City Council ward has around 1,370 people, but one ward has 1,321 prisoners and 58
non-prisoners. This means that 58 people have the voting power of 1,370 for the city
council.124
In Illinois, the biggest distortion of prison gerrymandering occurs because sixty
percent of the prison population comes from Cook County, yet ninety-nine percent of
the population is housed and counted in districts outside of Cook County.125 This
leads to less comparative urban representation and greater rural representation.
vi.
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Growing Minority Populations

KHALILAH BROWN-DEAN, ZOLTAN HAJNAL, CHRISTINA RIVERS & ISMAIL WHITE, JOINT CTR. FOR POL. &
ECON. STUD., 50 YEARS OF THE VOTING RIGHTS ACT: THE STATE OF RACE IN POLITICS 12–14,
http://jointcenter.org/sites/default/files/VRA%20report%2C%208.5.15%20%28540%20pm%29%28update
d%29.pdf (last visited Mar. 14, 2015).
See Prison Gerrymandering Project, PRISON POL’Y INITIATIVE,
http://www.prisonersofthecensus.org/impact.html (last visited Mar. 14, 2001).
Id.
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The Census only occurs every ten years and it is usually accompanied by
redistricting (except where at-large elections with winner-take-all voting is used), but
throughout the decade people move, citizens turn eighteen, and residents are
naturalized. If fair representation systems are used, then the election system can
ensure that as soon as a minority community is large enough to elect a candidate of
their choice, they can do so. If at-large systems are used, then the jurisdiction does
not need to change to SMDs or move district boundaries until it is sued under Section
2 of the VRA or until the next census is released.
vii.

Problems with Majority-Minority Districts for the Black Population

Many researchers have found that district-based elections increase Black
representation when they replace winner-take-all at-large systems.126 Despite this,
there are three main criticisms leveled at majority-minority districts for the Black
community. First, as a matter of substantive representation, packing Black voters,
who are predominantly Democratic, into single districts can create districts in the
surrounding areas that are more Republican, resulting in the election of more
Republicans to the legislature, which may be less likely to support the interests of
the Black community.127 Cameron, Epstein, and O’Halloran found in 1996 that the
1990 round of congressional redistricting’s focus on using majority-minority districts
to ensure that communities of color could elect candidates of choice diluted the
minority influence in surrounding areas and led to “an overall decrease in support for
minority sponsored legislation.”128
Cameron, Epstein, and O’Halloran believe that if SMDS are used, there is a
tradeoff between increasing the number of minority officeholders and enacting
legislation that furthers the interests of the minority community. Their finding held
true in the South, where they determined the optimal minority population in any
district to be forty-seven percent (rather than over fifty percent as has been imposed
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See Richard Engstrom & Michael McDonald, The Election of Blacks to City Councils: Clarifying the
Impact of Electoral Arrangements on the Seats/Population Relationship, 75 AM. POL. SCI. REV. 344,
344–54 (1981); Richard Engstrom & Michael McDonald, The Underrepresentation of Blacks on City
Councils, 44 J. POL. 1088, 1089 (1982). See also Theodore Robinson & Thomas Dye, Reformism and
Black Representation on City Councils, 59 SOC. SCI. Q. 133, 136–37 (1978); Joseph Stewart, Robert
England & Kenneth Meier, Black Representation in Urban School Districts: From School Board to
Office Classroom, 42 W. POL. Q. 287, 291(1989); ALBERT KARNIG & SUSAN WELCH, BLACK
REPRESENTATION AND URBAN POLICY 134–49 (1980); see generally Richard Engstrom & Michael
McDonald, The Effect of At-Large Versus District Elections on Racial Representation in U.S.
Municipalities, in ELECTORAL LAWS AND THEIR POLITICAL CONSEQUENCES 203, 203–25 (G. Bernard & A
Lijphart eds., 1986).
See, e.g., Charles Cameron, David Epstein & Sharyn O’Halloran, “Do Majority-Minority Districts
Maximize Substantive Black Representation in Congress?, 90 AM. POL. SCI. REV. 794, 795 (1996) (finding
a tradeoff “between maximizing the number of Black representatives in Congress and maximizing the
number of votes in favor of minority-sponsored legislation”); David Epstein et al., Estimating the Effect
of Redistricting on Minority Substantive Representation, 23 J. L., ECON. & ORG. 499, 505–06 (2007);
Christine L. Sharpe & James C. Garand, Race, Roll Calls, and Redistricting: The Impact of Race-Based
Redistricting on Congressional Roll-Call, 54 POL. RES. Q. 31, 44 (2001).
Cameron et al., supra note 127, at 794.
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by the Courts in Section 2 cases).129 Outside of the South, they found that
“substantive minority representation is best served by distributing Black voters
equally among all districts.”130
A second criticism of majority-minority districts, articulated, by Professor
Abigail Thernstrom, is that a preoccupation with creating majority Black districts
entrenches the racial segregation of minority voters. Thernstrom argues that
“minority representation might actually be increased not by raising the number of
black officeholders [elected from Black districts] but by increasing the number of
officeholders, black or white, who have to appeal to blacks to win.”131
A version of this argument has been made by Professor Lani Guinier, who
argues that “single-member districts may aggravate the isolation of the black
representative”132 and possibly even lead to Black representatives being viewed as
tokens that let the white majority feel that their role in the winning coalition has
greater value.133
In addition to opposing the tokenism of minority representation, Guinier
highlights that the purpose of the VRA was—and the purpose of civil rights activists
should be—minority empowerment, not just minority legislative presence.134 She has
argued that the current interpretation of the VRA (to protect majority-minority
districts seemingly at the expense of all other protections) has “‘inescapably closed
the door’ on the real goal of the civil rights movement, which was to alter the material
condition of the lives of America’s subjugated minorities.”135 Whether the door is
closed is debatable, but the research in The Color of Representation shows that
remedies other than SMDs will need to be used with more frequency if we are to
improve the substantive representation of communities of color.
A third criticism is leveled by the national organization FairVote, which has
long argued that one of the main problems with majority-minority districts is that
they “require the continuation of some degree of housing segregation that
concentrates minority populations within easily drawn boundaries.”136 They
elaborate:
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Bartlett v. Strickland, 556 U.S. 1, 17 (2009) (“We find support for the majority-minority requirement in
the need for workable standards and sound judicial and legislative administration. The rule draws
clear lines for courts and legislatures alike. The same cannot be said of a less exacting standard that
would mandate crossover districts under § 2.”).
Cameron et al., supra note 127, at 809.
ABIGAIL M. THERNSTROM, WHOSE VOTES COUNT? AFFIRMATIVE ACTION AND MINORITY VOTING RIGHTS 21
(1987); Voting Rights Trap: The Resegregation of the Political Process, NEW REPUBLIC, Sept. 1985.
GUINIER, supra note 35, at 81.
Id. at 64.
Id. at 55.
Id. at 54.
Robert Richie, Douglas Amy & Frederick McBride, New Means for Political Empowerment:
Proportional Voting, POVERTY & RACE RES. ACTION COUNCIL, Nov.–Dec. 2000, at 1, 10, as reprinted in
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[A SMD system] has been effective for racial minorities and has remedied thousands
of minority vote dilution lawsuits and dramatically increased racial minority
representation where it has been applied. However, the effectiveness of majorityminority districts as voting rights remedy is dependent upon the geographic
concentration of racial minorities. Geographic dispersion can limit majority-minority
districts to fewer seats than a given racial minority’s share of population. Even where
districts provide an effective remedy in the short-term, they may not adequately
represent the jurisdiction’s diversity after its demography changes. Finally, many
racial minority voters will be unable to elect preferred candidates when not living in
majority-minority districts.137

viii.

Problems with Majority-Minority Districts for the Latino Population

SMDs do not increase descriptive representation for Latinos as much as they
do for blacks and may actually decrease Latino descriptive representation.
Latinos are not as segregated from whites or from other minority groups as are
Blacks.138 This means that there are fewer places where it is even possible to draw a
Latino majority-minority district. This is one of the major reasons why Latinos are
more underrepresented than Blacks. Since the 1980s, Latinos have moved from moresegregated to less-segregated areas, becoming more integrated with both white and
Black Americans.139
In addition, any attempt to enfranchise minority communities must take into
account varying levels of citizenship and political incorporation.140 Even in
communities where there are a significant number of Latinos who are American
citizens, they may be still new enough to the country that they lack the social
networks and community knowledge to run a successful campaign141 (and the
community may be more resistant, especially in local races where candidates often
run on a platform of how long they and their families have been in the community).
In a city with low levels of citizenship and political incorporation, there may be one
viable candidate and just enough Latino citizens across the city to elect that person,
with a fair representation electoral system rather than SMDs with winner-take-all
plurality voting system providing the only likelihood of that happening.
The scenario of the city with a high number of Latino noncitizens represents a
particularly important case for minority representation. In a single-member-district
system, each candidate may not have enough Latino citizens to ever be concerned
with the interests of Latinos because they do not influence his or her chances for reelection. A system that allowed at least one Latino representative to be elected would
then give that population some chance of having a voice.
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Fair Representation and the Voting Rights Act: Remedies for Racial Minority Vote Dilution Claims,
supra note 112.
Paru Shah, Racing Toward Representation: A Hurdle Model of Latino Incorporation, 38 AM. POL. RES.
84, 87. (2010).
See Stephanopoulos, supra note 3.
Id. at 88–89.
Id. at 90.
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Problems with Majority-Minority Districts for the Asian American
Population

SMDs with winner-take-all plurality voting are even more problematic for the
Asian American population, because their population is comparatively low
throughout the country, making it hard to draw majority Asian American districts in
most places.142 New York City elections provide the clearest example of how SMDs
have failed the Asian American population. The use of ranked choice voting in New
York City school board elections from 1970 to 1999 led to descriptive representation
of Asian Americans, “many with almost exclusive support from Asian American
voters.”143 This result provided a “stark contrast” with the experiences of Asian
American candidates in elections for other legislative bodies representing New York
(that do not use ranked choice voting): in the late 1990s, “[e]ven with 800,000 Asian
Americans, though there [we]re fifteen Asian American elected officials in the school
boards, no Asian ha[d] been elected to the city council, state legislature, or
Congress.”144
C. Remedying Minority Vote Dilution: Fair Representation Systems
Given the myriad of potential problems with using SMDs to improve minority
representation, I recommend the use of “fair representation systems” to overcome
these boundaries. Fair representation systems used in the United States include
cumulative and ranked choice voting (where used with MMDs). Overall, fair
representation systems ensure that “a majority cannot control the outcome of every
seat up for election. Instead, they ensure that the majority wins the most seats, but
guarantee[s] access to representation for those in the minority.”145
Cumulative voting was used to elect the Illinois House of Representatives for
more than a century (1870–1980)146 and was initially enacted to ensure that the
minority party would have representation in a politically polarized state.147
Cumulative voting is currently used in local elections in Alabama, California, Illinois,
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California’s 49th state legislative district is the first majority Asian American state legislative district
outside of Hawaii. See Daniela Gerson, California’s First Asian Majority Legislative District, ALHAMBRA
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Magpantay, supra note 48, at 739, 773. This history led to the Department of Justice, in 1999, denying
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Id.
Fair Representation and the Voting Rights Act: Remedies for Racial Minority Vote Dilution Claims,
supra note 112.
Black Representation Under Cumulative Voting in IL, FAIRVOTE, http://archive.fairvote.org/?page=419
(last visited Mar. 14, 2015).
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New York, South Dakota, and Texas,148 and ranked choice voting was previously used
at the local level in Ohio and New York and is currently used in California, Maine,
Minnesota, and Massachusetts.149 Overall, more than 100 jurisdictions in the United
States currently use fair representation voting to elect their representatives.150
Fair representation systems not only improve many measures of minority
representation, but they also lead to improved democratic outcomes generally.
i.

Improved Minority Representation

First and foremost, for my purposes, the benefit of fair representation systems
is that they allow people of color to elect candidates of their choice, where winnertake-all, at-large systems would, and SMD systems may, prevent them from doing so.
As FairVote found, “in a study of 96 elections in 62 jurisdictions with cumulative
voting or the single vote, black candidates were elected 96 percent of the time and
Latino candidates 70 percent of the time when a black or Latino candidate ran.”151
In New York:
African Americans, [Latinos], and Asian Americans made up 37 to 47 percent of [the]
City’s population during the three decades in which it used [ranked choice] voting for
its school board elections. The minority groups won 35 percent to 57 percent of these
positions, compared to only 5 percent to 25 percent of seats on the city council, which
were elected using single-member districts.152

During a period when the South elected zero Black representatives to Congress and
State legislatures, Illinois’s cumulative voting system meant that at all times from
1894 to 1980 there was at least one Black legislator in the Illinois House (and in most
years there were many more than that) despite the Black population in the state
averaging roughly fourteen percent throughout that period.153
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Where fair representation systems have been implemented to remedy a Section
2 violation, the system has resulted in communities of color being able to elect their
candidates of choice and has improved descriptive representation. This has been
shown for the Black, Latino, and Native American communities.154
Ranked choice voting (RCV)) provides additional value for racial and ethnic
minorities. Because it creates incentives for candidates to reach out to more voters,
it tends to result in less racially polarized campaign tactics and more inclusion for
racial minority voters. Even in single-winner, winner-take-all elections, ranked
choice voting appears to have an impact. For example, the imposition of ranked choice
voting in San Francisco and Oakland led to the first Asian American mayor being
elected in San Francisco and to the first Asian American—and first female—mayor
being elected in Oakland.155 In San Francisco, of eighteen offices elected by RCV,
sixteen are held by people of color—up from nine when RCV was first used in 2004.156
The ability of communities of color to elect candidates of their choice in fair
representation systems is not limited to groups that are residentially segregated,
which, as Nicholas Stephanopoulos has argued, is more equitable because “[s]patially
dispersed groups are just as deserving of representation” as segregated ones.157 This
ability also means that all members of a community of color in a jurisdiction can have
a say in who is elected to represent that community of color, rather than just those
people of color that happen to live in the majority-minority district.
ii.

Cross-Racial Coalition Building

As well as improving descriptive representation and allowing communities of
color to elect candidates of their choice, fair representation systems have also been
shown to foster the construction of cross-racial coalitions among both voters and
legislators.158 This is particularly true for RCV, given that voters have every incentive
154

155

156
157
158

FairVote’s Amicus Curiae Brief Regarding Proposed Remedial Plans at 17–18, Montes v. City of
Yakima, 40 F. Supp. 3d 1377 (E.D. Wash. 2014) (No. 12-3108) (citing Richard Engstrom, Cumulative
and Limited Voting: Minority Electoral Opportunities and More, 30 ST. LOUIS U. PUB. L. REV. 97, 125
(2010) (describing the first Latino representative)) (citing Robert R. Brischetto & Richard L. Engstrom,
Cumulative Voting and Latino Representation: Exit Surveys in Fifteen Texas Communities, 78 SOC. SCI.
Q. 973, 975 (1997) (describing the first Latino and Native American representatives)) (citing Richard H.
Pildes & Kristen A. Donoghue, Cumulative Voting in the United States, 1995 U. CHI. LEGAL F. 241, 272–
73 (describing the first Black representative)).
About the Mayor, CITY & COUNTY OF S.F., http://sfmayor.org/about-mayor (last visited Nov. 18, 2016);
Tina Trenkner, Oakland, Calif. Elects First Female, Asian-American Mayor, GOVERNING (Mar. 2011),
http://www.governing.com/topics/politics/oakland-california-elects-first-female-asian-americanmayor.html. But see Troy M. Yoshino, Still Keeping the Faith: Asian Pacific Americans, Ballot
Initiatives, and the Lessons of Negotiated Rulemaking, 6 ASIAN AM. L. J. 1, 19–20, 22 (1999). Yoshino
discussing the fact that in many places the Asian American community will be too small to reach the
threshold of exclusion. This is less relevant in Illinois because there are local jurisdictions with an
Asian American population much greater than the three percent he writes of.
Richard DeLeon & Arend Lijphart, In Defense of Ranked Choice Voting, SFGATE (Jan. 22, 2013, 6:49
PM), http://www.sfgate.com/opinion/openforum/article/In-defense-of-ranked-choice-voting-4215299.php.
Stephanopoulos, supra note 148, at 847, n.3.
FairVote’s Amicus Curiae Brief, supra note 154, at 16 (citing Steven J. Mulroy, Alternative Ways Out: A
Remedial Map for the Use of Alternative Electoral Systems as Voting Rights Act Remedies, 77 N.C. L.
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to rank candidates outside their own racial group (in addition to selecting their
preferred candidate in the number one position). Even when voters in a racial
minority are below the threshold of exclusion necessary to elect their most preferred
candidate, their second choice vote will be sought after by multiple candidates,
possibly from a variety of racial, ethnic, and political backgrounds.
iii.

Increased Representation for All Political Minorities

Fair representation systems show huge benefits to racial minorities, but they
may also “open up the political process for politically cohesive minorities, not just
racial minorities.”159 In addition to the minority political party being able to gain
representation, other demographic minorities can also have a better chance at being
elected. For example, alternative election systems can lead to greater diversity by
gender, age, religion, sexuality, or country of origin, depending on the communities
of interest in the jurisdiction.
iv.

Reduced Partisan Polarization

Cumulative voting in Illinois historically increased “the variance of the policy
views held by both Democratic and Republican members of the state house.”160 This
holds not just historically for Illinois but has also been suggested as a way to reduce
polarization across the board in modern America: “[i]f one’s greatest concern in a . . .
legislature is partisan gridlock, multi-member districts could potentially ease the
partisan feuding by making each party more ideologically diverse.”161
v.

Improved civic engagement

Fair representation systems can lead to improved civic engagement by
communities of color. For example, a study of cumulative voting “found that their
elections feature higher turnout, more active campaigning by candidates, greater
mobilization by outside groups, and more contested races than either single-member
districts or at-large regimes” and “voters worldwide in preferential systems [for
example, ranked choice voting] exhibit greater satisfaction with democracy and are
more likely to believe their elections are conducted fairly.”162

159
160
161

162

REV. 1867, 1903 (1999)) (citing Richard H. Pildes & Kristen A. Donoghue, Cumulative Voting in the
United States, 1995 U. CHI. LEGAL F. 241, 297 (1995)).
GUINIER, supra note 35, at 71.
Stephanopoulos, supra note 148, at 855.
Id. (quoting Greg D. Adams, Legislative Effects of Single-Member Vs. Multi-Member Districts, 40 AM. J.
POL. SCI. 129, 141–42 (1996); see also Gary W. Cox, Centripetal and Centrifugal Incentives in Electoral
Systems, 34 AM. J. POL. SCI. 903, 927 (1990) (“In multimember districts, cumulation promotes a
dispersion of competitors across the ideological spectrum.”).
Stephanopoulos, supra note 148, at 851–52.
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Removal of Race Conscious Districting

While many racial justice advocates do not accept that redistricting should
avoid being race conscious, there are skeptics in the community and on the Supreme
Court163 of an over-zealous focus on race in redistricting164 and in remedying past
discrimination generally.165 For these critics, fair representation systems may be
more acceptable than SMD systems because they “do not compel any consideration of
race in their design or operation. They promise levels of minority representation
comparable to those produced by Section 2, but without any of the ‘dividing’ and
‘segregating’ that are sometimes linked to the provision.”166
IV.

APPLYING THE THEORY: THREE CASE STUDIES

Armed with the knowledge that I could help my community by improving
minority representation, in particular through the use of fair representation systems,
I set out to find communities to work with on these important issues.
The overwhelming lesson from these efforts was that creating change at the
local level is tough but possible. Some of the constraints include that there are limited
resources to support local organizing efforts; the central authorities are powerful and
able to control, or even manipulate, the ballot initiative process, and litigation is
costly and time consuming. In this section, I present three stories from communities
that I have worked with on minority representation issues. None can be considered a
complete success, but all show that there is some hope for positive change if attorneys
and community members work hard together toward common goals.
A. Joliet…The Dice Were Loaded from the Start
Joliet is the fourth largest city in Illinois, with a population of almost one
hundred and fifty thousand people.167 The heart of Joliet is about an hour’s train ride
southwest of downtown Chicago. Joliet has seen a large increase in its minority
population from 1990 to 2010. As of the 2010 Census, Joliet was approximately fiftythree percent white, twenty-eight percent Latino, sixteen percent Black, and two
percent Asian American.168 It had eight council members, of which two were Black,
163
164
165
166
167
168

See Parents Involved in Cmty. Sch. v. Seattle Schs. Dist. No. 1, 551 U.S. 701, 748 (2007) (“The way to
stop discrimination on the basis of race is to stop discriminating on the basis of race.”).
See Shaw v. Hunt, 517 U.S. 899 (1996); Bush v. Vera, 517 U.S. 952 (1996); Shaw v. Reno, 509 U.S. 630
(1993).
Fisher v. Univ. of Texas at Austin, 133 S. Ct. 2411 (2013).
Holder v. Hall, 512 U.S. 874, 908–12 (1994); Stephanopoulos, supra note 148, at 849.
Quick Facts: Joliet City, Illinois, U.S. CENSUS BUREAU,
http://www.census.gov/quickfacts/table/PST045215/1738570 (last visited Nov. 18, 2016).
Voting Age Population by Citizenship and Race (CVAP), U.S. CENSUS BUREAU,
https://www.census.gov/rdo/data/voting_age_population_by_citizenship_and_race_cvap.html (last
updated Feb. 10, 2016) (All numbers reported in this section are calculated using the following Census
demographics: “white:” non-Hispanic white; “Latino:” Hispanic or Latino origin; “Black:” non-Hispanic
Black plus non-Hispanic Black+White; “Asian American:” non-Hispanic Asian plus non-Hispanic
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and six were non-Hispanic white. The city council was chosen from five singlemember districts (of which two were majority-minority) and three council members
were elected at-large. I have been privileged to work with the Concerned Citizens of
Joliet (CCJ) and Jorge Sanchez of the Mexican American Legal Defense and
Educational Fund. Jorge and I have attended multiple local meetings, discussions,
education sessions, church events, and fairs to discuss redistricting with the local
community. By 2014, Joliet was ready for change.
The CCJ is a multi-generational, multi-ethnic, multi-religious organization
that focuses on helping all the people of Joliet—not just the wealthy elites. CCJ
worked effectively as a diverse coalition to prevent a for-profit immigration detention
prison from being erected in Joliet. High from their victory on this important issue,
the group set out to tackle a new issue. The CCJ decided that they could not
sufficiently hold their city council accountable for its policy positions and suspected
that the redistricting system was to blame.
CCJ sensed that the redistricting system was unfair, with almost all of the city
council members living in the tiny (and comparatively wealthy) “Cathedral District”,
leaving the south, east, and west sides all without a council member close to them.
This resulted, they believed, in an unequal distribution of resources (trash and snow
are quickly cleaned up in the center of town, but left for days on the outskirts; the
center of town has its parks upgraded while the edge of town has chain link fences
and broken playground equipment); and there was a lack of awareness of the concerns
of the outlying areas, in particular those that pertain to the Black and Latino
communities.
The CCJ developed a campaign “Joliet for 8 districts,” seeking to place an
initiative on the ballot asking the city to vote to have eight single-member districts.
In 2016, the CCJ submitted their signatures for this proposition for the third time,
and for a third time were blocked from the ballot. There have been a series of
roadblocks to their community action, well beyond the usual struggles of a meagerly
funded volunteer group seeking to create change.
One initial challenge I faced as a practitioner was that the CCJ had already
decided that they wanted eight SMDs. I had wanted to articulate the benefits of
ranked choice voting and MMDs (at least for the three already at-large seats), but the
community found that option to be foreign to its experiences, and the community had
already decided that having council members be geographically spread across the
town was of prime importance to them. This experience led me to refine the ways I
present ranked choice voting discussions to community groups and helped me to
understand that there is more to representation than just descriptive and substantive
issues—spatial patterns (of communities and candidates) are intertwined with our
beliefs about effective representation.

Asian+White. Other races and ethnicities make up the remainder of the population, but are not
reported in every case. American Community Survey 2010–14).
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The Ballot Initiative Strategy

To place an initiative on the ballot in Illinois, a home rule county,169 a group
must gather the number of signatures equal to eight percent of the vote in that
jurisdiction for governor in the most recent election. In 2014, when the CCJ first
gathered signatures, the local authorities were not able to determine how many
signatures they actually required because the gubernatorial vote is collected at the
precinct and county level, and the city crosses two counties and splits some twenty
precincts.
A local citizen—with connections to the incumbent council members—
challenged the signatures gathered by the CCJ in 2014, resulting in the challenger,
the CCJ (and Jorge and I with them), and the authorities holding a week of hearings
and signature review sessions to determine whether the CCJ had met the statutory
signature requirement. The most farcical, and quite possibly unconstitutional, aspect
of the whole week was that the local review board (staffed, by Illinois statute, by the
mayor, a current city council member, and the city attorney)170 was informed that we
would not be told how many signatures needed to be gathered until the number of
signatures had been counted. Somewhat unsurprisingly, it turned out, a week later,
that the number of signatures needed was just a few hundred more than those that
had been validated. In addition to this, another questionable legal decision was made
by the city council member on the local review board: he refused to recuse himself
despite the fact he was elected from one of the three at-large positions and therefore
subject to be removed if the ballot initiative went ahead and was approved.
Aside from the review board process, the room where signatures were validated
quickly degenerated into a power play, as the county staff members claimed that
people who had moved away from the address where they signed the petition could
not be counted as a valid signature. The Illinois statutes are unclear on this point, so
it was left to the local review board to decide how to interpret the law, resulting—
again unsurprisingly—with those signatures being considered invalid.
One of the volunteer signature gatherers with the CCJ had toured a local shortterm housing facility, Evergreen Terrace, to gather hundreds of signatures. Another
CCJ member was a pastor to this community, and the residents there represent
exactly the people that CCJ was trying to enfranchise (poor, predominantly minority,
often sick and/or struggling with homelessness). Many of these residents of Evergreen
Terrace had moved since signing the petition (the signature gathering had been going
for around nine months by the time the signatures were reviewed). The review board
decision meant that hundreds of signatures from these eligible voters were
invalidated.
At the lowest ebb in the signature review week, I sat with one of the Latino
leaders of the CCJ as she listened to the staff laugh at the “hard to pronounce names”
of her neighbors, get confused as to whether someone was a duplicate signatory

169
170

ILL. CONST. art. VII § 6(a) (All towns over 25,000 are automatically home rule counties.).
10 ILCS § 10–9(3).
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because the Latino “names were so similar,” and joke about how they had not
bothered to learn Spanish in school.
After this unfair and, frankly, humiliating process, the CCJ pulled themselves
back together to try to put the issue on the next ballot, in the local elections for 2015,
but with the bulk of signature gathering occurring during the freezing winter months,
they were unable to reach the target number of signatures.
In August 2016, the CCJ again submitted nearly four thousand signatures.
They still did not know exactly how many signatures were needed because one of the
two counties that Joliet sits in refused to respond to multiple letters requesting the
target number. The estimate in the previous hearing was around 2,800.
The current mayor of Joliet was previously a council member and he had
signed the 2014 petition to place the question on the ballot—he believed the people
should get to vote on the question. Somewhat unsurprisingly, the petition was
challenged (this time by the county clerk herself), and despite excellent pro bono
representation from a large Chicago firm, the CCJ again lost their bid to place the
question on the ballot.
In response to the outcry over the third petition being rejected, the Mayor
appointed a Latina to the City Council. The person has no connection to CCJ or the
communities they represent, and so it remains to be seen whether this will be a step
forward or backward for minority representation in Joliet.
ii.

Litigation

The demographics have changed in Joliet since 2010. In particular, many of
the Latino community has turned 18 or gained citizenship, such that even in 2015,
there was a large enough Latino and Black citizen voting age population that if they
continued to vote together to elect candidates of their choice, three majority-minority
districts could be drawn. There is no doubt that with updated census data, this figure
will rise.
It is likely that the CCJ will have a viable Section 2 case if the Latina that was
appointed to the Council is not elected to her position (and in particular if she is not
elected with evidence of racially polarized voting), but with VRA litigation being so
complex, expensive, and time intensive, it is unlikely that the VRA will provide a
change for the CCJ members before the next census is taken. The CCJ will need to
get the resources for political science experts, discovery, and court fees to show that
if the city were divided into eight districts, three would be majority-minority (without
race predominating in the drawing of the districts).
It is quite possible that by the time the next full census results are released in
2021, Joliet will be majority-minority—perhaps even using the Citizen Voting Age
Population (CVAP). This could result in a bizarre reversal of incentives by the
majority white council members. For white voters to be represented at close to
proportional level in a majority-minority town, the city council would favor removing
the at-large seats. If it came to this, at least the CCJ would have their preference for
council members who live closer to their constituents realized, even if it takes
nefarious reasoning to get there.
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B. An Accidental Win in Blue Island
Blue Island is a small city immediately south of the border of Chicago. It has a
population of just over twenty-three thousand, of which twenty-one percent are white,
forty-seven percent are Latino, and thirty percent are Black.171 When CVAP is used,
the white population grows to twenty-nine percent, the Black population grows to
thirty-eight percent, while the Latino population drops to just thirty percent. Blue
Island, like Chicago to its north, is still fairly segregated, particularly for the Black
community.
i.

Pushing for Public Hearings

In 2015, when we172 met with the Citizens in Action Serving All (CASA) group
in Blue Island, there were seven two-member districts constituting their council. Of
the fourteen members, two were Latino and two Black. There was no majority Latino
district and only two majority Black districts.
We spent a few weekends sitting down with local community members,
showing them the mapping capabilities of Maptitude for Redistricting and discussing
where they would prefer the district lines to be drawn. We had to consciously remind
the excited rooms that it was not likely that we would be able to get the Council to
adopt the plan we wanted, but that knowing what the districts are and could be would
be helpful in itself.
As we suspected, we were able to draw a plan using the most recent CVAP
data, with three majority Black districts and one majority Latino district. We then
needed a way to convince the council (or a court) to adopt a new plan. Blue Island
does not have home rule, so it was not possible to use a ballot initiative to create
change. Strangely, Blue Island had not redrawn its city council districts since 1996,
and as two census counts had come and gone, the districts were in violation of the one
person, one vote (OPOV) requirement of the federal Constitution.173 We were able to
use this as leverage to ask the council to hold public hearings to redraw the seven
districts, and the CASA group advocated for the plan with four majority-minority
districts.
After two months of Council hearings and public hearings of the Council’s
Redistricting Subcommittee to discuss possible district plans, the City Council
surprised no one by voting to adopt its own district plan. The major difference
between the CASA plan and the city council plan was that the latter protected
incumbents, while the former was drawn without regard for current council members.
CASA opposed the protection of incumbents at the public hearings, but the council
opted to protect its self-interest in its vote.
171
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Voting Age Population by Citizenship and Race (CVAP), supra note 168. All numbers are reported for
non-Hispanic white, Latino, non-Hispanic Black plus non-Hispanic Black+White. Other races and
ethnicities make up the remainder of the population, but are not reported here. American Community
Survey 2010–2014
https://www.census.gov/rdo/data/voting_age_population_by_citizenship_and_race_cvap.html.
My colleague Annabelle Harless and I worked with CASA together throughout the work in Blue Island.
Avery v. Midland Cty., 390 U.S. 474 (1968).
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By good fortune (and the not-unexpected increase in the proportion of Blue
Island that is Black or Latino), the new CVAP data (the 2011–15 estimates) was
released by the Census Bureau a few days before the council’s final vote. CASA was
able to tell the council before their vote that even though they disliked that the plan
protected incumbents, they were pleased that it too had three majority Black and one
majority Latino district. The next election in Blue Island will now include four of
seven districts with a majority of people of color. Hopefully the communities of color
can respond to this good news by electing their preferred candidates across the city.
ii.

Online Public Redistricting

Another notable aspect of our work in Blue Island was that we decided to use
a free trial of a service called iRedistrict,174 to make map drawing available to the
community online. iRedistrict’s main power as a piece of software is its ability to draw
random simulations of districts. We were using it for a slightly different purpose: to
allow the public to make changes to the old redistricting plan, or the CASA plan, or
to create their own new plan, and to see the demographic effects of such changes in
real time.
In addition to using iRedistrict, we placed Keyhole Markup Language (KMZ)
files and descriptions of data onto the Google Maps Engine, and thereby made the
statistics (and boundaries) of current, and various proposed plans, available to
anyone with a network connection (we also displayed these tools at the Redistricting
Committee Public Hearings).
The community was reluctant to embrace iRedistrict, likely because the editing
aspect of the software had sufficient bugs as to make the map drawing process quite
frustrating for the casual user. In total, we only had seven users sign up to use the
online map drawing software.
To our surprise though, the Google Maps Engine districts and statistics were
viewed over one thousand times and used by local media in their reporting of the case.
Each public hearing had around thirty, and at times more than fifty, people in
attendance (largely thanks to letter box pamphlets distributed by Mark and Kathy
Kuehner of CASA). I believe we showed that there is an interest, even in a small
community considering very local issues, in using online tools to better understand
local government, and it is likely that this interest can be harnessed and enlarged
through online organizing tools.
Overall, Blue Island was a success to the extent that CASA and the community
will now have districts that are constitutional and will have the possibility of electing
candidates of choice of the minority community to a majority of the council seats. Blue
Island also showed the utility of online redistricting tools in community organizing
174

See iRedistric®: Smart Redistricting Software for Territory Mapping with Powerful Optimization,
ZILLION INFO, http://zillioninfo.com/product/iRedistrict (last visited Nov. 18, 2016) (iRedistrict® is an
award-winning redistricting software with powerful optimization algorithms, intuitive user controls,
easy editing interface, and customizable reporting. It received two National Science Foundation (NSF)
SBIR Awards in 2013 and 2014.).
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around this issue. We were not able to prevent council members from focusing on
their own self-interest in their vote for new districts, but very few jurisdictions are
ever able to achieve such a feat.
C. Crete-Monee School Board Ten Years On
In our research into local redistricting in Illinois, we tried to find success
stories—places where minority representation had increased and the community was
in a better place because of it. We reviewed all the prior Section 2 cases from Illinois
and thought that the Crete-Monee School District case looked particularly promising.
Crete-Monee School District had been sued in the late 1980s175 over a possible
Section 2 violation. By the mid-1990s, the case eventually resulted in a consent
decree, and as a result the board started electing Black representatives to the school
board.176 As of March 2017, the school board has three Black and four white members,
and the president is an African American.177
We set up a meeting with Dr. Hall, the president of the school board, to find
out all the ways that the diverse board was helping the community. Dr. Hall agreed
that the diverse board was better able to ensure racial equity in the school policies
and procedures, and the district report card suggests the district is at or just below
average on most statewide metrics,178 but Dr. Hall lamented that the diverse board
had not resulted in better racial relations in the community. In 2015, the district
successfully defended against a challenge to part of the consent decree, and not-at-all
subtle racial overtones were used in local school board election campaigns (one
campaign sought to “change the face” of the school board).
V.

THE ROAD AHEAD

As long as there are communities willing to push for change to local
redistricting practices, we practitioners must make ourselves aware of the best
possible strategies and tactics we can use to help communities seek better outcomes.
A. Federal Litigation
Federal Section 2 litigation can be pursued to remedy the most egregious cases
of minority vote dilution, where the minority population in question is geographically
concentrated.
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Palmer v. Bd. of Educ., 46 F.3d 682, 683 (7th Cir. 1995).
Consent Decree – Agreed Order 08/13/1998, CRETE-MONEE SCHOOL DISTRICT 201-U,
http://www.cm201u.org/index.aspx?nid=4146.
See Crete-Monee School District 201-U Board of Education, CRETE-MONEE SCHOOL DISTRICT 201-U,
http://www.cm201u.org/index.aspx?NID=139 (last visited March 6, 2017).
See, e.g., Crete-Monee CUSD 201 U. ILL. REPORT CARD (2015–2016),
http://illinoisreportcard.com/District.aspx?districtId=56099201U26.
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B. Section 2 Remedies
A jurisdiction found to violate Section 2 is able to choose how it will remedy the
violation179 and, with the approval of the court, can then implement the new system.
In many cases, jurisdictions choose to adopt SMDs, but not in every case. Recently, a
defendant in Port Chester, New York, was able to implement cumulative voting to
remedy a Section 2 violation, over the objection of the plaintiff.180 Many jurisdictions
in Alabama that were forced to change from at-large elections after the long running
Dillard litigation chose to adopt cumulative or single voting in the 1980s and
1990s.181
Thus far, no jurisdiction has chosen to adopt ranked choice voting in response
to a Section 2 violation. However, it was requested (and approved by the court) as a
remedy to a potential Military and Overseas Voter Empowerment Act (MOVE Act)
violation in Alabama in 2013,182 and it was used for overseas voters in a similar way
in four additional states in 2014 (Arkansas, Louisiana, Mississippi, and South
Carolina).183
Pam Karlan has argued since 1989 that Section 2 remedies can be innovative
and non-traditional.184 She explains:
Once a right and a violation have been shown, the scope of a district court’s equitable
powers to remedy past wrongs is broad, for breadth and flexibility are inherent in
equitable remedies . . . . Congress squarely stated that a court faced with a violation
of Section 2 must ‘exercise its traditional equitable powers so that it completely
remedies the prior dilution of minority voting strength and fully provides equal
opportunity for minority citizens to participate and to elect candidates of their
choice.’ A court faced with a violation ‘cannot authorize a remedy . . . that will not
with certitude completely remedy the Section 2 violation.’ 185

Courts have rejected remedies that have been proposed by defendants and explained
how options provided by the plaintiff will remedy the section violation better, 186 but
ultimately the defendant is able to determine the remedy for a Section 2 violation.
The remedies in Alabama included not only cumulative voting but also an increase
in the number of commissioners from four to seven and the institution of a system
whereby the commission chairmanship would rotate between commissioners,
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Harper v. City of Chicago Heights, 223 F.3d 593, 599–600 (7th Cir. 2000).
United States v. Vill. of Port Chester, 704 F. Supp. 2d 411, 448–49 (S.D.N.Y. 2010).
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Id. at 219.
See Dillard v. Crenshaw Cty., 831 F.2d 246, 250–253 (11th Cir. 1987).
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allowing a Black commissioner to occasionally be chairman, if one had been elected.187
These provisions were implemented upon the recommendation of a “special master,”
a magistrate with the federal court. The Supreme Court’s finding in Holder v. Hall
has now limited the ability of a court to impose a remedy requiring an increase in the
number of districts in an election jurisdiction in response to a Section 2 violation, 188
but there has been no limitation on the type of election system that can be used to
remedy a Section 2 violation.
The most promising avenue to use to argue for fair representation systems
comes from the myriad of cases that have dealt with the question of imposing a
remedy to a statewide redistricting violation. In these cases, defendants have argued
that particular proposed remedial plans do not fully remedy the constitutional or
statutory error. The remedial phase of redistricting cases is within the court’s
equitable jurisdiction, and since 1972 the Supreme Court has recognized that the
“scope of a district court’s equitable powers to remedy past wrongs is broad, for
breadth and flexibility are inherent in equitable remedies.”189 Though broad, “[t]he
remedial powers of an equity court . . . are not unlimited.”190 It is the court’s duty to
navigate between seeking a remedy to an unconstitutional redistricting plan and
minimizing the disturbance of legitimate state policies.191
There are cases where courts have explicitly overruled the imposition of
remedies by the legislature, and these cases should be used to push for fair
representation remedies. In one case, the reason the Court chose to draw its own plan
was because the Court found that “[i]n its record of doggedly clinging to an obviously
unconstitutional plan, the Legislature has left us no basis for believing that, given
yet another chance, it would produce a constitutional plan.”192 In that case, the Court
explained that it could not “turn a blind eye on the record of the Legislature.”193
In addition to the difficulties at the remedies phase, additional difficulties of
federal Section 2 litigation include:194
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“[v]oting rights suits are actually among the most time- and labor-intensive
of all actions brought before the federal courts;”195
attorneys’ fees do not necessarily follow from a victory and the cost of
litigating a Section 2 case is extremely high; and

Dillard v. Chilton Cty. Comm’n, 495 F.3d 1324, 1327 (11th Cir. 2007).
Holder v. Hall, 512 U.S. 874 (1994).
Sixty-Seventh Minn. State Senate v. Beens, 406 U.S. 187, 191 (1972) (citing Swann v. CharlotteMecklenburg Bd. of Educ., 402 U.S. 1, 15 (1971)).
Id. (citing Whitcomb v. Chavis, 403 U.S. 124, 199 (1971)).
Id. at 202.
Hays v. State of La., 936 F. Supp. 360, 372 (W.D. La. 1996).
Id.
See Paige Epstein, Addressing Minority Vote Dilution Through State Voting Rights Acts (U. Chi. Pub.
Law & Legal Theory, Working Paper No. 474, 2014),
http://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=2422915; see also Nicholas O. Stephanopoulos, The
South After Shelby County, 2013 SUP. CT. REV. 55 (2013).
Stephanopoulos, supra note 148, at 850.
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the defendant is allowed to choose how to remedy a violation and so can
implement a new election system that meets a bare minimum requirement of
representation of the minority population.
C. State Voting Rights Acts

Given the potential difficulties associated with federal Section 2 litigation,
implementing a state voting rights act (and then suing in state courts) may be a better
alternative in some states.
California has instituted a remedy to alleviate some of the problems of Section
2 litigation by enacting a California Voting Rights Act (CVRA) that makes it cheaper
and easier to prove that a local government’s election system impermissibly dilutes
the votes of the minority community. The CVRA does not require fair representation
remedies, but such systems could be imposed as a remedy in future state acts.196
An additional benefit of developing a state level jurisprudence on minority vote
dilution is that it can fill the gaps left in the current Section 2 jurisprudence. For
example, the Gingles criteria for Section 2 liability are based on the assumption that
SMDs are the appropriate benchmark for minority vote dilution when, in fact, the
SMD requirement effectively overlooks the dilution of non-compact minority
populations. As a result, a place where a crossover district can be drawn (districts
where a racial minority votes as a bloc with a small amount of support from the white
majority, resulting in the candidate of choice of the racial minority being elected) will
not establish liability under Section 2 and so cannot be required by federal law.
State Voting Rights Acts can be tailored to local needs, but in all cases if they
include provisions that explicitly allow for fair representation systems to be imposed
in response to a violation, and if they make the proving of a violation less burdensome
than the federal VRA, then they will be a useful tool in the fight for improved minority
representation in local government.
CONCLUSION
Striving for fair representation systems in local government is an important
way to promote minority representation, and thereby fulfill the promise of our
democracy. I encourage all practitioners to use the ideas and arguments in this paper
to improve local government across the country.

196

For example, Santa Clarita chose to adopt cumulative voting as a settlement to a CVRA lawsuit. Drew
Spencer, “California City of 180,000 to Provide Cumulative Voting Rights” FairVote Press Release
(March 12, 2014), http://www.fairvote.org/newsletters-media/e-newsletters/california-city-of-180000-toprovide-cumulative-voting-rights-/ (last visited March 15, 2015). Note, though, that jurisdictions found
liable under Section 2 VRA can also choose to adopt cumulative voting, but they cannot be required to
do so.

Partisan Gerrymandering and the Efficiency
Gap
Nicholas O. Stephanopoulos† & Eric M. McGhee††
The usual legal story about partisan gerrymandering is relentlessly pessimistic. The courts did not even recognize the cause of action until the 1980s; they have
never struck down a district plan on this basis; and four sitting justices want to
vacate the field altogether. The Supreme Court’s most recent gerrymandering decision, however, is the most encouraging development in this area in a generation.
Several justices expressed interest in the concept of partisan symmetry—the idea
that a plan should treat the major parties symmetrically in terms of the conversion
of votes to seats—and suggested that it could be shaped into a legal test.
In this Article, we take the justices at their word. First, we introduce a new
measure of partisan symmetry: the efficiency gap. It represents the difference between the parties’ respective wasted votes in an election, divided by the total number of votes cast. It captures, in a single tidy number, all of the packing and cracking decisions that go into a district plan. It also is superior to the metric of
gerrymandering, partisan bias, that litigants and scholars have used until now.
Partisan bias can be calculated only by shifting votes to simulate a hypothetical
tied election. The efficiency gap eliminates the need for such counterfactual analysis.
Second, we compute the efficiency gap for congressional and state house
plans between 1972 and 2012. Over this period as a whole, the typical plan was
fairly balanced and neither party enjoyed a systematic advantage. But in recent
years—and peaking in the 2012 election—plans have exhibited steadily larger and
more pro-Republican gaps. In fact, the plans in effect today are the most extreme
gerrymanders in modern history. And what is more, several are likely to remain
extreme for the remainder of the decade, as indicated by our sensitivity testing.
Finally, we explain how the efficiency gap could be converted into doctrine.
We propose setting thresholds above which plans would be presumptively unconstitutional: two seats for congressional plans and 8 percent for state house plans, but
only if the plans probably will stay unbalanced for the remainder of the cycle.
Plans with gaps above these thresholds would be unlawful unless states could
show that the gaps either resulted from the consistent application of legitimate policies or were inevitable due to the states’ political geography. This approach would
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neatly slice the Gordian knot the Court has tied for itself, explicitly replying to the
Court’s “unanswerable question” of “[h]ow much political . . . effect is too much.”
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INTRODUCTION
Professor Cass Sunstein once quipped that the nondelegation doctrine (which purports to limit congressional delegations
of legislative authority to agencies) “has had one good year, and
211 bad ones.”1 According to the conventional wisdom, the cause
of action for partisan gerrymandering2 has not had even this one
good year. The claim was not recognized until 1986, when the
Supreme Court ruled that gerrymandering is justiciable but still
upheld a pair of Indiana district plans that used every trick in
the book to disadvantage the state’s Democrats.3 Since 1986, not
1

Cass R. Sunstein, Nondelegation Canons, 67 U Chi L Rev 315, 322 (2000).
We note at the outset that, consistent with the metric we introduce in this Article, whenever we refer to “gerrymandering,” we mean district plans whose electoral consequences are sufficiently asymmetric. We do not mean plans that were devised with
partisan intent. Our conception of gerrymandering is strictly effects-based and (unlike
other common conceptions) does not relate to plans’ motivations or objectives. As we explain in Part I.B, the Court recently has created an opening for this sort of effects-based
theory, while explicitly rejecting intent-based claims.
3
See Davis v Bandemer, 478 US 109, 115, 118–43 (1986) (upholding legislative
plans that created single-, double-, and triple-member districts resulting in, for example,
2
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a single plaintiff has managed to persuade a court to strike
down a plan on this basis.4 By our count, claimants’ record over
this generation-long period is roughly zero wins and fifty losses.5
And adding insult to injury, a majority of the Court rejected almost every conceivable test for gerrymandering in 2004, and a
plurality would have extricated the judiciary from this domain
altogether.6
But the gloomy conventional wisdom is not quite right. In
the Court’s most recent gerrymandering case, League of United
Latin American Citizens v Perry7 (“LULAC”), several justices expressed surprising enthusiasm for the concept of “partisan
symmetry”—the idea, that is, that a district plan should treat
the major parties symmetrically with respect to the conversion
of votes to seats. Justice John Paul Stevens raved that symmetry is “widely accepted by scholars as providing a measure of
partisan fairness in electoral systems.”8 Justice David Souter
noted that “[i]nterest in exploring this notion is evident.”9 And,
most remarkably of all, Justice Anthony Kennedy declared that
he did not “discount[ ] [symmetry’s] utility in redistricting planning and litigation.”10 These comments, overlooked by almost all
scholars and litigants in the aftermath of LULAC,11 are the most

Democrats receiving 51.9 percent of the vote but only 43 percent of the seats in Indiana’s
House of Representatives).
4
See Vieth v Jubelirer, 541 US 267, 279–80 (2004) (Scalia) (plurality) (“[I]n all of
the cases we are aware of involving [redistricting], relief was denied.”). See also Part I.C.
5
This count is different from the one we mention in Part III.C, because there we
consider only challenges to the congressional and state house plans in our study.
6
See Vieth, 541 US at 277–306 (Scalia) (plurality).
7
548 US 399 (2006).
8
Id at 466 (Stevens concurring in part and dissenting in part).
9
Id at 483 (Souter concurring in part and dissenting in part).
10 Id at 420 (Kennedy) (plurality).
11 To our knowledge, only a handful of academics have seized on this language,
most notably the political scientists, Professors Bernard Grofman and Gary King, who
familiarized the Court with partisan symmetry in an important amicus brief in LULAC.
See Brief of Amici Curiae Professors Gary King, Bernard Grofman, Andrew Gelman, and
Jonathan N. Katz, in Support of Neither Party, League of United Latin American Citizens v Perry, No 05-204, *3–9 (US filed Jan 10, 2006) (available on Westlaw at 2006 WL
53994) (“King et al Brief”); Bernard Grofman and Gary King, The Future of Partisan Symmetry as a Judicial Test for Partisan Gerrymandering after LULAC v. Perry, 6 Election L J
1, 4 (2007) (“A majority of Justices now appear to endorse our view that the measurement
of partisan symmetry can be used in . . . partisan gerrymandering claims.”). See also
Laughlin McDonald, The Looming 2010 Census: A Proposed Judicially Manageable
Standard and Other Reform Options for Partisan Gerrymandering, 46 Harv J Legis 243,
265 (2009); Easha Anand, Finding a Path through the Political Thicket: In Defense of
Partisan Gerrymandering’s Justiciability, 102 Cal L Rev 917, 945–46 (2014). As we discuss
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promising development in this area in decades. They provide the
motivation for our effort, in this Article, to introduce a new
measure of partisan symmetry and to show how it could be fashioned into a workable judicial standard.
We dub our new measure the “efficiency gap.”12 It represents
the difference between the parties’ respective wasted votes in an
election—where a vote is wasted if it is cast (1) for a losing candidate, or (2) for a winning candidate but in excess of what she
needed to prevail. Large numbers of votes commonly are cast for
losing candidates as a result of the time-honored gerrymandering technique of “cracking.” Likewise, excessive votes often are
cast for winning candidates thanks to the equally age-old mechanism of “packing.”13 The efficiency gap essentially aggregates
all of a district plan’s cracking and packing choices into a single,
tidy number.
An example should illustrate the intuitiveness of our measure. Take a state with 10 districts of 100 voters each, in which
Party A wins 55 percent of the statewide vote (that is, 550
votes). Assume also that Party A wins 70 votes in districts 1–3,
54 votes in districts 4–8, and 35 votes in districts 9–10, and that
the remaining votes are won by Party B. Then Party A wastes
20 votes in districts 1–3, 4 votes in districts 4–8, and 35 votes in
districts 9–10. Similarly, Party B wastes 30 votes in districts 1–
3, 46 votes in districts 4–8, and 15 votes in districts 9–10. In
sum, Party A wastes 150 votes and Party B wastes 350 votes.14
The difference between the parties’ wasted votes is 200, which
when divided by 1,000 total votes produces an efficiency gap of
20 percent. Algebraically, this means that Party A wins 20 percent (or 2) more seats than it would have had the parties wasted
equal numbers of votes.
In our view, the efficiency gap is superior to the measure of
partisan symmetry—partisan bias—that the Court considered in

below, no plaintiffs since LULAC have argued for the adoption of a partisan symmetry
test. See Part I.C.
12 In the political science article in which he previously discussed the efficiency gap,
McGhee referred to it as “relative wasted votes.” Eric McGhee, Measuring Partisan Bias
in Single-Member District Electoral Systems, 39 Legis Stud Q 55, 68–69 (2014).
13 For a discussion of these terms, see Vieth, 541 US at 286 n 7 (2004).
14 All of these wasted vote figures are per district. For the sake of simplicity, we
also assume that 50 votes are needed to win a district, not 51. Using 51 votes as the
threshold instead, the efficiency gap is 20.6 percent in favor of Party A. See Part II.A
(going through this calculation in greater detail in Figure 1).
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LULAC.15 (Partisan bias refers to the divergence in the share of
seats that each party would win given the same share, typically
50 percent, of the statewide vote.16) The crucial problem with
partisan bias is that it is calculated using a hypothetical election
result rather than the actual election outcome. To determine
how many seats a party would win if it received 50 percent of
the statewide vote, the party’s actual vote shares in each district
are shifted by the difference between 50 percent and the party’s
actual statewide vote share. Above, for example, Party A’s vote
shares in each district would be reduced by 5 percent (since it
won 55 percent of the statewide vote), while Party B’s vote
shares would be increased by 5 percent.
This shifting is troubling for several reasons. First, it relies
on what is known as the “uniform swing assumption,” the premise that vote switchers are present in equal numbers in each district.17 Given the clustering that characterizes modern residential patterns,18 this assumption is often inaccurate. Second, it is
fanciful in many cases to consider what might happen if the parties’ statewide vote shares were both 50 percent (let alone if they
flipped, as another common formulation of partisan bias supposes).19 In states like Massachusetts or Utah, shifts of this magnitude are so improbable that they yield useless results.20 And
third, even in more competitive states, shifting can give rise to
odd conclusions. Above, for instance, Party A would lose 7 out of
10 districts if its vote share in each district swung uniformly
downward by 5 percent. This means the plan has a partisan bias
of 20 percent against Party A—even though Party A won 8 of the
10 districts in the election that actually occurred.
Turning from the abstract to the concrete, what efficiency
gaps have current and historical district plans exhibited? We
15 See LULAC, 548 US at 464–68 (Stevens concurring in part and dissenting in
part) (discussing partisan bias).
16 See id at 466 (Stevens concurring in part and dissenting in part).
17 See Part II.C.
18 See Nicholas O. Stephanopoulos, Spatial Diversity, 125 Harv L Rev 1903, 1915
(2012) (discussing Tobler’s Law, which states that clustering is an almost universal geographic phenomenon).
19 See Grofman and King, 6 Election L J at 8 (cited in note 11) (“[I]f a party is able to
muster a certain fraction of votes, then it should get the same number of seats as the other
party would if that party had received the same voter support.”) (emphasis omitted).
20 Consider, for example, Boris Shor and Nolan McCarty, The Ideological Mapping
of American Legislatures, 105 Am Polit Sci Rev 530, 544 (2011) (suggesting that ideologically polarized states may not be likely to have significant vote share shifts between election cycles).
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computed the gaps for all states with at least eight congressional
districts, and all state house plans for which results were available, for all elections from 1972 to 2012.21 This represents the
most comprehensive dataset ever assembled to study gerrymandering in the modern era.22 We found, first, that both the congressional and the state house distributions had median efficiency gaps of close to zero and were roughly symmetric in
shape. Contrary to claims that Republicans benefit from redistricting because of their more efficient spatial allocation,23 the
typical plan in recent decades has not been notably skewed in
either party’s favor. Second, however, we also documented an
alarming rise in the efficiency gap in the 2012 election. At the
congressional level, the average plan had an absolute gap of 0.94
seats in the 1970s and 1980s, 1.09 seats in the 1990s and 2000s,
and 1.58 seats in 2012. At the state house level, the average
plan had an absolute gap of 4.76 percent in the 1970s and 1980s,
5.10 percent in the 1990s and 2000s, and 6.07 percent in 2012.24
The severity of today’s gerrymandering is therefore
unprecedented in modern times.
Third, we decomposed the data into a series of charts showing, for each decade, each plan’s average efficiency gap as well as
how the gap varied from election to election. (For current plans,
we illustrate how the gap would change given shifts in voter
sentiment derived from historical data.) These charts confirm
the account of the efficiency gap centering around zero overall
but rising rapidly in recent years. They also reveal that many
plans’ gaps vary substantially over the plans’ lifetimes. In many
cases, in fact, a plan whose average gap favors one party will
feature a gap favoring the other party at some point during the
decade. Lastly, the charts make it possible, for the first time, to
identify gerrymanders that are both severe and entrenched. In
21 We use “state house plans” to refer to plans for all lower houses of state
legislatures.
22 For noteworthy examples of works studying gerrymandering in earlier periods,
see generally Gary W. Cox and Jonathan N. Katz, Elbridge Gerry’s Salamander: The
Electoral Consequences of the Reapportionment Revolution (Cambridge 2002); Andrew
Gelman and Gary King, Enhancing Democracy through Legislative Redistricting, 88 Am
Polit Sci Rev 541 (1994); Gary King and Robert X. Browning, Democratic Representation
and Partisan Bias in Congressional Elections, 81 Am Polit Sci Rev 1251 (1987).
23 See, for example, Jowei Chen and Jonathan Rodden, Unintentional Gerrymandering: Political Geography and Electoral Bias in Legislatures, 8 Q J Polit Sci 239, 241
(2013).
24 These figures all are absolute values. We use raw seats for Congress and seat
shares for state houses throughout the Article, for reasons detailed below. See Part III.A.
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the current cycle, for example, the Florida, Ohio, Pennsylvania,
and Virginia congressional plans have gaps of at least two seats
that are unlikely to dissipate given plausible changes in voters’
preferences. Likewise, the Idaho, Indiana, Kansas, Massachusetts, Michigan, Missouri, North Carolina, Ohio, Oklahoma,
Rhode Island, Virginia, Wisconsin, and Wyoming state house
plans have gaps of at least 8 percent that also are unlikely to
fade away in future elections.
The efficiency gap, then, is both superior to partisan bias
and easily calculable across states and over time. It also could be
converted straightforwardly into doctrine. In LULAC, Justice
Stevens suggested that the Court’s approach to one person–one
vote claims could serve as a template for a gerrymandering
test.25 This is a very auspicious analogy, in our view. First, just
as in that domain there is a population deviation threshold (10
percent) above which plans are presumptively unlawful and below which they are presumptively valid,26 so too could key levels
be specified in the gerrymandering context. To take into account
both the severity and the durability of gerrymanders, we recommend setting the bar at two seats for congressional plans and
8 percent for state house plans27—with the added caveat that the
plans not be expected, based on sensitivity testing, ever to have
an efficiency gap of zero over their lifetimes. At present, these
thresholds would result in the plans named above being deemed
presumptively unconstitutional.28
Second, just as a state may rebut the presumption of unconstitutionality in a one person–one vote case,29 so too should it
have the chance to mount a defense in a gerrymandering dispute. In the former context, the presumption is rebutted if the
state shows that its plan’s population inequality resulted from
the consistent application of a legitimate redistricting policy.30

25

See LULAC, 548 US at 468 & n 9 (Stevens concurring in part and dissenting in

part).
26 See Brown v Thomson, 462 US 835, 842 (1983) (“Our decisions have established,
as a general matter, that an apportionment plan with a maximum population deviation
under 10% falls within this category of minor deviations.”).
27 See text accompanying notes 202–03.
28 That is, the Florida, Ohio, Pennsylvania, and Virginia congressional plans, and
the Idaho, Indiana, Kansas, Michigan, Missouri, North Carolina, Ohio, Oklahoma,
Rhode Island, Tennessee, Wisconsin, and Wyoming state house plans.
29 See, for example, Brown, 462 US at 842–43.
30 See, for example, Mahan v Howell, 410 US 315, 328 (1973) (upholding population
deviations above 10 percent in a plan because they “advance[d] the rational state policy
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The same sort of showing should suffice in the gerrymandering
context, as should a demonstration that no plan with a smaller
efficiency gap could have been drawn due to the state’s underlying political geography. At this doctrinal stage, of course, cartographic evidence would be crucial. The state would try to prove
that no map with a smaller gap was possible while still accomplishing its other objectives. The plaintiff, for its part, would
strive to produce a map that attained the state’s goals to the
same extent but that featured a smaller gap. Success by the
plaintiff would result in the presumption continuing to bind.
The Article proceeds as follows. Part I describes the doctrinal opportunity created by the Court’s positive comments about
partisan symmetry in LULAC. Interestingly, this opportunity
remains unexplored nine years after the decision. Part II defines our new measure of partisan symmetry, the efficiency gap,
and discusses some of its useful properties. It also compares the
efficiency gap to partisan bias and identifies some of the gap’s
limitations. Part III presents empirical evidence about the efficiency gaps of congressional and state house plans over the
1972–2012 period. It highlights as well the gaps of plans that
have given rise to gerrymandering litigation. Lastly, Part IV develops one option for incorporating the efficiency gap into a doctrinal test. In the first stage of the analysis, a plan’s gap would
be compared to the legal threshold; in the second stage, a state
could argue that a gap above the threshold was unavoidable.
One final introductory point about this Article’s timeliness:
Though many plans continue to be fair, the problem of gerrymandering has never been worse in modern American history.
The efficiency gaps of today’s most egregious plans dwarf those
of their predecessors in earlier cycles. We therefore find ourselves at a historical moment not unlike that confronted by the
Court in the 1960s. Just as in that era population deviations had
skyrocketed thanks to urbanization and district lines left untouched for decades, so too have today’s efficiency gaps reached
new heights thanks to technological advances and unbridled
partisan aggression. Two generations ago, the Court moved decisively to end the scourge of malapportionment. In our view, the
time has come for it to do the same with gerrymandering.

of respecting the boundaries of political subdivisions”). For a discussion of the rebuttable
presumption, see Brown, 462 US at 843.
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I. THE DOCTRINAL OPPORTUNITY
Until recently, there would have been no reason for us to
write this Article. Just about every potential partisan gerrymandering standard already had been proposed to—and rejected
by—the Court. But in LULAC, for the first time in twenty years,
five justices suggested they were open to adopting a gerrymandering standard. In particular, they wrote favorably about the
concept of partisan symmetry, the idea that a district plan
should treat the major parties symmetrically with respect to the
conversion of votes to seats. Surprisingly, though, not a single
gerrymandering plaintiff since LULAC has argued for the implementation of a partisan symmetry test. The doctrinal opportunity created by LULAC thus remains open and judicially
uncharted.
In this Part, we define the contours of this opportunity. We
first survey the Court’s case law prior to LULAC, whose two
highlights were the tentative embrace of a standard that no
plaintiff could meet in Davis v Bandemer,31 followed by the rejection of almost every conceivable test in Vieth v Jubelirer.32 We
next highlight the promising comments about partisan symmetry made by a majority of the Court in LULAC. But we also
identify the concerns expressed about symmetry by Justice Kennedy—concerns we believe the standard we set forth in Part IV
fully addresses. Lastly, we summarize the Sisyphean efforts of
gerrymandering plaintiffs in the years since LULAC. We offer
some speculation too as to why these plaintiffs may have failed
to seize the opening presented by the Court.
A.

Pre-LULAC

Although there were scattered hints in earlier Court decisions,33 the 1983 case of Karcher v Daggett34 marked the first
time a justice wrote explicitly about partisan gerrymandering. A
majority of the Court resolved the dispute purely on one person–
one vote grounds, striking down New Jersey’s congressional plan

31

478 US 109 (1986).
541 US 267 (2004).
33 See, for example, Gaffney v Cummings, 412 US 735, 751 (1973); Fortson v
Dorsey, 379 US 433, 439 (1965) (suggesting that a district plan might be invalid if it
“would operate to minimize or cancel out the voting strength of racial or political elements of the voting population”) (emphasis added).
34 462 US 725 (1983).
32
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because of its total population deviation of 0.7 percent.35 But in a
concurrence, Justice Stevens contended that the plan actually
should have been invalidated because it was a pro-Democratic
gerrymander.36 His proposed approach for identifying unlawful
gerrymanders was to examine (1) “whether the plan has a significant adverse impact on an identifiable political group,” (2)
“whether the plan has objective indicia of irregularity,” and (3)
“whether the State is able to produce convincing evidence that
the plan nevertheless serves neutral, legitimate interests of the
community as a whole.”37
Just three years after Karcher, the full Court turned its attention to gerrymandering in Bandemer.38 Six justices agreed
that gerrymandering was not a “political question” but rather a
“justiciable controversy” fully amenable to resolution by the
courts.39 But the majority splintered with respect to the applicable standard as well as the fate of the Indiana state legislative
plans before it. A plurality held that “unconstitutional discrimination occurs only when the electoral system . . . will consistently degrade . . . a group of voters’ influence on the political process as a whole,” and concluded that the Indiana plans did not
meet this demanding standard.40 In contrast, Justice Powell argued for a totality-of-the-circumstances test similar to the one
advocated by Justice Stevens in Karcher.41 District compactness,
respect for political subdivisions, and the propriety of the redistricting process were the key factors to consider—and, in his
view, they all revealed the Indiana plans’ illegality.42
In the eighteen years between Bandemer and the justices’
next foray into this doctrinal terrain, not a single plaintiff managed to convince a court to strike down a district plan on partisan gerrymandering grounds.43 The trouble for claimants was
twofold. First, Bandemer’s requirement that a plan “consistently

35

See id at 731–44.
See id at 761–65 (Stevens concurring).
37 Id at 751 (Stevens concurring).
38 Bandemer, 478 US at 113 (White) (plurality).
39 Id at 118, 125–27 (White) (plurality).
40 Id at 132 (White) (plurality).
41 See id at 173 (Powell concurring in part and dissenting in part).
42 See Bandemer, 478 US at 173–74 (Powell concurring in part and dissenting
in part).
43 See Vieth, 541 US at 279–80 (Scalia) (plurality) (“[I]n all of the cases we are
aware of involving that most common form of political gerrymandering [that is, the
drawing of district lines], relief was denied.”).
36
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degrade”44 voters’ influence meant that challenges brought prior
to the first election under a plan, or even after one or two elections, universally failed. Courts simply could not be sure that a
party’s electoral disadvantage would be durable rather than
transient.45 Second, Bandemer’s reference to voters’ influence “on
the political process as a whole”46 convinced many courts that
electoral disadvantage alone was not enough to call a plan into
question. Losses at the polls had to be combined with efforts to
prevent a party’s supporters from registering or voting—efforts
that typically did not occur in this era.47
When the Court rejoined the fray in Vieth, a plurality invoked plaintiffs’ dismal post-Bandemer record as a rationale for
declaring all partisan gerrymandering to be nonjusticiable.
“[Bandemer’s] application has almost invariably produced the
same result . . . as would have obtained if the question were nonjusticiable: Judicial intervention has been refused.”48 The plurality (joined here by Justice Kennedy)49 also rejected every putative standard suggested by the Bandemer Court, the appellants,
and the dissenting justices. Both the Bandemer plurality’s approach and that of Justice Powell were judicially unmanageable,
in the Vieth plurality’s view.50 So too was the appellants’ proposal of (1) predominant partisan intent, (2) systematic packing
and cracking of a party’s voters, and (3) a party’s inability to
translate a majority of votes into a majority of seats.51 And so too
were Justice Stevens’s intent-based test,52 Justice Souter’s elaborate five-part framework focused on disregard for traditional

44

Bandemer, 478 US at 132 (White) (plurality) (emphasis added).
See, for example, La Porte County Republican Central Committee v Board of
Commissioners of the County of La Porte, 43 F3d 1126, 1128 (7th Cir 1994) (“Plaintiffs
have not offered to prove that the districts in La Porte County have frustrated the will of
a majority (or even a minority) of voters, for even one election.”); Legislative Redistricting
Cases, 629 A2d 646, 664 (Md 1993); Pope v Blue, 809 F Supp 392, 396 (WD NC 1992)
(three-judge panel).
46 Bandemer, 478 US at 132 (White) (plurality) (emphasis added).
47 See, for example, Martinez v Bush, 234 F Supp 2d 1275, 1346 (SD Fla 2002) (threejudge panel); Marylanders for Fair Representation, Inc v Schaefer, 849 F Supp 1022, 1040
(D Md 1994) (three-judge panel); Badham v March Fong Eu, 694 F Supp 664, 670 (ND Cal
1988) (three-judge panel) (“[N]or are there allegations that anyone has ever interfered with
Republican registration, organizing, voting, fund-raising, or campaigning.”).
48 Vieth, 541 US at 279 (Scalia) (plurality).
49 See id at 308 (Kennedy concurring in the judgment) (“The plurality demonstrates
the shortcomings of the other standards that have been considered to date.”).
50 See id at 281–84, 290–91 (Scalia) (plurality).
51 See id at 284–90 (Scalia) (plurality).
52 See Vieth, 541 US at 292–95 (Scalia) (plurality).
45
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districting principles,53 and Justice Breyer’s minority entrenchment standard.54
But Vieth did not close the door entirely on partisan gerrymandering claims. Justice Kennedy declined to join the plurality’s justiciability holding, meaning that gerrymandering remains a viable cause of action even after the decision—albeit
without any test for courts to apply. In his separate opinion,
Justice Kennedy lamented that “the parties have not shown us,
and I have not been able to discover . . . statements of principled,
well-accepted rules of fairness that should govern districting.”55
The unspoken predicate is that if such rules were brought to his
attention, he would be willing to consider adopting them.56 Justice Kennedy also speculated that the First Amendment may
prove a more fertile source for gerrymandering standards than
the Equal Protection Clause.57 And most importantly for our
purposes, neither the plurality nor Justice Kennedy made any
critical comments about the concept of partisan symmetry.
(Though it was not, of course, before them in the case.)
B.

LULAC

Partisan symmetry was before the Court when it next
tackled gerrymandering, in LULAC, thanks to an amicus brief
submitted by a group of political scientists.58 And remarkably,
given the pessimism in Vieth that any standard could be found,
a majority of the justices (including Justice Kennedy) went out
of their way to express their interest in the idea. We thus agree
with two of the brief’s authors, Professors Bernard Grofman and
Gary King, that LULAC “marks a potential sea change in how
the Supreme Court adjudicates partisan gerrymandering
claims.”59 But we caution that Justice Kennedy also voiced a
number of misgivings about symmetry. These misgivings must
be addressed before symmetry can become the basis for judicial
intervention in this area.
53

See id at 295–98 (Scalia) (plurality).
See id at 299–301 (Scalia) (plurality).
55 Id at 308 (Kennedy concurring in the judgment).
56 See Vieth, 541 US at 312–13 (Kennedy concurring in the judgment) (“[N]ew
technologies may produce new methods of analysis that make more evident the precise
nature of the burdens gerrymanders impose on the representational rights of voters and
parties.”).
57 See id at 314–16 (Kennedy concurring in the judgment).
58 See King et al Brief at *9–11 (cited in note 11).
59 Grofman and King, 6 Election L J at 4 (cited in note 11).
54
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Justice Stevens was by far the most avid advocate of partisan symmetry in LULAC.60 He first defined the term as a “require[ment] that the electoral system treat similarly-situated
parties equally.” 61 This also is how we conceive of symmetry: it is
satisfied when a district plan does not discriminate between the
parties with respect to the conversion of votes to seats, and vice
versa. Justice Stevens next observed that symmetry is “widely
accepted by scholars as providing a measure of partisan fairness
in electoral systems.”62 He then proceeded to apply one particular measure of partisan symmetry, partisan bias, to the Texas
congressional plan at issue.63 Partisan bias refers to the divergence in the share of seats that each party would win given the
same share of the statewide vote.64 Because Republicans likely
would have won twenty of Texas’s thirty-two seats (62.5 percent)
if they had received 50 percent of the statewide vote, leaving
only twelve seats for Democrats (37.5 percent), Texas’s plan had
a pro-Republican bias of 12.5 percent.65 It “constitute[d] a significant departure from the symmetry standard” and, in Justice
Stevens’s view, should have been struck down for this reason.66
Justice Stevens also offered two suggestions for how the
concept of symmetry could be converted into doctrine. First, the
Court could hold that a sufficiently large deviation from symmetry (he floated 10 percent as a possibility) “create[s] a prima
facie case of an unconstitutional gerrymander.”67 The burden
then would shift to the state to present a legitimate justification for its highly asymmetric plan.68 This two-step sequence, it
bears noting, is nearly identical to the Court’s framework for

60 Of course, neither Justice Stevens nor Justice Souter, who also expressed interest in partisan symmetry in LULAC, is still on the Court. Their replacements’ views on
the subject are not yet known. But if the usual ideological lines hold, then it is likely that
Justice Kennedy remains the swing vote on this issue.
61 LULAC, 548 US at 466 (Stevens concurring in part and dissenting in part), quoting King et al Brief at *4–5 (cited in note 11).
62 LULAC, 548 US at 466 (Stevens concurring in part and dissenting in part).
63 See id at 467–68 (Stevens concurring in part and dissenting in part).
64 See id at 466 (Stevens concurring in part and dissenting in part).
65 See id at 465–68 (Stevens concurring in part and dissenting in part).
66 LULAC, 548 US at 467 (Stevens concurring in part and dissenting in part). See
also id at 466 (Stevens concurring in part and dissenting in part) (concluding that Texas’s plan was “inconsistent with the symmetry standard, a measure social scientists use
to assess partisan bias”).
67 Id at 468 n 9 (Stevens concurring in part and dissenting in part).
68 See id at 468 (Stevens concurring in part and dissenting in part).
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one person–one vote claims at the state legislative level.69 Second, the Court could recognize a departure from symmetry as
“one relevant factor in analyzing whether, under the totality of
the circumstances, a districting plan is an unconstitutional partisan gerrymander.”70 This proposal is perhaps too close for comfort to some of the tests rejected in Vieth,71 but it also bears some
resemblance to the Court’s methodology in vote dilution cases
under the Voting Rights Act.72
The other members of the Court’s left wing did not quite
share Justice Stevens’s excitement, but they all made positive
comments about partisan symmetry too. Justice Souter (joined
by Justice Ginsburg) noted the “utility of a criterion of symmetry
as a test” and remarked that “[i]nterest in exploring this notion
is evident.”73 He added, “Perhaps further attention could be devoted to the administrability of such a criterion at all levels of
redistricting and its review.”74 Similarly, Justice Breyer joined
portions of Justice Stevens’s opinion75 and referred favorably to
the empirical evidence on symmetry that he marshaled.76 Justice
Breyer further observed, disapprovingly, that deviations from
symmetry may cause a plan to “produce a majority of congressional representatives even if the favored party receives only a
minority of popular votes.”77
This leaves us, as we are often left, with the Court’s swing
voter, Justice Kennedy.78 To the surprise of almost every observer, he expressed in LULAC at least some openness to the use of
69 See id (Stevens concurring in part and dissenting in part), citing one person–one
vote precedents such as Brown v Thomson, 462 US 835 (1983), and Cox v Larios, 542 US
947 (2004).
70 LULAC, 548 US at 468 n 9 (Stevens concurring in part and dissenting in part).
71 Not surprisingly, it is especially similar to Justice Powell’s approach in
Bandemer—which Justice Stevens endorsed, and which was based on Justice Stevens’s
own opinion in Karcher. See notes 41–42.
72 Voting Rights Act of 1965, Pub L No 89-110, 79 Stat 437, codified as amended at
42 USC § 1971 et seq. The final stage of a vote dilution challenge is a multifactor totality-of-the-circumstances inquiry. See Thornburg v Gingles, 478 US 30, 79–80 (1986).
73 LULAC, 548 US at 483 (Souter concurring in part and dissenting in part).
74 Id at 484 (Souter concurring in part and dissenting in part). In some respects,
this Article can be seen as a response to Justice Souter’s call for further analysis of the
administrability of partisan symmetry.
75 See id at 447 (Stevens concurring in part and dissenting in part).
76 See id at 491–92 (Breyer concurring in part and dissenting in part).
77 LULAC, 548 US at 492 (Breyer concurring in part and dissenting in part).
78 See Samuel Issacharoff, Pamela S. Karlan, and Richard H. Pildes, The Law of
Democracy: Legal Structure of the Political Process 182 (Thomson Reuters 4th ed 2012)
(“Justice Kennedy is the likely decisive vote for any future partisan gerrymandering
claims.”).
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partisan symmetry as a test for gerrymandering. In the key sentence of his opinion, he wrote that he did not “altogether discount[ ] its utility in redistricting planning and litigation.”79
Other justices immediately seized on this language. Justice Stevens “appreciate[d] Justice Kennedy’s leaving the door open to
the use of the standard in future cases.”80 Likewise, Justice
Souter cited this passage when he commented that “[i]nterest in
exploring this notion is evident.”81
But Justice Kennedy also raised several serious concerns
about symmetry. First, he observed that “[t]he existence or degree of asymmetry may in large part depend on conjecture about
where possible vote-switchers [ ] reside.”82 In other words, to determine how symmetric a plan is, at least using the partisan bias metric, it is necessary to estimate the results of a hypothetical election in which certain voters switch their ballots from one
party to the other. This estimation requires assumptions to be
made about where these vote switchers are located—
assumptions that are controversial and often incorrect.83 Second,
Justice Kennedy was wary of invalidating a plan “based on unfair results that would occur in a hypothetical state of affairs.”84
His preference was to wait until an election actually had occurred and the asymmetry had become concrete rather than conjectural. As he wrote, “a challenge could be litigated if and when
the feared inequity arose.”85
Third, Justice Kennedy was unsure how to select an asymmetry threshold below which a plan would be upheld and above
which a plan would be presumptively unlawful. Neither the parties nor the political scientists’ amicus brief provided the Court
79

LULAC, 548 US at 420 (Kennedy) (plurality).
Id at 468 n 9 (Stevens concurring in part and dissenting in part).
81 Id at 483 (Souter concurring in part and dissenting in part).
82 Id at 420 (Kennedy) (plurality). See also id (noting the existence of “different
models of shifting voter preferences”).
83 The specific assumption that typically is made to calculate partisan bias is “uniform partisan swing.” The assumption stipulates that parties’ district-specific vote
shares change (or “swing”) by the same margin as their statewide vote shares. For example, if Democrats received 45 percent of the vote in a state, and a researcher wanted
to know how many seats they would have won if they had received 50 percent, the researcher simply would add 5 percentage points to the actual Democratic vote share in
each district. The assumption often generates accurate seat share estimates, but still is
considered “neither theoretically nor empirically satisfying” by political scientists. Simon
Jackman, Measuring Electoral Bias: Australia, 1949–93, 24 Brit J Polit Sci 319, 335
(1994). We discuss the assumption in greater detail in Part II.C.
84 LULAC, 548 US at 420 (Kennedy) (plurality).
85 Id (Kennedy) (plurality).
80
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with empirical data about the asymmetry of current or historical
plans. In the absence of such data, he did not see how the Court
could choose “a standard for deciding how much partisan dominance is too much.”86 Finally, Justice Kennedy did not believe
that asymmetry should constitute the entirety of the Court’s test
for gerrymandering. Asymmetry can be produced by factors other than a desire to disadvantage one’s political opponents, including the geographic distribution of the parties’ supporters
and compliance with traditional redistricting criteria such as
compactness, respect for political subdivisions, and respect for
communities of interest.87 Therefore, “asymmetry alone is not a
reliable measure of unconstitutional partisanship.”88
C.

Post-LULAC

In the wake of LULAC, one might have expected gerrymandering plaintiffs to pounce on the opportunity presented by the
Court. As Grofman and King wrote shortly after the decision,
“Now that members of the Supreme Court have singled out the
deviation from partisan symmetry . . . we anticipate that there
will be new partisan gerrymandering challenges brought.”89 But
this prediction turned out to be incorrect. Plaintiffs did file multiple gerrymandering suits in the most recent cycle of redistricting litigation, but not one of them even referred to—much less
argued for the adoption of—partisan symmetry as the relevant
standard. Why not? The likely explanations are inattention to
the Court’s gerrymandering precedents, ignorance of quantitative political science methodology, and fatalism about the viability of this cause of action. But whatever the reason, the fact remains that, years after its creation, a sterling doctrinal
opportunity is still unexplored by the courts and available for
the taking.
By our count, plaintiffs in eight states brought partisan gerrymandering challenges against congressional or state legislative
86 Id (Kennedy) (plurality). But see id at 468 n 9 (Stevens concurring in part and
dissenting in part) (responding that “it is this Court, not proponents of the symmetry
standard, that has the judicial obligation to answer the question of how much unfairness
is too much”).
87 See Vieth, 541 US at 309 (Kennedy concurring in the judgment) (“[I]f we were to
demand that congressional districts take a particular shape, we could not assure the
parties that this criterion, neutral enough on its face, would not in fact benefit one political party over another.”).
88 LULAC, 548 US at 420 (Kennedy) (plurality) (emphasis added).
89 Grofman and King, 6 Election L J at 33 (cited in note 11).
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district plans during the 2010 cycle.90 Some of these claimants
suggested tests very similar to the ones the Court rejected in
Vieth. For example, the Alabama Legislative Black Caucus argued that “[t]raditional or neutral districting principles may not
be subordinated in a dominant fashion by . . . partisan interests”—a formulation essentially identical to Justice Stevens’s.91
Other groups, most notably the Illinois League of Women Voters, tried to convert Justice Kennedy’s exposition on the First
Amendment in Vieth into a workable standard. These efforts all
failed for the simple reason that district plans “do[ ] not prevent
any [party] member from engaging in any political speech.”92
Still other plaintiffs, in particular the Illinois Republican
Party, advocated oddly specific effects tests based on their
states’ unique political circumstances. Not surprisingly, the
courts declined to constitutionalize inquiries such as whether a
plan “keeps at least 10 percent more constituents of Democratic
incumbents in the same district as their representative than it
does constituents of Republican incumbents,”93 or whether
“[m]ore than two-thirds of incumbent pairings pit minority-party
incumbents against each other.”94 A final set of claimants admitted their own befuddlement, made no proposals at all, and beseeched the courts to “treat partisan gerrymandering cases

90 See Perez v Perry, 26 F Supp 3d, 612, 622–24 (WD Tex 2014) (three-judge panel);
Alabama Legislative Black Caucus v Alabama, 988 F Supp 2d 1285, 1289 (MD Ala 2013)
(three-judge panel); Baldus v Members of Wisconsin Government Accountability Board,
849 F Supp 2d 840, 854 (ED Wis 2012) (three-judge panel); Committee for a Fair and
Balanced Map v Illinois State Board of Elections, 835 F Supp 2d 563, 567–79 (ND Ill
2011) (three-judge panel); Fletcher v Lamone, 831 F Supp 2d 887, 903–04 (D Md 2011)
(three-judge panel); Radogno v Illinois State Board of Elections, 2011 WL 5868225, *2–4
(ND Ill) (“Radogno II”) (three-judge panel); League of Women Voters v Quinn, 2011 WL
5143044, *1–4 (ND Ill); Radogno v Illinois State Board of Elections, 2011 WL 5025251,
*5–7 (ND Ill) (“Radogno I”) (three-judge panel); Perez v Texas, 2011 WL 9160142, *10–11
(WD Tex); Pearson v Koster, 359 SW3d 35, 41–42 (Mo 2012); Gonzalez v State Apportionment Commission, 53 A3d 1230, 1254 (NJ Super App Div 2012); State v Tennant, 730
SE2d 368, 390 (W Va 2012).
91 Alabama Legislative Black Caucus, 988 F Supp 2d at 1295 (quotation marks
omitted). See also, for example, Radogno II, 2011 WL 5868225 at *4 (rejecting a proposed
multifactor test that, like Justice Souter’s approach in Vieth, focused on disregard for
traditional districting principles).
92 League of Women Voters, 2011 WL 5143044 at *4. See also, for example, Radogno
I, 2011 WL 5025251 at *7 (“But what is the connection between the alleged burden imposed on Plaintiffs’ ability to elect their preferred candidate and a restriction on their
freedom of political expression? There is none.”).
93 Committee for a Fair and Balanced Map, 835 F Supp 2d at 576.
94 Radogno II, 2011 WL 5868225 at *4. See also id (“Why the two-thirds requirement for incumbent pairings, as opposed to three-fifths or three-quarters?”).
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much like obscenity cases—courts will know one when they see
one.” 95 Predictably, the courts turned down this invitation.96
Why has no plaintiff since LULAC argued for a partisan
symmetry test? We can only speculate, but several possibilities
come to mind. First, many lawyers simply may not have noticed
the favorable comments about symmetry in LULAC. The bulk of
the decision dealt not with gerrymandering but with racial vote
dilution,97 and even the gerrymandering portions were more concerned with the mid-decade timing of Texas’s redistricting than
with the plan’s asymmetry.98 Moreover, Justice Kennedy did
write that “asymmetry alone is not a reliable measure of unconstitutional partisanship.”99 We believe—consistent with Justice
Stevens’s and Justice Souter’s comments100—that Justice Kennedy remains open to the adoption of a symmetry test, but this
subtlety easily may have escaped less attentive (or obsessive)
readers.
Second, the measure of partisan asymmetry applied by Justice Stevens in LULAC, partisan bias, is not particularly easy to
compute. In its simplest form, the measure requires data about
each party’s vote share in each district in a plan, followed by use
of the uniform swing assumption to determine each party’s seat
share at a hypothetical vote share point.101 In the more sophisticated version recommended by Grofman and King, the uniform
swing assumption is relaxed so that each district’s shift is drawn
from a random distribution, and multiple regressions are employed to predict district outcomes from historical electoral data.102 None of this analysis is overly difficult for political scientists, but it is hardly intuitive for lawyers. Understandably,

95

Perez, 2011 WL 9160142 at *11 (quotation marks and brackets omitted).
See, for example, Baldus, 849 F Supp 2d at 854; Fletcher, 831 F Supp 2d at 904
(“The plaintiffs here . . . offer no reliable standard by which to adjudicate their gerrymandering claim.”); Gonzalez, 53 A3d at 1254 (“In sum, plaintiffs have not articulated
any way in which the process or its results violated their rights under the Federal
Constitution.”).
97 See LULAC, 548 US at 423–47 (Kennedy) (plurality).
98 See id at 413–18, 421–23 (Kennedy) (plurality).
99 Id at 420 (Kennedy) (plurality).
100 See notes 80–81 and accompanying text.
101 See Grofman and King, 6 Election L J at 10–11 (cited in note 11). See also, for
example, Nicholas O. Stephanopoulos, The Consequences of Consequentialist Criteria, 3
UC Irvine L Rev 669, 684 (2013) (calculating partisan bias in this way).
102 See Grofman and King, 6 Election L J at 11–14 (cited in note 11).
96
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plaintiffs may have shied away from quantitative metrics they
did not fully understand.103
Lastly, a cloud of defeatism hangs over the cause of action
for partisan gerrymandering, perhaps prompting plaintiffs not
to press such claims too vigorously. As noted earlier, not a single
claimant was able to convince a court to strike down a district
plan on gerrymandering grounds during the eighteen years between Bandemer and Vieth.104 In the decade since Vieth, plaintiffs’ record has been equally dismal: failure after failure with
nary a single success.105 Faced with such relentlessly negative
precedent, aggrieved parties in the post-LULAC era may have
included gerrymandering claims in their complaints, reasoning
that they could do no harm, but then chosen not to pursue these
claims with much enthusiasm. Other redistricting theories (such
as unequal district population, racial vote dilution, and racial
gerrymandering) have much higher success rates, and plaintiffs
accordingly may have focused their energies on them.
Ultimately, the reason why plaintiffs have failed to argue
for the adoption of a partisan symmetry test is immaterial for
our purposes. The key facts are simply that a majority of the
Court expressed interest in symmetry in LULAC, and that nothing has happened since LULAC to reduce the attractiveness of
this doctrinal opportunity. In the next Part, we introduce a new
measure of partisan symmetry, the efficiency gap, that we believe is superior to the partisan bias metric applied by Justice
Stevens in LULAC. It addresses many of the concerns raised by
Justice Kennedy, while more directly capturing the essence of
the harm that is caused by gerrymandering. If and when plaintiffs recognize the opening presented to them by the Court, they
should press for the efficiency gap, not partisan bias, to be used
as the judicial test in this domain.
II. THE EFFICIENCY GAP
The key insight underlying the efficiency gap is that all
elections in single-member districts produce large numbers of
wasted votes. Some voters cast their ballots for losing candidates
103 See generally Arden Rowell and Jessica Bregant, Numeracy and Legal Decision
Making, 46 Ariz St L J 191 (2014) (presenting an original empirical study suggesting
that substantive legal decision-making varies with the “numeracy,” or math skill, of the
lawyer).
104 See note 43 and accompanying text.
105 See note 90.
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(and so are “cracked”). Other voters cast their ballots for winning candidates but in excess of what the candidates needed to
prevail (and so are “packed”). A gerrymander is simply a district
plan that results in one party wasting many more votes than its
adversary. And the efficiency gap indicates the magnitude of the
divergence between the parties’ respective wasted votes. It aggregates all of a plan’s cracking and packing choices into a single
number.
We begin this Part by defining the efficiency gap more formally and explaining how it is calculated. In brief, the difference
between the parties’ respective wasted votes is divided by the total number of votes cast, thus generating an easily interpretable
percentage. Next, we explore some of the efficiency gap’s interesting properties. Under typical conditions, the only figures
needed to compute the gap are a party’s vote margin and seat
margin in an election. In addition, a gap of zero implies that a
given increase in a party’s vote share produces a twofold increase in the party’s seat share. We then compare the efficiency
gap to partisan bias. While the metrics converge in a tied election, the efficiency gap is superior in other circumstances because it does not require the results of hypothetical races to be
estimated. Finally, we identify and address some of the gap’s
limitations. In particular, the lopsided elections that can give
rise to odd conclusions are very rare, the gap’s volatility can be
taken into account through sensitivity testing, and uncontested
seats can be addressed using certain reasonable assumptions.
A.

Definition and Computation

Our analysis begins with the premise that the goal of a partisan gerrymander is to win as many seats as possible given a
certain number of votes. To accomplish this aim, a party must
ensure that its votes translate into seats more “efficiently” than
do those of its opponent. In the plurality-rule, single-memberdistrict (SMD) elections that are almost universal in American
politics,106 “inefficient” votes are those that do not directly
106 SMD elections are ubiquitous at the congressional and state legislative levels,
but not at lower levels of government. See Jeffrey A. Taylor, Paul S. Herrnson, and
James M. Curry, The Impact of Multimember Districts on Legislative Effort and Success
*1 (unpublished manuscript, Midwest Political Science Association, Apr 2014), archived
at http://perma.cc/8SUY-XNBJ (“[T]en state legislatures, more than two-thirds of municipal governments, and a multitude of city councils . . . elect at least some members from
multimember districts.”).
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contribute to victory. Thus, any vote for a losing candidate is
wasted by definition, but so too is any vote beyond the 50 percent threshold needed (in a two-candidate race) to win a seat. If
these supporters could be moved through redistricting to a different seat, they could help the party claim that seat as well
without changing the outcome in the seat from which they were
moved.
As a practical matter, there are always many inefficient
votes in any SMD system. (In fact, exactly half the votes in each
district are wasted in a two-candidate race.)107 But a gerrymandering party does not need to eliminate all of its inefficient
votes. It only needs to end up with fewer wasted votes than the
opposition by winning its seats by smaller margins on average.
The opposition is left winning a small number of seats by large
margins, and losing a large number of seats where it claims
many votes but still falls short of victory. The strategies that
produce these results are often called “cracking” (splitting a party’s supporters between districts so they fall shy of a majority in
each one) and “packing” (stuffing remaining supporters in a
small number of districts that they win handily).108 Though the
nuances vary, some kind of cracking and packing is how all partisan gerrymanders are constructed.109
The efficiency gap, then, is simply the difference between the
parties’ respective wasted votes, divided by the total number of
votes cast in the election.110 Wasted votes include both “lost” votes
(those cast for a losing candidate) and “surplus” votes (those cast
for a winning candidate but in excess of what she needed to prevail). Each party’s wasted votes are totaled, one sum is subtracted
107 This is because victory in a two-candidate race is achieved with 50 percent of the
vote (plus one). All other votes are cast either for the losing candidate or for the winning
candidate but in excess of what she needed to prevail. Assume, for example, that Candidate A receives 65 percent of the vote and Candidate B receives 35 percent. Then 15 percent of Candidate A’s votes and all 35 percent of Candidate B’s votes are wasted—
totaling 50 percent.
108 Vieth, 541 US at 286 n 7 (Scalia) (plurality). For an illuminating discussion of
wasted votes, see Lani Guinier, Groups, Representation, and Race-Conscious Districting:
A Case of the Emperor’s Clothes, 71 Tex L Rev 1589, 1606 (1993).
109 A sizeable literature has articulated different strategies for achieving successful
partisan gerrymanders, but the ultimate objective is always to claim a larger efficiency
gap in a party’s favor—either on average or for a given set of expected future outcomes.
See, for example, John N. Friedman and Richard T. Holden, Optimal Gerrymandering:
Sometimes Pack, but Never Crack, 98 Am Econ Rev 113, 115 (2008); Guillermo Owen and
Bernard Grofman, Optimal Partisan Gerrymandering, 7 Polit Geography Q 5, 6 (1988).
110 See McGhee, 39 Legis Stud Q at 68 (cited in note 12) (expressing this idea
algebraically).
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from the other, and then, for the sake of comparability across
systems, this difference is divided by the total number of votes
cast. Figure 1 shows how this calculation is carried out for the
hypothetical district plan discussed in the Introduction.111 The
bottom line is that there are 200 fewer wasted votes for Party A
than for Party B (out of 1,000 total votes), resulting in an efficiency gap of 20 percent in Party A’s favor.112
FIGURE 1. CALCULATION OF THE EFFICIENCY GAP
District
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
Total

Total Votes
by Party
A
B
70
70
70
54
54
54
54
54
35
35
550

30
30
30
46
46
46
46
46
65
65
450

Lost Votes
by Party
A
B
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
35
35
70

30
30
30
46
46
46
46
46
0
0
320

Surplus Votes
by Party
A
B
20
20
20
4
4
4
4
4
0
0
80

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
15
15
30

Wasted Votes
by Party
A
B
20
20
20
4
4
4
4
4
35
35
150

30
30
30
46
46
46
46
46
15
15
350

The efficiency gap is the bedrock of both our positive and
normative approaches in this Article. As a positive matter, we
believe the gap is the essence of what critics have in mind when
they refer to partisan gerrymandering. They typically conceive
of gerrymandering as the systematic disadvantaging of a party
through the cracking and packing of its supporters.113 A gerrymandering metric ought to capture this concept directly, and the
efficiency gap does so. At its core, it is nothing more than a tally
of all the cracking and packing decisions in a district plan.
Normatively, the efficiency gap identifies a concrete harm
worthy of judicial intervention. A gap in a party’s favor enables
the party to claim more seats, relative to a zero-gap plan, without claiming more votes. After voters have decided which party
they support—based on whatever criteria they choose, including
the attractiveness of each party’s policy agenda—the votes cast
111

See note 14 and accompanying text.
As in the Introduction, we assume that 50 votes, not 51, are needed to win a district. Again, the efficiency gap with a 51-vote threshold is 20.6 percent in favor of Party
A. See McGhee, 39 Legis Stud Q at 68 (cited in note 12).
113 See note 133.
112
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by supporters of the gerrymandering party translate more effectively into representation and policy than do those cast by the
opposing party’s supporters. The gerrymandering party enjoys a
political advantage not because of its greater popularity, but rather because of the configuration of district lines. The parties do
not compete on a level playing field.
B.

Key Properties

Beyond its positive and normative appeal, the efficiency gap
has a number of useful properties that warrant discussion. First,
under circumstances that are very common in US elections, it is
unnecessary to sum the wasted votes in each individual district—a process that can be somewhat cumbersome. Instead, if
we assume that all districts are equal in population (which is
constitutionally required), and that there are only two parties
(which is typical in SMD systems), then the computation reduces through simple algebra to something quite straightforward:114
Efficiency Gap = Seat Margin – (2 × Vote Margin)
In this formula, “Seat Margin” is the share of all seats held
by a party, minus 50 percent. “Vote Margin” is the same for
votes: the share received by a party, minus 50 percent. A party
has an electoral advantage when the efficiency gap is positive,
and a disadvantage when it is negative.115 When the number is
equal to zero, there is no efficiency gap and so no partisan benefit derived from redistricting.
Consider once again the example from Figure 1. Party A received 55 percent of the statewide vote (550 out of 1,000 votes),
and with this support won eight of the ten seats (80 percent). The
plan’s efficiency gap thus is (80% – 50%) – 2 × (55% – 50%) = 20%.
This is the same figure we calculated earlier by actually summing
all of the lost and surplus votes in the election. How might the advantage for Party A be eliminated? There are two ways. The party
either could have won six seats instead of eight for the 55 percent
vote share it actually received ([60% – 50%] – 2 × [55% – 50%] = 0),

114 See McGhee, 39 Legis Stud Q at 79–80 (cited in note 12) (deriving this equation).
See also, for example, King and Browning, 81 Am Polit Sci Rev at 1252 (cited in note 22)
(also assuming “that there are only two parties . . . and that the legislature is composed
of a set of single-member, winner-take-all districts”).
115 The directionality of the measure is purely arbitrary. One might use the second
party for all measures instead, in which case negative values would imply an advantage
for the first party.
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or it could have received 65 percent of the vote for the eight
seats it claimed ([80% – 50%] – 2 × [65% – 50%] = 0). As it is,
Party A won two more seats than it would have if the parties
had wasted equal numbers of votes.
The efficiency gap’s second interesting property follows from
these calculations. Simply put, it is a measure of undeserved
seat share: the proportion of seats a party receives that it would
not have received under a plan with equal wasted votes. Above,
for example, the efficiency gap for Party A is 20 percent, which
also happens to be Party A’s extra seat share relative to what it
would have received under a perfectly balanced plan (80% – 60%
= 20%). When it is sensible to do so, this percentage can be converted to raw seats as well—in this case, two extra seats out of
ten. Thus, the efficiency gap is a tangible figure with real-world
meaning that laypeople can easily understand.
Third, the efficiency gap identifies a specific relationship between vote share and seat share that corresponds to partisan
fairness across a wide range of outcomes. Specifically, each additional percentage point of vote share for a party should result in
an extra two percentage points of seat share. This relationship is
implied by the efficiency gap formula noted above. If the gap
is zero, it can remain at this level only if any shift in seat share
is twice the size of any shift in vote share. Also importantly, the
relationship is not simply proportional, with each additional
percentage point of the vote netting an additional percentage
point of seats. Scholars have long recognized that SMD systems
such as the American one tend to provide a “winner’s bonus” of
surplus seats to the majority party,116 and the efficiency gap is
consistent with this understanding. But the gap offers what
scholars to date have been unable to supply: a normative guide
as to how large this bonus should be.117 To produce partisan
fairness—in the sense of equal wasted votes for each party—the
bonus should be a precisely twofold increase in seat share for a
given increase in vote share.118

116

See, for example, Grofman and King, 6 Election L J at 9 (cited in note 11).
See, for example, Gelman and King, 88 Am Polit Sci Rev at 554 (cited in note 22)
(describing the “normative position that healthy representative democracies have . . .
high levels of electoral responsiveness” but not offering any target level for responsiveness); Grofman and King, 6 Election L J at 9 (cited in note 11) (referring to a “‘bonus’ of
varying sizes”).
118 According to the efficiency gap equation, a purely proportional system disadvantages the majority party, and by increasingly significant amounts as the party’s vote
117
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Fourth, the efficiency gap can be calculated for any district
plan, including in states where one party enjoys a dominant
electoral position. This feature makes it possible to evaluate
plans that, to this point, have been shielded from scrutiny because one party’s advantage was so great. While some have argued that only electoral systems in which redistricting could
conceivably affect control of the legislature are of any practical
interest,119 this position strikes us as overly restrictive. For instance, a large number of legislatures require a supermajority to
pass key legislation.120 Indeed, in California, the only redistricting lawsuit from the last cycle concerned supermajority control
of the state senate in the context of a two-thirds vote requirement for tax increases.121 Similarly, with respect to congressional redistricting, it is not the state majority but the national one
that matters. If a party can extract extra seats that it does not
deserve, those seats will pay dividends in Washington, DC,
whether the state is competitive or not.
Finally, the efficiency gap does not require any counterfactual analysis. It can be calculated using actual election results,
without the need for any further assumptions. As we describe in
further detail below, we believe limited counterfactual analysis
can be helpful in determining the robustness of the efficiency
gap in the face of shifts in voter sentiment from election to election.122 Such analysis is especially important if an analyst thinks
there is a high likelihood that election outcomes will change
substantially in the near future. But these counterfactuals are
not fundamental to the efficiency gap, and their size and direction—and even the methods by which they are calculated—are
left entirely to the analyst’s discretion.
C.

Comparison to Partisan Bias

Having defined the efficiency gap and explored its key properties, we are now in a position to compare it to the measure of
partisan symmetry—partisan bias—that has dominated the
share climbs. If a party receives 60 percent of the vote and 60 percent of the seats, for
example, a plan would have an efficiency gap of 10 percent against the party.
119 See, for example, Grofman and King, 6 Election L J at 19 (cited in note 11).
120 See Jason Mercier, Proposed Constitutional Amendments Would Require Supermajority Vote for Tax Increases *2 (Washington Policy Center, Feb 2013), archived at
http://perma.cc/JTR4-4H4B (“18 states . . . have some form of supermajority vote requirement for tax increases.”).
121 See Vandermost v Bowen, 269 P3d 446, 473 n 31 (Cal 2012).
122 See Part III.B.
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literature123 and appeared on occasion in the case law.124 (Partisan bias, again, refers to the divergence in the share of seats
that each party would win given the same share, typically 50
percent, of the statewide vote. For example, if Republicans
would win 52 percent of a state’s seats with 50 percent of the
state’s vote, then a district plan would have a pro-Republican
bias of 2 percent.)125 We first demonstrate that the efficiency gap
and partisan bias are different concepts, at least in elections
that are not tied. We then argue that the efficiency gap is the
superior metric because it more directly captures the essence of
gerrymandering and does not require the estimation of hypothetical election results.
To begin with, it is important to note that the efficiency gap
and partisan bias are deeply connected. In fact, the two
measures are mathematically identical in the special case in
which both parties receive exactly 50 percent of the vote. A party’s vote margin is zero at this point, meaning that the efficiency
gap is simply equal to the party’s seat margin,126 while a party’s
seat margin in a tied election is the usual definition of partisan
bias.127 More than a mathematical abstraction, this identity implies a critical substantive point: a party can win more than half
the seats with half the votes only by exacerbating the efficiency
gap in its favor. While winning more seats is the outcome that
partisan bias assesses, the manipulation of wasted votes, gauged
by the efficiency gap, is the activity that leads to this outcome.
But the efficiency gap and partisan bias are not identical for
all other election results. This is because whenever an election
does not produce a tie, the parties’ actual vote shares in each
district must be shifted in order to calculate partisan bias.
123

See Grofman and King, 6 Election L J at 6 (cited in note 11) (describing support
for partisan bias as “virtually a consensus position of the scholarly community”).
124 See, for example, LULAC, 548 US at 464–68 (Stevens concurring in part and dissenting in part).
125 See Gelman and King, 88 Am Polit Sci Rev at 543 (cited in note 22) (defining
partisan bias); Grofman and King, 6 Election L J at 6–13 (cited in note 11) (same). See
also Janet Campagna and Bernard Grofman, Party Control and Partisan Bias in 1980s
Congressional Redistricting, 52 J Politics 1242, 1245 (1990) (calculating bias for a tied
election); Gary W. Cox and Jonathan N. Katz, The Reapportionment Revolution and Bias
in U.S. Congressional Elections, 43 Am J Polit Sci 812, 820 (1999) (same).
126 Specifically, if we insert a vote share of 50 percent into the efficiency gap equation, we obtain:
Efficiency Gap = Seat Margin – 2 × Vote Margin = Seat Margin – 2 × (50% –
50%) = Seat Margin.
127

See Grofman and King, 6 Election L J at 8 (cited in note 11).
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Typically these vote shares are shifted so as to mimic a tied election, though sometimes they are shifted to mimic the flipping of
the parties’ statewide performances.128 Whatever the rationale
for the shifting, it causes partisan bias to diverge from the efficiency gap, which is computed using the observed election results. The parties’ seat shares in a counterfactual election are
the key determinant of partisan bias, while the parties’ wasted
votes in the actual election are the crucial input for the efficiency gap.
Figure 2 uses election simulations to depict more fully the
relationship between the efficiency gap and partisan bias. We
simulated 201 redistricting plans of 25 seats each, with the parties’ statewide vote shares ranging from 25 percent to 75 percent.129 We then calculated both the efficiency gap and partisan
bias for each simulated plan and determined the difference between them. If the measures capture the same idea, the results
should cluster around the horizontal zero line for all vote shares.
Instead, they are identical at the point where both parties receive 50 percent of the vote, very similar (though not identical)
for a few percentage points above and below this point, and then
highly divergent after that. In other words, the further an election is from being tied, the more uncorrelated the efficiency gap
and partisan bias become.

128

See id.
Specifically, we started with a statewide vote share of 25 percent and moved up
in increments of 0.2 percent until we reached 75 percent, for 201 total plans. For each
point along the way, we sampled 25 districts from a normal distribution with that mean
and a standard deviation of 15 percent. Any districts whose seat shares were shifted
above 100 percent or below 0 percent were assigned to those two values, respectively.
Each of these groups was symmetric in expectation, but in practice, many deviated from
perfect symmetry due to random chance.
129
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FIGURE 2. EFFICIENCY GAP AND PARTISAN BIAS FOR SIMULATED
DISTRICT PLANS

In earlier work, one of us used empirical data from state legislative elections to make much the same point. In competitive
elections (those closer than 55 percent–45 percent), partisan bias is an excellent predictor of a party’s seat share in a model
that also controls for the party’s vote share (coefficient = 0.73).130
But in uncompetitive elections, the predictive power of partisan
bias essentially disappears (coefficient = -0.07).131 By comparison, the efficiency gap is a perfect predictor of seat share in both
competitive and uncompetitive elections (coefficient = 1.0).132 The
predictive power of partisan bias is thus a function of how closely it converges on the efficiency gap (which it does fully in a tied
election).
If the efficiency gap and partisan bias are distinct concepts,
why is the former preferable to the latter as a measure of gerrymandering? The most basic answer relates to the meaning of
gerrymandering, while the subtler reasons involve issues with the
calculation of partisan bias. Starting with the more fundamental
130
131
132

See McGhee, 39 Legis Stud Q at 67 (cited in note 12).
See id.
See id at 69.
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point, when observers assert that a district plan is a gerrymander, they usually mean that it systematically benefits a party
(and harms its opponent) in actual elections.133 They do not
mean that a plan would advantage a party in the hypothetical
event of a tied election, or if the parties’ vote shares flipped. In
common parlance, a plan is a gerrymander if it enables a party
to convert its votes into seats more efficiently than its adversary—even if this edge would vanish under different electoral
conditions. The efficiency gap reflects this understanding, while
partisan bias does not.
Turning next to the calculation of partisan bias, it is problematic, first, because it relies on the uniform swing assumption:
the premise that vote switchers are present in equal numbers in
each district.134 Even the more advanced version of the metric introduced by Professors Gelman and King “requires the statistical assumption of approximate uniform partisan swing,”135 that
is, the supposition that “districts swing along with the statewide
mean . . . but only on average (due to the random error term
[ ]).”136 It is only by shifting district vote shares by (more or less)
uniform amounts that the results of the crucial hypothetical
election can be estimated.
Unfortunately, the assumption of uniformity is often inaccurate, even in its approximate version. The geographic distributions of the parties’ supporters are highly heterogeneous,137
133 See id at 57 (“Some version of efficiency is typically the core concept of interest in
the literature on redistricting.”). See also, for example, Bandemer, 478 US at 141 (White)
(plurality) (“The election results obviously are relevant to a showing of the effects required to prove a political gerrymandering claim under our view.”); Karcher, 462 US at
751 (Stevens concurring) (suggesting a test for gerrymandering that asks “whether the
plan has a significant adverse impact on an identifiable political group”). Notably, even
proponents of partisan bias sometimes conceive of gerrymandering as “the degree to
which an electoral system unfairly favors one political party in the translation of
statewide . . . votes into the partisan division of the legislature.” Gelman and King, 88
Am Polit Sci Rev at 543 (cited in note 22).
134 See notes 82–83, 101–02, and accompanying text.
135 Grofman and King, 6 Election L J at 12 (cited in note 11). See also id at 11–12 &
n 44 (collecting relevant works by Gelman and King).
136 Andrew Gelman and Gary King, A Unified Method of Evaluating Electoral Systems and Redistricting Plans, 38 Am J Polit Sci 514, 521 (1994). See also Gelman and
King, 88 Am Polit Sci Rev at 555 (cited in note 22) (“Our method can be seen as a generalization of uniform partisan swing.”).
137 See Chen and Rodden, 8 Q J Polit Sci at 245–46 (cited in note 23) (finding a very
high level of spatial autocorrelation for Democratic voting preferences in Florida);
Stephanopoulos, 125 Harv L Rev at 1940–41 (cited in note 18) (same for an array of US
Census variables throughout the country). See also Jackman, 24 British J Polit Sci at
331 (cited in note 83) (“[W]hen we estimate bias . . . we measure manipulation of the
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meaning that a given shift in the statewide vote is likely to result in variable shifts at the district level. For instance, a
statewide swing of 5 percent in the Republican direction might
produce much larger pro-Republican swings in districts full of
independent voters who voted for a charismatic Democrat in the
previous election. But it might produce no pro-Republican swing
at all in polarized districts made up of staunch partisans whose
political views are largely set.138 Moreover, districts’ partisan
swing is a partially endogenous phenomenon that can be influenced by the parties’ own campaign strategies. If the parties focus their efforts in some districts but not in others (as they routinely do), then uneven shifts at the district level are even more
probable.139
The second problem with the calculation of partisan bias is
that it cannot be computed for highly uncompetitive systems (at
least not sensibly). In such systems, the vote share shifting that
would have to be assumed to simulate a tied election (let alone
the flipping of the parties’ performances) is simply too implausible to be taken seriously. As proponents of partisan bias concede, “the methodology we propose is intended only for jurisdictions where the politics is competitive enough that it is
empirically feasible to develop reliable expectations what each
party would receive in seats if it won a given sized majority of
the votes.”140 It is precisely because enormous vote share shifts
electoral system conditional on a spatial distribution of partisan support. As the spatial
distribution changes, so too will the bias . . . of the electoral system.”).
138 In the 2006 election for the US House of Representatives, for example, there was
a mean pro-Democratic swing of 4.2 percent in contested districts—with a standard deviation of 6.1 percent. The pro-Democratic swing ranged from a low of -19.2 percent to a
high of 34.6 percent. See Christian R. Grose and Bruce I. Oppenheimer, The Iraq War,
Partisanship, and Candidate Attributes: Variations in Partisan Swing in the 2006 U.S.
House Elections, 32 Legis Stud Q 531, 533 (2007).
139 See, for example, Jenni Newton-Farrelly, Wrong Winner Election Outcomes in
South Australia: Bias, Minor Parties and Non-uniform Swings *5 (South Australian Parliament Research Library, Apr 1, 2010), archived at http://perma.cc/WAZ7-JVGP (describing how the uniform swing assumption failed when “[t]he [Australian Labor Party]
ran the most successful defensive marginal seats campaign seen in South Australia,” so
that “[m]any of the biggest swings occurred in safe Labor seats and in fairly safe Liberal
seats,” while marginal Labor seats barely swung at all). See also Jackman, 24 British J
Polit Sci at 335 (cited in note 83) (finding that the uniform swing assumption was wrong
by an average of 4 percent in Australian elections in the early 1980s).
While we use some uniform swing analysis to conduct our sensitivity tests, these
tests are not fundamental to the measurement of the efficiency gap. At any rate, one
could easily conduct the sensitivity tests using assumptions other than uniform swing.
140 Grofman and King, 6 Election L J at 19 (cited in note 11). See also Gelman and
King, 88 Am Polit Sci Rev at 545 (cited in note 22) (“We therefore limit our analysis to
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are unrealistic that, as we noted above, partisan bias diverges
from the efficiency gap so markedly in uncompetitive elections.141
But even though partisan bias is inapplicable to uncompetitive systems, gerrymandering is still possible—and ought to be
measurable—in these settings. A party can manipulate district
lines so that its votes translate more efficiently into seats
whether it receives 50 percent or 70 percent of the statewide
vote. Notably, almost half of recent state legislative elections
have been so uncompetitive that partisan bias cannot be calculated for them reliably.142 A metric that is so confined in its scope
is of limited value.
One might respond that the question of majority control carries special normative weight, and so what happens in uncompetitive systems, in which majority control is not at stake, is of
little interest. But as we have argued, this position is untenable
when applied to US House elections, in which the relevant majority is national rather than local. It is somewhat more valid
when applied to state legislative elections, at least in states
without supermajority requirements. But supermajority requirements are pervasive, and so hardly irrelevant. Moreover,
changing the size of a majority party’s control is likely to have
policy consequences even if majority control itself is not at issue.
Even in today’s polarized environment, cross-party coalitions are
reasonably common at the state legislative level, suggesting that
the minority party might be able to pull policy more in its direction as its numbers increase, even if it does not control the
agenda entirely.143
The final problem with the calculation of partisan bias is
that it can sometimes lead to quite counterintuitive results.
These oddities tend to occur when seats that actually are won by
one party are assigned to the other party when vote shares are
shifted to simulate the hypothetical election. (In earlier work,
one of us has referred to this phenomenon as seats entering the
“counterfactual window.”)144 Take, for example, the ten-district
‘competitive electoral systems,’ which we define as states in which each political party
managed to garner a majority of seats or votes in at least one election between 1968 to
1988.”).
141 See notes 129–32 and accompanying text.
142 See McGhee, 39 Legis Stud Q at 66 (cited in note 12) (noting that in 44 percent of
these elections the majority party received more than 55 percent of the statewide vote).
143 See Shor and McCarty, 105 Am Polit Sci Rev at 540, 546 (cited in note 20) (showing a wide range of polarization levels in state legislatures).
144 See McGhee, 39 Legis Stud Q at 62 (cited in note 12).
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plan we used earlier to show how the efficiency gap is computed.145 Since Party A received 55 percent of the statewide vote, its
district-specific vote shares need to be reduced by 5 percent (and
Party B’s increased by 5 percent) to determine the plan’s partisan bias. As Figure 3 shows, this shifting causes five districts
(districts 4–8) that in fact were won by Party A to be allocated to
Party B in the hypothetical tied election. The plan therefore has
a partisan bias of 20 percent against Party A (since Party B
would win seven of the ten districts in a tied election), even
though the plan has an efficiency gap of 20 percent in favor of
Party A (since Party A actually won eight of the ten districts).
This scenario sharpens the point with which we began our critique of partisan bias: because the metric assesses the results of
a counterfactual election, it sometimes may be unmoored entirely from the actual election outcomes that are of primary concern.
FIGURE 3. CALCULATION OF PARTISAN BIAS

District
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
Total

Actual
Votes
by Party
A
B

Actual
Winner
by Party
A
B

Shifted
Votes
by Party
A
B

Shifted
Winner
by Party
A
B

70
70
70
54
54
54
54
54
35
35

30
30
30
46
46
46
46
46
65
65

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
1

65
65
65
49
49
49
49
49
30
30

35
35
35
51
51
51
51
51
70
70

1
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

550

450

8

2

500

500

3

7

The conclusion we draw from this analysis is that there is
no good reason to use partisan bias as a measure of gerrymandering. It is conceptually flawed because it focuses on hypothetical rather than actual election results. And as a practical matter, it cannot sensibly be computed for the many electoral
systems that are uncompetitive, while it converges on the efficiency gap as systems become more competitive. Partisan bias
therefore is either an invalid metric (in uncompetitive elections)
or a redundant one (in competitive settings).

145

See Part II.A.
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D. Limitations
Up to this point, we have introduced the efficiency gap and
emphasized its advantages over partisan bias. Next we consider
the measure’s possible limitations. There are three in particular:
(1) the unexpected results that begin to emerge when one party
receives an extraordinarily high vote share; (2) the metric’s instability over time; and (3) the measure’s sensitivity to the
treatment of uncontested seats. But none of these limitations is
crippling. Sufficiently high vote shares are very rare; the gap’s
volatility can be addressed through sensitivity testing; and sensible assumptions for uncontested seats tend to dampen rather
than exaggerate the gap.
As we have noted, the efficiency gap is useful for evaluating
fairness across a range of plans, even ones in which one party
significantly outperforms the other.146 But for any system in
which one party truly dominates its opponent—specifically,
when one party receives more than 75 percent of the statewide
vote—the efficiency gap can produce results that at first glance
seem strange. When one party receives 75 percent of the vote, a
plan with a gap of zero will give that party 100 percent of the
seats.147 And once a party holds all the seats, any additional vote
share above 75 percent will suggest a growing gap in favor of the
opposing party. This outcome is technically correct: when a party already holds all the seats, additional votes are wasted since
they cannot contribute to more victories. Nonetheless, it fails to
capture the idea of fairness at stake in redistricting, since the
majority party in this situation could hardly be said to suffer a
disadvantage.
That said, this scenario is easily identified in any redistricting analysis. All an analyst must do is flag elections in which a
party received at least 75 percent of the statewide vote and 100
percent of the seats. More to the point, results this lopsided are
extremely rare. No party has received more than 75 percent of
the aggregate vote in state legislative elections since 1982, and
there are only 18 such cases out of 800 in congressional elections
(all of them either in the South or in states with fewer than four
House districts).148 And even in these cases, the majority party
146

See text accompanying notes 140–42.
Per the formula introduced in Part I.B, (100% – 50%) – 2 × (75% – 50%) = 0.
148 For this congressional calculation, we excluded all uncontested seats, since they
are especially likely to bias the outcome compared to the larger number of seats at stake
in legislatures. The specific cases are: Alaska (2000, 2002, 2004), Hawaii (1984, 1992,
147
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did not always win every single seat, meaning that the actual
universe of potentially odd outcomes is smaller still. Accordingly, this is not a problem that is especially relevant to real-world
redistricting.
The efficiency gap’s potentially more important limitation is
instability. While in theory the efficiency gap could be constant
over time—it remains fixed so long as seat shares and vote
shares move together in the two-to-one ratio specified by the
formula—as a practical matter it tends to fluctuate. In fact, in
the original exposition of the measure, one of us showed that
most redistricting plans are volatile enough that their precise
consequences cannot be forecast with great accuracy. Specifically, a plan’s efficiency gap in one election is a relatively weak
predictor of its gap in the next election (coefficient = 0.23) in a
model that also includes a variety of other factors.149 Many partisan gerrymanders therefore are not solid enough to avoid coming undone in the face of changing political winds.
However, this instability is not so much a weakness of the
measure as it is a property of the elections themselves. The parties’ vote shares vary much more over the life of a district plan
than is commonly realized: by up to 5.5 percent in either direction for most state house plans over a typical decade, and by up
to 7.5 percent for most congressional plans.150 It is relatively unsurprising that seat shares do not change in tandem pursuant to
the two-to-one ratio, and that the efficiency gap thus swings
from election to election. By comparison, partisan bias is fairly
stable.151 But this relative stability is an artifact of the measure
itself, stemming from the fact that it shifts all actual election results to the point of the hypothetical election. This shifting negates all uniform swings that may have occurred, and even
negates any non-uniform swings that fail to move any districts
into or out of the counterfactual window.152
Moreover, to say that many gerrymanders come undone is
not to say that they all evaporate. As we illustrate in the next
Part, some district plans in previous cycles indeed featured large
2008), Louisiana (2000), Mississippi (1990), North Dakota (1984, 1986), South Dakota
(1998), Vermont (1982, 1984, 1990, 1992, 1996), West Virginia (1998), and Wyoming
(1984).
149 See McGhee, 39 Legis Stud Q at 72–74 (cited in note 12). By comparison, the
equivalent coefficient for partisan bias is 0.68. See id.
150 See Part III.B.
151 See McGhee, 39 Legis Stud Q at 56 (cited in note 12).
152 See id at 59.
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and durable efficiency gaps over multiple elections. They persisted in benefiting a particular party, year in and year out.153 As
for the plans currently in effect, sensitivity testing can determine their stability in the face of a wide range of future electoral
shifts. So long as certain plans would remain unbalanced over
an array of potential outcomes—as several indeed would, per the
next Part’s calculations—the case for judicial intervention is unaffected. In fact, it is strengthened, because then courts can be
more confident that the plans’ distortion is a lasting rather than
an ephemeral phenomenon.
Finally, the efficiency gap can be sensitive to the treatment
of uncontested seats. These seats pose a tricky problem for any
measure of gerrymandering (including partisan bias).154 Since
gerrymanders redistribute voters in order to pack and crack the
opposition, determining the degree of packing and cracking requires knowing how many people in each district support each
party. This support need not be unconditional: it can change
over time in response to the candidates, the parties’ platforms,
the parties’ relative performances in office, and so forth. Indeed,
this variation is the essence of the sensitivity testing we describe
in greater detail below.155 But the notion of support hinges on
freedom of choice: voters must be able, in principle, to select
more than one option. Absent such a choice, we simply do not
obtain any information about voters’ preferences.
Uncontested races by definition offer no choice at all: they
require voters to support one party, and deny them the opportunity to reveal their true sympathies. Indeed, the one thing we
can say with virtual certainty about an uncontested race is that
its outcome would have been different had it been contested. The
winner might have been the same, but the share of the vote for
the winner almost certainly would have been lower. For example, in 95 percent of state legislative districts with uncontested
Democrats, Republicans managed at least 12 percent of the vote
when the same district was contested in other elections. Likewise, in 95 percent of cases with uncontested Republicans, Democrats garnered at least 21 percent of the vote when they ran a
153

See Part III.B.
See Campagna and Grofman, 52 J Politics at 1247 n 7 (1990) (cited in note 125)
(“One key issue is how to handle uncontested seats. [One needs] to avoid using 100% as
the vote share for a party in an uncontested seat (which, for Congress, tends to bloat . . .
vote share).”); Gelman and King, 38 Am J Polit Sci at 524 (cited in note 136)
(“[U]ncontested elections do not fit any linear model unless explicitly controlled for.”).
155 See Part III.A.
154
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candidate for the seat. In most of these cases, the minority party’s average vote share was even higher than these numbers
would suggest.
For this reason, scholars often try to assign vote shares to
uncontested races that reflect how voters might have cast their
ballots if they had been given a choice.156 There are several ways
this assignment can be done. The most defensible is to use variables that have been shown in the past to predict vote share,
and then to impute values for uncontested races based on these
variables. One might also examine how uncontested districts
have turned out in previous years when those same seats were
contested. Or one might simply assume that the opposing party
would have received a certain vote share (for example, 25 percent) had it run a candidate in an uncontested district. Clearly,
these imputation approaches can be more or less sophisticated,
and can bring varying amounts of information to bear on the
problem.
For our analysis here, we followed two different imputation
strategies. For congressional races, we obtained presidential
vote share data at the district level, and then ran regressions of
vote choice in contested seats on incumbency status and district
presidential vote separately for each election year. From this information, we imputed values for uncontested seats. For uncontested Democrats, this procedure resulted in a mean Democratic
vote share of 70 percent, with 90 percent of values falling between 56 percent and 87 percent. For uncontested Republicans,
it produced a mean Democratic vote share of 32 percent, with 90
percent of values falling between 22 percent and 43 percent.
Unfortunately, we did not have presidential vote share data
by state house district for all the years in our analysis, so we
were forced to take a different imputation approach for these
chambers. For all contested state house races, we ran a multilevel model with a fixed effect for incumbency and random effects for years, states, and districts. For uncontested districts
that had been contested at some point in their lifespan, this
equation assigned a single value by effectively borrowing information from other districts in the same state and election year,
as well as from the same district at other points in time. For uncontested districts that were never contested, we took a random
156 See McGhee, 39 Legis Stud Q at 66 n 5 (cited in note 12) (using a “default setting
for uncontested races, which assigns uncontested Republicans a vote share of 0.25 and
uncontested Democrats a vote share of 0.75”).
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draw from the distribution of district random effects and used it
for prediction. Despite the differences in chamber and methodology, the results were remarkably similar to those for the House.
For uncontested Democrats, we calculated a mean Democratic
vote share of 66 percent, with 90 percent of values falling between 52 percent and 83 percent. For uncontested Republicans,
we calculated a mean Democratic vote share of 36 percent, with
90 percent of values falling between 25 percent and 48 percent.
Going forward, we encourage other scholars to explore a
range of imputation techniques to ensure that the direction of a
gerrymander (if not its size) is robust to any particular strategy.
But this catholic philosophy has its limits. We strongly discourage analysts from either dropping uncontested races from the
computation or treating them as if they produced unanimous
support for a party. The former approach eliminates important
information about a plan, while the latter assumes that coerced
votes accurately reflect political support. Neither correctly represents how the gerrymandering party itself would view its plan.
III. GERRYMANDERING OVER TIME AND SPACE
Now that we have introduced the efficiency gap, we turn to
what for many readers will be the most important question addressed by this Article: What gaps have district plans actually
exhibited over the years and across the states? We begin this
Part by presenting some summary statistics about the gaps of
congressional and state house plans from 1972 to 2012. The
gaps’ distributions over this period both had medians close to
zero and were roughly symmetric in shape. Thus, as a historical
matter, neither party enjoyed a systematic advantage over its
opponent. In recent years, however, there has been a startling
rise in the level of the efficiency gap. In the 2012 election, in
particular, the average absolute gap of both congressional and
state house plans spiked to unprecedented heights.
We next report our findings about all of the individual district plans in our database. For each prior plan, we show both its
average gap over its existence and the gap’s full range of values
during this period. For each current plan, we show its gap in the
2012 election as well as the spectrum of values the gap could
take given plausible shifts in voter sentiment. One important
conclusion is that most plans are reasonably fair and reasonably
likely to favor different parties at different points during their
lifespans. But another key point is that multiple current plans
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are exceptions to this general rule. More of today’s plans feature
large efficiency gaps that are unlikely to dissipate than ever before in modern history.
Lastly, we single out the plans, both past and present, that
have given rise to partisan gerrymandering litigation. Interestingly, the plans that plaintiffs have targeted have not featured
especially large efficiency gaps. This poor record suggests that
plaintiffs often have lacked accurate estimates of plans’ partisan
effects.157 It also hints that courts may have acted prudently in
rejecting many gerrymandering challenges. But this past prudence does not mean that courts should continue to rebuff gerrymandering suits. The efficiency gap provides exactly what litigants and courts have long been missing: a reliable assessment
of plans’ partisan implications.
A.

Summary Statistics

We used congressional and state house election results from
1972 to 2012 to carry out our efficiency gap calculations.158 We
considered congressional plans only for states that had at least
eight districts at some point during this period, because redistricting in smaller states has only a minor influence on the national balance of power. We also considered only single-member
state house districts, because the efficiency gap is more difficult
to compute for multimember districts.159 Furthermore, we report

157

See Part III.C.
For congressional election results, see Election Information: Election Statistics
(Office of the Clerk of the US House of Representatives), archived at
http://perma.cc/7UNC-HQS5. The same information is available in a more usable format
in a database maintained by Professor Gary Jacobson. For state house election results,
we relied on a database assembled by Professor Carl Klarner for data through 2010, and
we compiled the 2012 results ourselves. See Carl Klarner, et al, State Legislative Election Returns Data, 1967–2010 (IQSS Dataverse Network), archived at
https://perma.cc/P3WP-XJ5Q.
The efficiency gap also can be calculated using presidential election results aggregated by district. These results have the advantage of being (mostly) unaffected by districtlevel candidate characteristics. For congressional plans, our findings using presidential
data are similar to those we report in the Article (especially for more recent years). For
state house plans, unfortunately, presidential data is unavailable for most of the period
we examine, meaning we cannot use it as a robustness check.
159 For a few state houses in particular periods, we lacked so much data (either because it was not collected or because the state had too few single-member districts) that
it seemed sensible to drop the body entirely. The omitted cases are: Alaska (1972–1980),
Arkansas (all years), Hawaii (all years), Louisiana (all years), Maryland (all years), Mississippi (1972–1982), New Hampshire (all years), North Carolina (1972–1990), Virginia
(1972–1982), and Wyoming (1972–1990). See note 106 and accompanying text.
158
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the efficiency gap in seats for congressional plans and in seat
shares for state house plans. What matters in congressional
plans is their impact on the total number of seats held by each
party at the national level.160 Conversely, state houses are selfcontained bodies of varying sizes, for which seat shares reveal
the scale of parties’ advantages and enable temporal and spatial
comparability.
Figure 4 shows the distributions of the efficiency gap for
congressional and state house plans from the 1970s—the first
full cycle of the modern one person–one vote era—to the present.
Each plan in each election year is represented in the distributions; we do not average each cycle’s plans here. The most obvious point about the curves is that their medians both are close to
zero and their shapes both are approximately symmetric.161 Both
curves are tilted slightly in a pro-Republican direction, as reflected in their longer Republican tails and their average efficiency gaps of -0.20 seats for Congress and -0.32 percent for
state houses (where negative values are pro-Republican). But
this imbalance is relatively trivial. For the most part, the efficiency gap hovers around zero, and there are plans that clearly
favor both parties.

160 See Adam B. Cox, Partisan Gerrymandering and Disaggregated Redistricting,
2004 S Ct Rev 409, 411 (arguing that the harms in gerrymandering of congressional
plans “stem from the manipulation of the composition of Congress as a whole”).
161 For a similar finding with respect to the distribution of partisan bias at the congressional level, see King and Browning, 81 Am Polit Sci Rev at 1261–62 (cited in note
22) (“[T]he mean is almost exactly 0, and there is an approximately symmetric normal
distribution around this point.”).
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FIGURE 4. EFFICIENCY GAP DISTRIBUTIONS, 1972–2012

Our results diverge from recent findings by other scholars
that most district plans are biased in a pro-Republican direction.162 We attribute the divergence to several factors. First, the
other scholars used partisan bias as their measure of gerrymandering, not the efficiency gap.163 As we explained earlier, partisan bias scores become increasingly uncorrelated with efficiency
gap scores as elections grow less competitive.164 Second, the other scholars calculated partisan bias using presidential election
results rather than legislative election results.165 If certain voters consistently support Republicans at the presidential level
and Democrats at the legislative level, then presidential data
may produce more pro-Republican estimates than legislative
data.166 And third, the other scholars studied elections only in

162

See Chen and Rodden, 8 Q J Polit Sci at 260–63 (cited in note 23).
See id at 248.
164 See Part II.C.
165 See Chen and Rodden, 8 Q J Polit Sci at 248, 260–61 (cited in note 23).
166 The relationship between presidential and legislative estimates also may vary
over time. Our preliminary hypothesis is that both approaches produce similar results
for modern elections, in which voters are well sorted by ideology, and more divergent
163
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the early 2000s, a period in which we also find a pro-Republican
skew.167 Our conclusion that plans over the entire modern era
have been reasonably balanced is consistent with the work of political scientists who have examined longer timespans.168
Next, Figures 5 and 6 chart the average net efficiency gap
and the average absolute efficiency gap over time.169 The average
net gap is the mean of all plans’ actual gaps in a given year,
while the average absolute gap is the mean of the absolute values of all plans’ gaps. The average net gap indicates the overall
partisan direction of gerrymandering, while the average absolute gap reveals its overall magnitude. The average net gap plots
confirm the account, hinted at above, of plans increasingly favoring Republicans over time. At the congressional level, plans in
the 1970s were roughly balanced in aggregate (0.10 seats), plans
in the 1980s slightly benefited Democrats (0.27 seats), plans in
the 1990s slightly benefited Republicans (-0.27 seats), plans in the
2000s substantially benefited Republicans (-0.72 seats), and plans
in 2012 even more dramatically benefited Republicans (-1.21
seats).170 At the state house level, similarly, the trend has been
from a modest edge for Democrats in the 1970s (1.52 percent) and
results for past elections, in which the parties were not as ideologically coherent. We
hope that future research will test this hypothesis.
167 See Chen and Rodden, 8 Q J Polit Sci at 261, 264 (cited in note 23). See also Figures 5, 6 (showing a change in the efficiency gap over time).
168 See, for example, Cox and Katz, Elbridge Gerry’s Salamander at 59 (cited in note
22) (showing a pro-Republican bias in the 1950s at the congressional level followed by
close to zero bias in the 1960s); Gelman and King, 38 Am J Polit Sci at 540 (cited in note
136) (same, and also showing a pro-Democratic bias in the 1970s and 1980s); Gelman
and King, 88 Am Polit Sci Rev at 546 (cited in note 22) (showing a wide range of bias
values for state legislative plans in the 1970s and 1980s); King and Browning, 81 Am
Polit Sci Rev at 1261–62 (cited in note 22).
169 Since we do not have exactly the same states for every year in our database of
state legislative elections, we wanted to make sure that the trends we observe are not a
product of this data issue. We therefore ran an ordinary least squares (OLS) regression
with fixed effects for years and states. The year fixed effects represent the change over
time, independent of constant state characteristics. We averaged the actual efficiency
gaps for 1972 and then added the year fixed effects to that value to generate the remainder of the time series. This process produces results very similar to simple averaging.
170 This is quite similar to the pattern that one of us found in a historical analysis of
partisan bias. See John Sides and Eric McGhee, Redistricting Didn’t Win Republicans
the House (Wash Post Wonkblog, Feb 17, 2013), archived at http://perma.cc/KBW5-24V4
(showing that Democrats benefited from gerrymandering at the congressional level in
the 1970s and 1980s, Republicans benefited slightly in the 1990s, and Republicans benefited significantly in the 2000s and 2012). See also Tony L. Hill, Electoral Bias and the
Partisan Impact of Independent Redistricting Bodies: An Analysis Incorporating the
Brookes Method *19 (unpublished manuscript presented at the Annual Conference of the
Midwest Political Science Association, Apr 2008) (on file with authors) (same).
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1980s (1.52 percent), to ever larger advantages for Republicans
in the 1990s (-1.04 percent), 2000s (-2.11 percent), and 2012
(-3.67 percent).171
The story for the average absolute gap is somewhat different. At both the congressional and state house levels, it remained roughly constant between 1972 and 2010 (though with
perhaps a slight upward tilt, especially from the 1980s onward).
But it then spiked in the 2012 election to the highest peaks recorded in the modern era—1.58 seats at the congressional level,
compared to an average of 1.02 seats in the four previous cycles,
and 6.07 percent at the state house level, compared to an average of 4.94 percent in the four prior decades. The increase in the
magnitude of gerrymandering thus is a very recent phenomenon, while the movement in the Republican direction dates back
somewhat further.
These findings indicate that the growing Republican advantage in the 1990s and 2000s was due not to more severe gerrymandering but rather to some other factor: perhaps control
over redistricting in more states, larger numbers of Republican
incumbents eking out narrow wins, or favorable trends in voters’
residential patterns. If plans in this period had been gerrymandered more aggressively than their predecessors, then their average absolute gap would have increased, not held steady. The
findings also suggest that the striking outcomes of the 2012 election are due, at least in part, to more extreme gerrymandering.
In 2012, unlike in previous years, the average absolute gap
spiked just as the average net gap surged in a pro-Republican
direction.172

171 The pro-Democratic spike in the average net gap in 2010 is also notable. It is
likely explained by a number of Democratic incumbents barely hanging on to their seats
in a very pro-Republican year.
172 For a similar argument, see Anthony J. McGann, Charles Anthony Smith, and
James Alexander Keena, Revenge of the Anti-federalists: Constitutional Implications of
Redistricting *28–29, 42–50 (unpublished manuscript, 2014) (on file with authors) (attributing the rise in pro-Republican partisan bias in 2012 to more severe gerrymandering in the wake of Vieth).
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FIGURE 5. AVERAGE NET AND ABSOLUTE EFFICIENCY GAPS FOR
CONGRESSIONAL PLANS, 1972–2012

FIGURE 6. AVERAGE NET AND ABSOLUTE EFFICIENCY GAPS FOR
STATE HOUSE PLANS, 1972–2012
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Individual Plans

We turn next from summary statistics about the efficiency
gap to individual district plans. This plan-level information, of
course, is precisely what litigants and courts would need to assess maps’ partisan fairness. Figures 7 and 8, then, display the
gaps of congressional and state house plans used in the five
cycles of the modern redistricting era. As before, we present the
gaps in terms of seats for Congress and seat shares for state
houses. When multiple plans were employed by a state in a given cycle, we depict each of them separately.173 Furthermore, we
are interested in capturing the extent to which each plan’s gap
changed (or would change) over its lifetime in order to gauge the
robustness of the plan’s partisan skew. Gerrymanders, we reiterate, can often come undone in shifting political circumstances.
To this end, for each plan in earlier cycles, we show its average efficiency gap as well as the full range of values taken by
the gap over the plan’s existence. This information reveals the
plan’s partisan implications as they in fact unfolded. For each
plan currently in effect, the gap’s range cannot be calculated directly—the necessary elections simply have not occurred. Instead, to explore the spectrum of possible outcomes, we shift the
observed 2012 vote share up and down by a uniform amount,
and then record how the gap changes as a result. When choosing
the scale and direction of this shifting, we wanted to remain as
agnostic as possible about the future electoral path of each state.
We thus used the variation that actually occurred in past elections to anchor our simulation, and selected a level of shifting
that covered four out of every five prior outcomes.174 Since each
plan typically spans five elections, this approach ensures that
any plan that does not cross the zero axis in the simulation is
unlikely to do so in a given cycle. The shifts we derived from the
historical data also are quite large: 7.5 percent in either direction for Congress and 5.5 percent in either direction for state
houses. Accordingly, we are confident that we have devised a

173

See, for example, Figure 7 (depicting two plans for Texas in the 2000s).
Specifically, we started with the aggregate vote share in each state in the first
year each plan was used (usually 1972, 1982, 1992, or 2002). We then calculated the deviations from that year’s outcome that occurred throughout the remainder of the redistricting cycle. These deviations gave us a sense of the range of outcomes that may ultimately transpire for the plans currently in effect. We then chose vote share shifts that
covered the tenth through the ninetieth percentiles of each variable’s distribution.
174
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stringent test of gerrymanders’ robustness to varying electoral
conditions.
Our efficiency gap computations, combined with our sensitivity testing, lead to several important conclusions. First, many
plans either are balanced to begin with or can unravel in changing political circumstances. Out of the 120 congressional plans
we examined, 80 had mean efficiency gaps of less than one seat,
and 59 crossed the zero axis at some point during their
lifespans. Likewise, of the 167 state house plans in our study, 85
had mean gaps of below 4 percent, and 78 favored different parties at different points in the cycle.175 It thus is only the occasional plan that has a large or durable efficiency gap. Severe and
persistent gerrymandering is the historical exception rather
than the rule.
Second, while a Republican advantage is more common,
there are numerous examples of plans that strongly favor Democrats as well. Political scientists often argue that America’s underlying political geography benefits Republicans, because Democratic supporters are concentrated in urban centers where they
are likely to waste their votes in overwhelmingly safe districts.176
As we discuss below, the spatial allocation of voters may be legally relevant as a justification for plans whose efficiency gaps
exceed the key thresholds.177 Nevertheless, there are multiple
cases of plans that are biased robustly in favor of Democrats, including the Texas congressional plans in the 1970s, 1980s, and
1990s; the first California congressional plan in the 1980s;178 the
current Massachusetts and Rhode Island state house plans; and
several southern state house plans in the 1970s, 1980s, and
1990s. Pronounced Republican edges may be more prevalent,
but they do not exhaust the universe of unbalanced plans.
175 We use these levels here because they are half of the thresholds that we later
recommend in our discussion of presumptively valid and invalid plans. See Part IV.A. In
addition, a substantial portion of the plans that do not cross the zero axis were in effect
for only one or two elections. Had they been used for the entire decade, they may well
have crossed the zero axis too.
176 See, for example, Chen and Rodden, 8 Q J Polit Sci at 241 (cited in note 23); Gary
C. Jacobson, Terror, Terrain, and Turnout: Explaining the 2002 Midterm Elections, 118
Polit Sci Q 1, 19 (2003) (describing how Democratic votes are more likely to be “wasted”
due to less efficient spatial distribution).
177 See Part IV.B.
178 California’s infamous “Burton gerrymander” actually exhibits the largest efficiency gap of any congressional plan in our database. For an in-depth discussion of this
plan, see Andrew J. Taylor, Elephant’s Edge: The Republicans as a Ruling Party 40
(Praeger 2005).
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Third, plans’ efficiency gaps have become both larger and
more pro-Republican over time. This point already was made by
the time series charts we presented earlier, but it is confirmed
by the plan-level data. At the congressional level, there were two
plans in the 1970s with average gaps of more than two seats
(one pro-Democratic and one pro-Republican), four plans in the
1980s (three pro-Democratic), four plans in the 1990s (two proRepublican), four plans in the 2000s (three pro-Republican), and
seven plans in 2012 (all pro-Republican). Similarly, at the state
house level, there were six plans in the 1970s with an average
gap of greater than 8 percent (four pro-Democratic), six plans in
the 1980s (four pro-Democratic), five plans in the 1990s (four
pro-Republican), three plans in the 2000s (two pro-Republican),
and fourteen plans in 2012 (twelve pro-Republican).179 Whether
one considers aggregated or disaggregated data, it thus is clear
that the scale and skew of today’s gerrymandering are unprecedented in modern history.
C.

Gerrymandering Litigation

The final piece of information conveyed by Figures 7 and 8
is whether a plan gave rise to partisan gerrymandering litigation. If it did, it is presented in italics and with a dotted line in
the charts. Because the courts did not recognize this cause of action until the 1980s, we do not count gerrymandering-like claims
that were brought in the 1970s.180 By our count, four of the plans
in our study were challenged on this basis in the 1980s, eight in
the 1990s, eleven in the 2000s, and eight in the 2010s (so far).181
Interestingly, the Court’s decisions in Vieth and LULAC seem to
have had only a minor dampening effect on plaintiffs’ willingness to file gerrymandering suits. Plaintiffs may not have noticed the Court’s signals about the sorts of theories they should

179 These are the same thresholds we use later in our discussion of the appropriate
legal test for partisan gerrymandering. See Part IV.A.
180 See, for example, Gaffney v Cummings, 412 US 735, 735–36 (1973) (dealing with
a Connecticut reapportionment plan).
181 In the interest of brevity, we do not cite all of these cases here. The citations are
available from the authors. See, for example, Radogno v Illinois State Board of Elections,
2011 WL 5868225, *5 (ND Ill) (three-judge panel); Martinez v Bush, 234 F Supp 2d 1275,
1340 (SD Fla 2002) (three-judge panel); Pope v Blue, 809 F Supp 392, 399 (WD NC 1992)
(three-judge panel); Badham v March Fong Eu, 694 F Supp 664, 670 (ND Cal 1988)
(three-judge panel).
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assert,182 but they have capitalized on the Court’s refusal to rule
out gerrymandering claims entirely.
The most important point about the litigated plans is that
they are not the ones that have exhibited the largest or most durable efficiency gaps. In the current cycle, for instance, none of
the eight challenged plans satisfies the definition we set forth
below of a presumptive gerrymander (that is, a gap of more than
two seats for Congress, or 8 percent for state houses, that is expected to endure for the entire cycle).183 Of the sixteen plans that
do satisfy our definition, none was contested in court on this basis. The story is the same in earlier cycles. Of the twenty-three
prior plans that were alleged to be unlawful gerrymanders, only
five would have met our standard: Florida’s congressional and
state house plans in the 2000s, Texas’s congressional plans in
the 1990s and 2000s, and California’s congressional plan in the
1980s. The numerous other plans that would have met our standard escaped any judicial scrutiny of their partisan implications.
To be fair, the litigated plans have not been entirely random,
at least at the congressional level. The average litigated House
plan has had a mean absolute efficiency gap of 1.47 seats, compared to 0.98 for unlitigated plans. Moreover, many of the plans
that were not challenged on gerrymandering grounds were challenged on other bases, often with partisanship as the unspoken
impetus for the litigation. For example, of the sixteen current
plans that satisfy our definition of a presumptive gerrymander,
eleven were attacked on one person–one vote, Voting Rights Act,
racial gerrymandering, or state law grounds.184
Putting aside these caveats, why have plaintiffs been so inaccurate in the plans they have targeted? One likely answer is
that they have lacked reliable information about the magnitude
and durability of gerrymandering. The most common existing
measure of gerrymandering, partisan bias, very rarely has been
cited in litigation.185 And, to our knowledge, there has not been

182

See Part I.C.
See Part IV.A.
184 See Litigation in the 2010 Cycle, archived at http://perma.cc/RL9S-56ZH. See also
Samuel Issacharoff, Gerrymandering and Political Cartels, 116 Harv L Rev 593, 630–31
(2002) (noting that, in “the absence of any real constitutional vigilance over partisan gerrymandering, . . . litigants must squeeze all claims of improper manipulation of redistricting into [other categories]”).
185 A Westlaw search turns up only four gerrymandering decisions that have referred to partisan bias. See LULAC, 548 US at 419–20 (Kennedy) (plurality); Good v
Austin, 800 F Supp 551, 555 (E & WD Mich 1992) (three-judge panel); Quilter v
183
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any previous effort to determine the stability of gerrymandering
through sensitivity testing. Plaintiffs thus have not had the necessary tools to identify especially egregious plans. Another potential answer is that, given the extremely low odds of prevailing on a gerrymandering claim, there simply may be no rhyme
or reason to when one is included in a suit. The decision to assert such a claim may be essentially arbitrary, in which case one
would not expect litigated plans to exhibit unusually large efficiency gaps.
Whatever the reason may be for plaintiffs’ past inaccuracy,
we think it actually has positive implications for judicial intervention in the future. If past plaintiffs challenged plans almost
at random, then courts acted wisely in rejecting these suits. But
if future plaintiffs begin attacking only the worst gerrymanders—the ones with the largest and most durable efficiency
gaps—then courts’ prior passivity would be no justification for
continued inaction. Then plaintiffs would be coming to courts
not with unsubstantiated allegations but rather with hard data
about plans’ gaps relative to those of other states. The resulting
cases would bear little resemblance to their antecedents in earlier cycles.

Voinovich, 794 F Supp 695, 733–34 (ND Ohio 1992) (three-judge panel), revd, 507 US
146 (1993); Maestas v Hall, 274 P3d 66, 79–80 (NM 2012).
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FIGURE 7. EFFICIENCY GAPS FOR CONGRESSIONAL PLANS BY
STATE, 1972–2012186

186 This chart includes all states that had at least eight congressional districts at
any point in the relevant period.
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FIGURE 8. EFFICIENCY GAPS FOR STATE HOUSE PLANS BY STATE,
1972–2012
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IV. A POTENTIAL TEST
The goal of this Article is not only to introduce the efficiency
gap to a legal audience and to summarize its levels over time
and space. It is also to show how the efficiency gap could be
made the centerpiece of a doctrinal test for partisan gerrymandering. It is to show, in other words, how an approach based on
the efficiency gap could exploit the opportunity created by the
Court in LULAC while addressing the concerns raised about
symmetry by Justice Kennedy.187
In this Part, then, we explain how we envision that the efficiency gap would operate as doctrine. First, courts would need to
choose an efficiency gap threshold above which district plans
would be presumptively unlawful and below which they would
be presumptively valid. Our suggestion is that the bar be set at
two seats for congressional plans and 8 percent for state house
plans—with the additional caveat that the plans not be expected, based on sensitivity testing, ever to have an efficiency
gap of zero over their lifetimes.188 Second, states whose plans
have efficiency gaps above these thresholds would have the
chance to show that the gaps either resulted from the consistent
application of legitimate policies, or were inevitable due to the
states’ underlying political geography. If it is actually the case
187

See Part I.B.
Since we have not gathered data on state senate plans, we do not attempt to set a
threshold for them here.
188
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that plans with gaps below the thresholds could not be drawn
while still achieving the states’ policies, or could not be drawn at
all, then there would be no constitutional violation.
Finally, we revisit the criticisms leveled at partisan symmetry by Justice Kennedy in LULAC, and argue that they are
unfounded with respect to the efficiency gap. The efficiency gap
does not require any assumptions about where potential vote
switchers might live, nor does it involve speculation about the
results of specific hypothetical elections. Moreover, the empirical
data we have presented enables reasonable thresholds to be selected, which then would be used not alone, but rather along
with states’ redistricting policies and political geography, to answer the ultimate constitutional question.
A.

Setting the Threshold

The issue that most bedeviled the Vieth Court was how to
distinguish between some partisan unfairness, which presumably is lawful, and too much unfairness, which is not. The Court
stressed that “[t]he central problem is determining when political gerrymandering has gone too far,” adding that the “unanswerable question” is “[h]ow much political motivation and effect
is too much.”189 In the Court’s view, none of the verbal formulations offered by the parties or the dissenting justices in the case
could resolve this concern. Valid plans could not be told apart from
invalid ones based on qualitative standards such as “predominant
intent,” “extremity of unfairness,” or “unjustified entrenchment.”190
The Vieth Court may well be right that, in the exceedingly
complex area of redistricting, no qualitative test can distinguish
between lawful and unlawful plans with sufficient consistency.
But a qualitative test is not the only option. Another possibility
is a quantitative approach that relies on a calculable metric of
gerrymandering. Notably, a quantitative approach is how the
Court answered Justice John Marshall Harlan’s charge in Reynolds v Sims191 that “cases of this type”—that is, cases involving
claims of unequal district population—“are not amenable to the
development of judicial standards.”192 Over a series of decisions,
189

Vieth, 541 US at 296–97 (Scalia) (plurality).
See id at 284, 295, 299 (Scalia) (plurality).
191 377 US 533 (1964).
192 Id at 621 (Harlan dissenting). See also Baker v Carr, 369 US 186, 268 (1962)
(Frankfurter dissenting) (claiming that there are no “legal standards or criteria or even
reliable analogies to draw upon for making judicial judgments” in reapportionment cases).
190
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the Court decided that any deviations from perfect population
equality in congressional plans must be justified by legitimate
policies that necessitate the inequality.193 The Court also concluded that population deviations above 10 percent in state legislative plans must be justified in the same manner.194 But deviations below 10 percent in state plans are presumptively valid
unless they result from efforts to disadvantage a political or racial group.195
The efficiency gap makes possible the same doctrinal move
in the gerrymandering context that population deviation enabled in the reapportionment context. Just as the Court was able
to avoid hazy verbal formulations by adopting precise deviation
thresholds, so too could it reply to Vieth’s “unanswerable question”196 by specifying an efficiency gap level above which plans
would be presumptively unlawful and below which they would
be presumptively legitimate. This approach would neatly slice
Vieth’s Gordian knot, informing lower courts and political actors,
in clear quantitative terms, exactly “[h]ow much political . . . effect is too much.”197
How much political effect, then, is too much? One option is
to follow the Court’s lead in the congressional reapportionment
cases and to set an efficiency gap of zero as the threshold. In this
case, any district plan that did not treat the parties identically
in terms of wasted votes would be presumptively invalid. Any
such plan would be upheld only if its efficiency gap either was the
necessary result of a legitimate state policy, or was unavoidable
given the geographic distribution of the parties’ supporters. The
overarching judicial goal, as in the congressional reapportionment

193 See, for example, Karcher, 462 US at 730–31 (“First, the court must consider
whether the population differences among districts could have been reduced or eliminated altogether . . . . [Next,] the State must bear the burden of proving that each significant variance between districts was necessary to achieve some legitimate goal.”); Kirkpatrick v Preisler, 394 US 526, 537 (1969) (Fortas concurring).
194 See, for example, Voinovich v Quilter, 507 US 146, 161–62 (1993); Brown v
Thomson, 462 US 835, 842–43 (1983) (“Our decisions have established, as a general matter, that an apportionment plan with a maximum population deviation under 10% falls
within this category of minor deviations. A plan with larger disparities in population,
however, creates a prima facie case of discrimination and therefore must be justified by
the State.”) (citations omitted); Connor v Finch, 431 US 407, 418 (1977).
195 See Cox v Larios, 542 US 947, 949 (2004).
196 Vieth, 541 US at 296 (Scalia) (plurality).
197 Id at 297 (Scalia) (plurality).
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cases, would be to make the efficiency gap “as nearly as is practicable” equal to zero.198
For several reasons, we do not recommend a zero threshold.
First, it would be incompatible with the Court’s repeated statements in Vieth that some partisan unfairness indeed is permissible. The Court emphasized in its opinion that “segregat[ing
voters] by political affiliation is (so long as one doesn’t go too far)
lawful and hence ordinary.”199 Right or wrong, this sentiment
cannot be reconciled with a mandate that plans’ efficiency gaps
be reduced to zero. Second, a zero threshold would mean that
almost every current plan is presumptively unconstitutional—
and that almost every plan ever enacted also likely should have
been struck down. Even the most zealous reformer should hesitate before advocating standards with such disruptive consequences.200 Lastly, as we illustrated above with empirical evidence, plans’ efficiency gaps vary markedly from election to
election.201 It thus is futile to insist on a gap of zero at any particular moment, because in all likelihood the gap will have assumed a non-zero value by the time of the next election.
Instead of a zero threshold, we recommend setting the bar
at two seats for congressional plans and 8 percent for state
house plans, with the further proviso that sensitivity testing
show that the efficiency gaps are unlikely to hit zero over the
plans’ lifetimes.202 Our rationale for using different metrics for
congressional and for state house plans (seats and seat shares,
respectively) is identical to why we presented the data differently

198

Karcher, 462 US at 730, quoting Kirkpatrick, 394 US at 530. See also Grofman
and King, 6 Election L J at 21 (cited in note 11) (suggesting minimization of partisan bias as a potential test for gerrymandering).
199 Vieth, 541 US at 293 (Scalia) (plurality). See also Bandemer, 478 US at 133
(White) (plurality) (rejecting a standard based on “minor departures from some supposed
norm”).
200 See Bandemer, 478 US at 133 (White) (plurality) (commenting that an overly
“low threshold for legal action would invite attack on all or almost all reapportionment
statutes”).
201 See Part III.B.
202 See Grofman and King, 6 Election L J at 22 (cited in note 11) (offering as another
judicial option a test employing a partisan bias threshold). These thresholds are based on
the assumption that plaintiffs generally would challenge plans after they have been used
for a single election. The thresholds should be reduced somewhat if plaintiffs were to attack plans already used in multiple elections. Due to reversion to the mean, the efficiency gap distributions for plans used in multiple elections are narrower than the plan-year
distributions presented in Part III.A—which implies that the thresholds should be lower
as well.
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in the previous Part.203 States’ congressional delegations combine to form a single legislative body, the US House of Representatives, in which the parties seek to win as many seats as
possible. Since aggregate House seats are the parties’ main objective, it follows that the efficiency gap should be measured in
seats rather than in percentage points. An eight-point gap in
California simply is not commensurate, legally or politically, to
an eight-point gap in Connecticut. But this logic flips for state
house plans. Each state house is a self-contained entity, elected
entirely by the state’s own voters. State houses also vary dramatically in size, from as few as 40 members (in Alaska) to as
many as 400 (in New Hampshire).204 For discrete bodies of such
divergent sizes, seat shares, not raw seats, are the appropriate
unit of measurement.
We selected the two-seat threshold for congressional plans
by examining their actual efficiency gaps over the last five redistricting cycles (that is, the entire period following the reapportionment revolution of the 1960s).205 A gap of two or more seats
placed a plan in the worst 14 percent of all plans in this era,
roughly 1.5 standard deviations from the mean. In each of the
decades we analyzed, only a handful of plans had average gaps
of this magnitude. Illinois and Texas did so in the 1970s; California (the first plan), New York, and Texas (both plans) in the
1980s; California, New York, and Texas (both plans) in the
1990s; and California, Florida, Illinois, and Texas (the first plan)
in the 2000s.206 (It is too soon, of course, to compute average gaps
for the 2010s.) A two-seat gap therefore indicates that a district
plan is gerrymandered to an unusual extent and that the
gerrymandering has an unusually large impact on the makeup
of the House as a whole. Such a gap does not quite make a plan
an outlier in the overall distribution, but it does show that the
plan is far from the historical norm.
Analogously, we chose the eight-point threshold for state
house plans on the basis of their efficiency gaps over the last five
decades. A gap of at least eight points placed a plan in the worst
12 percent of all plans in this period, also about 1.5 standard

203 See id at 21–22 (noting the possibility of setting a partisan bias threshold in
terms of seats rather than percentage points). See also Part III.A.
204 See Alaska Const Art 2, § 1; NH Const Art 9.
205 See Cox and Katz, Elbridge Gerry’s Salamander at 12–13 (cited in note 22) (describing redistricting in historical perspective).
206 See Figure 7.
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deviations from the mean. Again, only a small minority of plans
had average gaps of this size in each decade we studied. Alabama,
Georgia, Idaho, New York, South Carolina, and Texas did so in
the 1970s; Alabama (both plans), Georgia, Idaho (both plans), and
Mississippi in the 1980s; Idaho, Illinois, Nevada, Ohio (second
plan), and Wyoming in the 1990s; and Florida, Ohio, and Vermont in the 2000s. An eight-point gap for a state house plan, like
a two-seat gap for a congressional plan, thus is indicative of uncommonly severe gerrymandering.207
A word is in order too about the sensitivity testing we suggest incorporating into the thresholds. We recommend the testing because, as we have stressed, a plan’s efficiency gap may
change substantially from one election to the next. It makes little sense to say that a plan is a presumptively unlawful gerrymander in one election, if in the next its efficiency gap could
switch to favor the opposing party. To take into account this volatility, we propose treating a plan as presumptively invalid only
if its gap exceeds the threshold we have identified and the gap is
unlikely to hit zero over the plan’s lifetime. To determine the
odds of the gap hitting zero, we suggest shifting the actual election results by percentages derived from historical data—up to
7.5 percent in each direction for congressional plans and up to
5.5 percent for state house plans—and then calculating the gap
for each vote share shift.208 Only if the gap remains on the same

207 We also considered, but ultimately decided against, recommending a ten-point
threshold for state house plans. The rationale for a ten-point threshold is that it would
mirror the ten-point population deviation that the Court presumptively permits in the
reapportionment context. See LULAC, 548 US at 468 n 9 (2006) (Stevens concurring in
part and dissenting in part) (“It would, of course, be an eminently manageable standard
for the Court to conclude that deviations of over 10% from symmetry create a prima facie
case of an unconstitutional gerrymander, just as population deviations among districts of
more than 10% create such a prima facie case.”). But, in our view, this coincidental convergence is not a good enough reason to make the state house threshold substantially
laxer than the congressional threshold. An efficiency gap of at least ten points, notably,
placed a state house plan in the worst 5 percent of prior plans, roughly 1.9 standard deviations from the mean.
Another option is to choose a threshold based on the likelihood (derived from historical data) that a plan with a certain efficiency gap in the first election after redistricting
will favor the opposing party at some point during the remainder of the cycle. Using a
probability of switching signs of 10 percent, this approach gives rise to approximately the
same thresholds we arrived at by examining plans’ overall efficiency gap distributions.
In other words, plans with efficiency gaps right at our recommended thresholds in the
first election after redistricting have roughly a 10 percent chance of favoring the opposing party in one of the cycle’s four remaining elections.
208 See Part III.B (discussing our sensitivity testing in more detail).
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side of the zero axis in all of these calculations should the presumption of unconstitutionality apply.
What would this approach mean for the plans currently in
force across the country?209 At the congressional level, Florida,
Michigan, North Carolina, Ohio, Pennsylvania, Texas, and Virginia had efficiency gaps of at least two seats in the 2012 election (all in the Republicans’ favor). But the sensitivity testing
shows that plausible shifts in voter sentiment could result in the
Michigan, North Carolina, and Texas plans advantaging Democrats instead. Thus only the Florida, Ohio, Pennsylvania, and
Virginia plans would be presumptively unlawful. At the state
house level, Florida, Idaho, Indiana, Kansas, Massachusetts,
Michigan, Missouri, North Carolina, Ohio, Oklahoma, Rhode Island, Virginia, Wisconsin, and Wyoming had efficiency gaps of at
least eight points in the 2012 election (most but not all in the
Republicans’ favor). Of these plans, all but Florida’s are unlikely
to cross the zero axis during the rest of the decade, and so would
be presumptively invalid under our proposed test.210
A final point about these thresholds is that they need not be
adopted by courts at quite this level of specificity, at least not at
once. Lacking experience with the efficiency gap, courts may be
reluctant in early cases to set particular levels above which
plans are presumptively unlawful and below which they are presumptively legitimate. Instead, courts may prefer to strike down
plans with extremely high efficiency gaps and to uphold plans
with very low gaps, while leaving it ambiguous where exactly
the transition from presumptive validity to invalidity occurs.
This, notably, is the path the Court took in the domain of state
legislative reapportionment. In a line of cases between 1967 and
1975, the Court invalidated plans with total population deviations of 20 percent,211 26 percent,212 and 34 percent,213 while
209

The plans’ efficiency gaps are depicted in Figures 7 and 8.
A variant of this approach might be applied historically as well, examining (1)
whether a plan had an average efficiency gap of more than two seats or eight points over
its lifespan; and (2) whether a plan’s efficiency gap ever crossed the zero axis during the
decade. In the 2000s, for example, the California, Florida, Illinois, and first Texas congressional plans would have failed this test, along with the Florida, Ohio, and Vermont
state house plans. See Figure 8.
211 See Chapman v Meier, 420 US 1, 22 (1975) (involving a North Dakota reapportionment plan).
212 See Kilgarlin v Hill, 386 US 120, 122 (1967) (involving a Texas reapportionment
plan).
213 See Swann v Adams, 385 US 440, 442 (1967) (involving a Florida reapportionment plan).
210
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sustaining plans with deviations of 8 percent214 and 10 percent.215 It was only after this doctrinal sequence had unfolded
that the Court announced that “[w]e have come to establish a
rough threshold of 10% maximum deviation from equality.”216 In
the gerrymandering context, likewise, the efficiency gap thresholds could emerge organically over a series of decisions. They
need not be specified at the outset.
B.

Presumptive Validity and Invalidity

Throughout our discussion to this point, we have spoken of
presumptive rather than irrebuttable validity and invalidity. We
now unpack how we think these presumptions should operate.
In our view, a state whose plan’s efficiency gap exceeds the relevant threshold should have the chance to argue that the gap either was the necessary result of a legitimate and consistently
applied state policy, or was inevitable given the state’s underlying political geography. The plaintiff then could respond by
showing that a plan with a smaller gap could have been drawn
while still attaining the state’s goals (or notwithstanding the
state’s political geography). If a state successfully meets its burden, and the plaintiff fails to refute the state’s position, then the
presumption of unconstitutionality would be rebutted.
But before elaborating on litigants’ potential claims and ripostes under this framework, it is worth asking why plans with
efficiency gaps above the thresholds should not be automatically
invalid. One answer is that justices have suggested in multiple
gerrymandering cases that the pursuit of proper redistricting
goals may save plans that fail to treat the parties equally. For
instance, Justice Stevens commented in Karcher that,
“[a]lthough a scheme in fact worsens the voting position of a
particular group . . . it will nevertheless be constitutionally valid
if the State can demonstrate that the plan as a whole embodies
acceptable, neutral objectives.”217 Similarly, Justice Souter argued in Vieth that if a plaintiff satisfies a five-part prima facie
214 See Gaffney v Cummings, 412 US 735, 750 (1973) (involving a Connecticut reapportionment plan).
215 See White v Regester, 412 US 755, 763 (1973) (involving a Texas reapportionment
plan).
216 Brown, 462 US at 852 (Brennan dissenting). See also Connor, 431 US at 418 (declaring that “‘under-10%’ deviations . . . [are] of prima facie constitutional validity”).
217 Karcher, 462 US at 759–60 (Stevens concurring). See also id at 760 (“The same
kinds of justification that the Court accepts as legitimate in the context of population
disparities would also be available.”).
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test, then the burden should shift to the state “to justify [its] decision by reference to objectives other than naked partisan
advantage.”218
Another doctrinal answer comes from the state reapportionment cases, in which the Court repeatedly has upheld plans
with population deviations above 10 percent that resulted from
policies of respecting town and county boundaries.219 By analogy,
plans with efficiency gaps above two seats or eight points should
be sustained too, as long as the gaps were the product of comparable state policies. On the merits as well, we believe that a rule
of automatic invalidity for plans with excessive gaps would assign too high a premium to partisan fairness. Partisan fairness
is indeed a redistricting value of paramount importance. But it
is not the only important value implicated by redistricting, and
we do not see why it should be given doctrinal pride of place over
compactness, respect for political subdivisions, respect for communities of interest, competitiveness, minority representation,
and the like.220
These other values capture precisely the sorts of interests
that states might assert as justifications for plans with efficiency gaps above the thresholds. States might argue that plans
with smaller gaps simply could not have been drawn while complying with the Voting Rights Act or keeping districts sufficiently compact, competitive, or congruent with subdivisions or communities. In making such claims, states presumably would rely
heavily on cartographic evidence, since only actual district maps
can reveal the extent of the trade-off between partisan fairness
and other redistricting goals. States also could point to academic
studies indicating, among other things, that compactness is
negatively correlated with partisan fairness,221 and that the
218 Vieth, 541 US at 351 (Souter dissenting). See also id (listing “the need to avoid
racial vote dilution,” “one person, one vote,” and “proportional representation” as legitimate state objectives).
219 See, for example, Brown, 462 US at 843–44 (upholding a district with a population 60 percent below the mean because it was perfectly congruent with the county); Mahan v Howell, 410 US 315, 329 (1973) (upholding a Virginia plan with a total population
deviation of 16 percent that was attributable to a “policy of maintaining the integrity of
political subdivision lines”); Abate v Mundt, 403 US 182, 187 (1971) (upholding a county
plan with a total population deviation of 12 percent caused by “preserving an exact correspondence between each town and one of the county legislative districts”).
220 See Miller v Johnson, 515 US 900, 916 (1995) (noting these principles as important in redistricting).
221 See, for example, Chen and Rodden, 8 Q J Polit Sci at 264 (cited in note 23) (finding that simulated district plans based on “traditional districting principles of contiguity
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creation of majority-minority districts may lead to partisan distortion too.222
Of course, a mere assertion that a large efficiency gap followed inexorably from the application of a legitimate state policy
would fail to rebut the presumption of unconstitutionality. A
state would have to present concrete proof that its objectives
could not have been realized to the same extent had it devised a
plan with a smaller gap. And even if the state presented such
proof, the plaintiff would get its bite at the apple as well. The
plaintiff could submit sample maps showing that the state’s
goals could have been advanced equally well by a more symmetric plan. To the extent academic evidence is probative, the plaintiff also could highlight findings that congruence with subdivisions and with communities is associated with greater partisan
fairness,223 and that if they are drawn correctly, majorityminority districts need not have any partisan implications.224 It
then would be the court’s responsibility to determine whether
the state’s legitimate policy choices in fact necessitated an efficiency gap above the threshold.225
and compactness will generate substantial electoral bias in favor of the Republican Party”); Stephanopoulos, 3 UC Irvine L Rev at 711 (cited in note 101) (presenting a regression model finding that the use of a compactness criterion reduces partisan fairness in
state legislative elections). But see Roland G. Fryer Jr and Richard Holden, Measuring
the Compactness of Political Districting Plans, 54 J L & Econ 493, 515 (2011) (finding
that maximally compact plans would result in partisan biases of nearly zero in California, New York, Pennsylvania, and Texas).
222 See, for example, David Epstein, et al, Estimating the Effect of Redistricting on
Minority Substantive Representation, 23 J L, Econ & Org 499, 506 (2007); Kevin A. Hill,
Does the Creation of Majority Black Districts Aid Republicans? An Analysis of the 1992
Congressional Elections in Eight Southern States, 57 J Politics 384, 399 (1995); David
Lublin and D. Stephen Voss, Racial Redistricting and Realignment in Southern State
Legislatures, 44 Am J Polit Sci 792, 793 (2000).
223 See, for example, Jonathan Winburn, The Realities of Redistricting: Following
the Rules and Limiting Gerrymandering in State Legislative Redistricting 9, 200–01
(Lexington 2008) (finding that the criterion of respect for political subdivisions curbed
gerrymandering in multiple states); Todd Makse, Defining Communities of Interest in
Redistricting through Initiative Voting, 11 Election L J 503, 510–12 (2012); Stephanopoulos,
125 Harv L Rev at 1941–48 (cited in note 18) (finding that plans whose districts are especially noncongruent with communities of interest—that is, plans with high average levels of
spatial diversity—tend to have high levels of partisan bias too).
224 See Adam B. Cox and Richard T. Holden, Reconsidering Racial and Partisan
Gerrymandering, 78 U Chi L Rev 553, 572–79 (2011) (explaining that the creation of majority-minority districts is never a first-best Republican strategy, and actually can be an
optimal Democratic strategy if African American majorities are slim).
225 A further issue is whether there should be an upper limit to the size of the efficiency gap that can be justified by a legitimate state policy. See, for example, Brown, 462 US at
849 (O’Connor concurring) (“[E]ven the consistent and nondiscriminatory application of a
legitimate state policy cannot justify substantial population deviations . . . where the effect
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The second kind of argument a state could make is that no
smaller efficiency gap was possible because of the state’s underlying political geography.226 The state may have wanted to enact
a plan with a gap below the threshold, the claim would go, but
this goal was unattainable due to the spatial distribution of the
parties’ supporters. Cartographic evidence again would be crucial in making this case, preferably in the form of maps showing
that a smaller gap simply could not have been produced. A state
also could cite recent work by political scientists showing that “in
many urbanized states, Democrats are highly clustered in dense
central city areas, while Republicans are scattered more evenly
through the suburban, exurban, and rural periphery.”227 These
residential patterns mean that “pro-Republican bias can be quite
pronounced even in the absence of intentional gerrymandering.”228
For its part, a plaintiff would aim to draw a sample map
illustrating that a smaller efficiency gap in fact was possible
(despite the state’s political geography). The map would not only
need to feature a smaller gap, but also to comply with all federal
and state legal requirements. But if it could be crafted, then the
state’s inevitability argument would collapse. Notably, the same
political scientists that have documented the edge Republicans
enjoy because of their superior spatial distribution also have
given advice to Democrats about how to compensate for their
weaker position. “[A] clever Democratic cartographer might generate radial districts emanating from the city centers so as to
break up the major agglomerations . . . . Such a . . . districting
arrangement would possibly neutralize the inherent Republican

would be to eviscerate the one-person, one-vote principle.”); Mahan, 410 US at 329 (commenting that a 16 percent total deviation “may well approach tolerable limits” despite
being justified by a policy of respecting town and county boundaries). Just as the Court
has raised but not resolved this issue in the state reapportionment context, so too do we
flag it without offering a solution.
226 And a third kind of argument a state could make—at the congressional level only—is that its large efficiency gap in one party’s favor is offset by plans in other states
biased in the opposite party’s direction. One wrong could be seen as canceling out another. However, we do not explore this defense further because our motivation is to reduce
the efficiency gaps of all district plans. We do not seek merely to have one gerrymander
balanced by another.
227 Chen and Rodden, 8 Q J Polit Sci at 241 (cited in note 23). See also Jonathan
Rodden, The Geographic Distribution of Political Preferences, 13 Ann Rev Polit Sci 321,
324 (2010) (finding that in a range of countries “[l]eftists were highly concentrated in
industrialized urban districts and mining regions,” leading “the parties of the left to suffer in the transformation of votes to seats”).
228 Chen and Rodden, 8 Q J Polit Sci at 265 (cited in note 23).
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advantages in geographic districting.”229 As long as this sort of
map actually could be produced, the presumption of unconstitutionality would not be rebutted.
This doctrinal framework, with its quantitative thresholds
and rebuttable presumptions, may seem overly complex. But it
is more or less identical to—and, indeed, inspired by—the
Court’s approach to one person–one vote cases at the state legislative level. That approach has been used for decades without
prompting any claims that it is judicially unmanageable.230 And
we see no reason why it would prove less workable in the gerrymandering context. The substantive issue would be different,
but the logic of the cause of action would remain the same.
C.

Concerns and Responses

We noted earlier that Justice Kennedy voiced a series of
concerns about partisan symmetry in LULAC.231 Does the efficiency gap test that we have set forth respond adequately to
these concerns? As we explain below, we believe that it does. We
also believe that it addresses the worry, expressed by the Court
in both Bandemer and Vieth, that shifting voter preferences
might erode the durability of any gerrymander.
Justice Kennedy’s first misgiving about partisan symmetry
was that it “may in large part depend on conjecture about where
possible vote-switchers [ ] reside.”232 This critique, however, applies only to the particular measure of partisan symmetry—
partisan bias—that was cited in LULAC by Justice Stevens and
by the political scientist amici. It does not apply to all partisan
symmetry metrics, and in particular it does not apply to the efficiency gap. As we described earlier, to calculate a plan’s partisan
bias, it is necessary to estimate the results of a hypothetical
election in which the parties’ vote shares flip (or are both equal
to fifty percent).233 The only way to estimate these hypothetical
results is by assuming that the parties’ vote shares shift by the

229 Id at 256. See also Cox and Holden, 78 U Chi L Rev at 572–79 (cited in note 224)
(explaining how Democrats might use a “matching slices” redistricting strategy to their
advantage). The efficiency gap distributions in Part III.A further indicate that political
geography is not as unfavorable to Democrats as Chen and Rodden contend. Both distributions have medians very close to zero, around which they are spread symmetrically.
230 See notes 194–95, 211–16, and accompanying text.
231 See notes 82–88 and accompanying text.
232 LULAC, 548 US at 420 (Kennedy) (plurality).
233 See Part II.C.
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same amount in each district.234 But, as Justice Kennedy correctly observed, this assumption is problematic. Vote switchers are
unlikely to reside in each district in the same proportions, meaning that the partisan swing from district to district is unlikely to
be uniform.235
The efficiency gap avoids the need to estimate hypothetical
election results (and, with it, the need to speculate about vote
switchers’ locations). The parties’ respective wasted votes are
calculated using actual election outcomes. No vote shares are
shifted in any direction.236 It is true that the sensitivity testing
we recommend relies on a methodology similar to that of partisan bias.237 But the testing is not used to generate our point estimates of the efficiency gap, nor is it used in our historical
analysis of district plans. Moreover, even for contemporary
plans, the vote share shifts we employ are smaller than those
typically needed to compute partisan bias.238 And there is no
reason why a litigant could not use an assumption other than
uniform swing to conduct sensitivity testing, so long as the alternative premise was justified with an argument about the political realities on the ground. In short, while uniform swing is
an option for the efficiency gap, it is a prerequisite for partisan
bias.
Second, Justice Kennedy was hesitant about striking down
a district plan before an election had taken place and demonstrated the plan’s partisan unfairness. “[W]e are wary of adopting a constitutional standard that invalidates a map based on
unfair results that would occur in a hypothetical state of affairs.
Presumably such a challenge could be litigated if and when the
feared inequity arose.”239 This objection also does not apply to
the doctrinal framework we have laid out. We have used only
past election outcomes—not predicted future ones—to calculate
the efficiency gap. If courts were to refer to our data in
234

See LULAC, 548 US at 420 (Kennedy) (plurality).
See notes 134–39 and accompanying text.
236 See McGhee, 39 Legis Stud Q at 68 (cited in note 12) (noting that the efficiency
gap “avoids many of the problems of symmetry and responsiveness and does not require
any counterfactual at all”).
237 See Part III.B.
238 As noted above, we use vote share shifts of up to 7.5 percent in each direction for
congressional plans and up to 5.5 percent in each direction for state house plans. See
Part III.B. By comparison, an election in which one party receives 60 percent of the
statewide vote and the other party receives 40 percent—a common enough scenario—
requires a vote share shift of 20 percent for partisan bias to be calculated.
239 LULAC, 548 US at 420 (Kennedy) (plurality).
235
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gerrymandering cases, they would be relying on “unfair results”
derived not from “a hypothetical state of affairs” but rather from
actual historical experience.240
Of course, since election outcomes can be forecast with
reasonable accuracy, it would be reckless for political actors to
enact plans with expected efficiency gaps above the thresholds.
Even if these plans were immune from scrutiny prior to the first
election held under them, they would be highly susceptible to
invalidation immediately thereafter. And if the plans were discarded at this juncture, then so too might be many of the actors’
redistricting aims. Not only would the plans’ partisan skew disappear, but communities might be destabilized, competitiveness
might surge, and incumbents might be imperiled (especially if
the remedy took the form of a court-drawn map). To avoid such
scenarios, we think political actors would be quite likely to design plans with subthreshold efficiency gaps from the outset.
Even if the threat of litigation was an election cycle away, it still
would be proximate enough to produce compliance in most cases.241
Third, Justice Kennedy did not see how, in the absence of
empirical evidence, “a standard for deciding how much partisan
dominance is too much” could be chosen.242 But providing extensive data about the efficiency gap, and then showing how it
could be used to select a legal threshold, are perhaps the two
most important contributions of this Article. In the Article’s empirical portion, we calculated the efficiency gap for congressional
and state house plans over the entire modern redistricting era.243
And earlier in this Part, we explained how the current plans’ efficiency gap distributions, in combination with historical analysis,
sensitivity testing, and analogies to the Court’s reapportionment
doctrine, could be deployed to set the crucial levels.244 Scholars
and judges may quibble about our two-seat threshold for congressional plans and our eight-point threshold for state house

240

Id (Kennedy) (plurality).
See Grofman and King, 6 Election L J at 14 (cited in note 11) (“[I]f the Court required partisan symmetry . . . only after the first election, redistricters would surely anticipate this in drawing the districts in the first place, especially since it is so easy to assess the plan before the election.”).
242 LULAC, 548 US at 420 (Kennedy) (plurality).
243 See Part III.A.
244 See Part IV.A.
241
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plans, but it seems hard to deny that they are reasonable
measures of “how much partisan dominance is too much.”245
Justice Kennedy’s fourth objection was that “asymmetry
alone is not a reliable measure of unconstitutional partisanship.”246 In other words, the standard for unlawful gerrymandering should incorporate both asymmetry and other relevant considerations. The test we have proposed, of course, does exactly
that. In the first stage of the analysis, only asymmetry (in the
form of the efficiency gap) would be at issue. The key question
would be whether the plan’s gap is above or below the relevant
threshold. But in the second stage, all sorts of other factors—
redistricting criteria such as compactness, respect for political
subdivisions, and respect for communities of interest, democratic
values such as competitiveness and minority representation, the
state’s underlying political geography, and so on—would come
into play. Here the dispositive issue would be whether these
other factors necessitated a gap above the threshold. Under this
two-step sequence, partisan fairness would not be prioritized
above every competing consideration. Rather, it would be balanced against them, and could be compromised in order to
achieve other pressing objectives.247
Finally, we address the concern, voiced by the Court in both
Bandemer and Vieth, that voters’ preferences may be highly volatile, in which case partisan unfairness in one election might not
translate into unfairness in the next. As the Court remarked in
Bandemer, “[A] finding of unconstitutionality must be supported
by evidence of continued frustration of the will of a majority of
the voters.”248 Or as the Court put it in Vieth, “Political affiliation is not an immutable characteristic.”249 Unlike all other
standards proposed to date,250 our test explicitly takes into
245 LULAC, 548 US at 420 (Kennedy) (plurality). Ultimately, though, “it is this
Court, not proponents of the symmetry standard, that has the judicial obligation to answer the question of how much unfairness is too much.” Id at 468 n 9 (Stevens concurring in part and dissenting in part).
246 Id at 420 (Kennedy) (plurality) (emphasis added).
247 The same sort of balancing, of course, occurs in the reapportionment context. Deviations from population equality are permitted in order to accomplish other goals. See
notes 193–95 and accompanying text.
248 Bandemer, 478 US at 133 (White) (plurality) (emphasis added).
249 Vieth, 541 US at 287 (Scalia) (plurality).
250 Grofman and King, for instance, do not incorporate sensitivity testing into any of
their suggested partisan bias tests. They would calculate bias only for a tied election or
at the actual vote share point. See Grofman and King, 6 Election L J at 21–25 (cited in
note 11).
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account the possibility that voters’ attitudes may change over
time. Thanks to the sensitivity testing we recommend, a plan
would be presumptively unlawful only if its efficiency gap exceeded the threshold and the gap was unlikely to hit zero over
the plan’s lifetime. Moreover, the odds of the gap hitting zero are
determined not by speculation but rather on the basis of historical evidence about the shifts in voter sentiment that can be expected to occur over the course of a decade. These aspects of our
test distinguish it from all of the approaches the Court previously has considered and rejected, and they render it uniquely responsive to the Court’s anxiety about fickle voter preferences.
CONCLUSION
The cause of action for partisan gerrymandering has lain
dormant for essentially its entire existence. In LULAC, however,
the Court hinted for the first time in a generation that the claim
could yet arise from its slumber. In particular, a majority of the
justices expressed genuine interest in the concept of partisan
symmetry. In this Article, we have taken the Court at its word.
We have introduced a new measure of partisan symmetry, the
efficiency gap, that captures the essence of gerrymandering and
is superior to earlier symmetry metrics. We also have calculated
the efficiency gap for a vast array of congressional and state
house plans over the past five redistricting cycles. And, perhaps
most helpfully for the judiciary, we have developed one option
for converting the efficiency gap into usable doctrine. Notably,
our proposal gives a concrete reply to Vieth’s “unanswerable
question” of “[h]ow much political . . . effect is too much”251—a
gap of two seats for congressional plans and a gap of 8 percent
for state house plans, but only if the gaps are likely to be durable.252
What are the odds, then, that the courts will finally put
some teeth into gerrymandering claims? Certainly the need for a
more potent doctrine has never been greater. As we have
stressed, today’s plans feature the largest efficiency gaps recorded in modern history. At the Supreme Court level, however, we
doubt that the currently sitting justices are eager to launch another redistricting revolution. We would be surprised by an explicit rejection of the efficiency gap, given the justices’ positive
comments in LULAC, but we would be equally surprised if today’s
251
252

Vieth, 541 US at 296–97 (Scalia) (plurality).
See Part IV.A.
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conservative Court began striking down the largely proRepublican gerrymanders that exist across the country. The
Court’s more likely course is to let sleeping dogs lie.
But we are substantially more optimistic at the lower court
level. In the years since LULAC, plaintiffs have lost their gerrymandering suits because they have ignored the Court’s discussion of partisan symmetry and sought in vain to revive the
standards rebuffed in Vieth. It would not take much—just a single resourceful plaintiff and a single creative court—for a test
based on the efficiency gap to win a doctrinal foothold. And from
this foothold it also would not be too implausible for the test to
spread to other jurisdictions. Doctrinal experimentation and diffusion are common in election law,253 and we see no reason why
they could not occur in the gerrymandering context too. And if
they did occur, and if they were perceived as positive developments, and if the Supreme Court’s membership shifted in a favorable direction (all admittedly big ifs), then partisan symmetry might eventually be adopted as the law of the land. Then
the promise of LULAC, the promise that motivated us to write
this Article, might be fulfilled.

253 See, for example, Obama for America v Husted, 697 F3d 423, 428 (6th Cir 2012)
(extending the logic of Bush v Gore, 531 US 98 (2000), to unequal treatment of early voters); Texas v Holder, 888 F Supp 2d 113, 143–44 (DDC 2012) (three-judge panel), vacd
and remd, 133 S Ct 2886 (2013) (applying § 5 of the Voting Rights Act to prevent a photo
identification requirement from taking effect); United States v Village of Port Chester,
704 F Supp 2d 411, 448–53 (SDNY 2010) (invoking § 2 of the Voting Rights Act to require cumulative voting as a remedy for vote dilution).

